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1. RECOGNITION 
The Company shall recognize the Union as the exclusive 
bargaining agent for all employees who are now on the hourly 
oavroll and all emolovees who are in the future emoloved and 
;laced on the h'ouiy payroll of the company,'aid shall 
negotiate with the accredited representatives thereof chosen 
by the Union for the purpose of settling any disputes which 
may arise concerning wages, rates of pay, working condi- 
tions, hours and other conditions of employment which may 
now exist or may arise in the future on any of those matters. 
In the event the Comoanv adds to its Dresent manufacturins 
fac~llt~es n A en Co~nty. in0 ana, tne terms of this agreemen: 
snall prevall and cover all employees wno are e gtble to be 
IncI~ded fn the Barsa nfna Jn  I, as oefineo herem and who 
1 are employed by the coLpany in such new undertakings. 
Should the Company acquire warehouse facilities in Allen 
County. Indiana, by purchase, rent or lease and the Company 
has control of such facilities, the terms of this Agreement shall 
prevail and cover all employees who are eligible to be 
included in the Bargaining Unit, and who are employed by the 
Company in such new undertakings. 
2. EXCLUDED EMPLOYEES 
Tne Unlon agrees that 11 wall not accept for membersh.~ n Ine 
Barga,nfng J n  I. superintendents superv sors, off ce 
employees, confidential clerical employees, guards, or 
anyone having the authority to hire or fire, or any other 
salaried employee of the Company. 
A saladed person, area superintendent or area manager, 
supervisor or assistant supervisor will not perform Union work 
or reolace an hourlv emolovee exceot that he lexcludino Time 
study employeesj may ;]emonstrate jobs 'to employees. 
instruct employees, and in the presence of an employee 
perform experomenla work ~nvolvlng a smal number of 
pleces or perform work s~fficlent eno~gh to ns.re ham that a 
mach ne. f ix l~re or s e t - ~ p  s performing sat sfactorfly 
Wnen 11 IS necessav tor a represenlatlve of the hme S t ~ d y  
Department to Insadct an emplovee or oemonstrate a 100 to 
an employee, it must be done'in ihe presence of and through 
1 
the employees supervisor. 
The Company retains the right to select its excluded 
personnel. 
An hourly-rated employee transferred to a salary-rated occu- 
pation shall accumulate seniority while in such occupation. 
except that: 
All excluded employees currently on the Fort Wayne plant 
payroll before February 1,1999 fall under the following 
paragraph. 
Effective Febmarv 1. 1999, the comDanv will allow all 
excluded employees working within the io r t  wayne plant that 
hold seniority in the bargaining unit a one time opportunity to 
elect to return to the baraainina unit. Excluded emDlovees will 
- " . . 
have dnt I Aprd 1. 1999. lo make lne r oeslre lo ret-rn Known 
In wrltmg ro management Exc dacd empoyces that etecl to 
return to the baraain~na unit will be returned in an order deter- 
- - 
mined solely by management. Management will return all 
affected employees to the bargaining unit by December 31, 
1999. All excluded emDlovees not on the Fort Wavne Dlant 
management payroll as oi~ebruary 1, 1999, have no right to 
return to the bargaining unit. 
A employees wno e ecl to transfer from tne barga nlng Lnlr 
lo exc.,ded statLs on or after Feor~aty 1 1999 fa. .rider tne 
following paragraph. 
A bargaining unit employee that elects to accept an excluded 
Position will have a one-time trial period of UD to six 16) 
months to return to the bargaining unit. After six(6) months: 
the employee will forfeit all bargaining unit seniority and all 
riahts to return to the bargaining unit under any conditions. If 
the employee returns toihe bargaining unit, during their six 
(6) month trial period, and later elects to accept an excluded 
position for a second time, all bargaining unit seniority is 
immediately forfeited. A salaried person returning to the 
Bargaining Unit will return to relocation to choose a job 
through their Bargaining Unit seniority. 
In the event the President, Vice-President. Union Bargaining 
Committee Person or Union Time Study Steward leaves 
office, they must remain out of ofice for a period of six (6) 
months before they can accept any management position 
without fo~feiture of all Bargaining Unit Seniority. 
3. FACTORY SERVICEMEN AND PROCESS ENGINEERS 
A factorv serviceman called to work on a machine or 
eq~ipment whtcn 15 or will oe under the bark assignment 04 
m e  of tne S&,.~ed Classlf.ca6ons, shall Rrsl  report lo the cran 
supervisor involved who will attempt to assign an employee 
from such Skilled Classificatiin to assist him while he is 
seiiing up, repairing, or servicing such equipment. 
A Process Engineer required to work on a machine or 
equipment which is or will be under the work assignment of 
an employee in the Bargaining Unit, shall report to the super- 
visor of the department who will assign an hourly rated 
employee to assist him while he is selting up, repairing or 
servicing such equipment. 
4. ORGANIZATION STATEMENT 
The company agrees that its employees shall have the right 
to self-oraanization, to form, join or assist labor organizations, 
to barga'% collectWely through representatives i f  their own 
choosing, and to engage in concerted activities for the 
purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or 
protection. 
5. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
The Company and Union agree to continue their policies of 
non-discrimination or harassment in employment or Union 
membership because of race, color, religion, sex, age, 
national origin, disabled condition or veterans status 
(Vietnam Era), in conformity with Presidential Executive 
Orders and Federal and State laws regarding Equal 
Employment Opportunity 
It is understood that the word he or she as used throughout 
this Agreement will designate an employee. 
6. UNION SECURITY 
Each of the employees covered by this Agreement shall, as 
a condition of employment, be or bemme e member of the 
Union not later than the 30th consecutive calendar day 
followins the beatnninq of his emolovment. Each such 
- " - 
employee snall, as a con0 t.on of contlndeo emp.oyment 
reman a member of the Un.on n good stanalng to the extent 
aLtnonzeo by me Laoor Managemenl Relal ons Act of 1947 
as amended Any emp~oyee fa ng to comp y wlln the above 
con0,tlons rvtll De cons.dered as nav.ng vo.dnlarlly qt, I 
7. CHECK OFF 
On receipt of the authority properly signed by an employee, 
the ~omoanv will deduct~fromwabes~due the emolovee all - 
Jnlon in11 allon fees and aLes All aeaJc1 ons sha~. De made 
from the th,ro oar of lne monln Sbcn deducl~ons hall app y 
to onlv those iiolovees who are on the Davmll and rece/ve , ~ ~ , ~ ,  . . 
money in excess of the deducted amount in the deduction 
period. If the deduction is greater than the amount of money 
received, there will be no deduction made. 
The Union Secretaly shall notify the Company during the 
second week of each month in writing of missed deductions 
that were authorized but were not made and these will be 
made at the next regular deduction period. Any and all sums 
deducted by the Company from the wages of its employees, 
shall be remitted to the Secretary-Treasurer of the local 
Union not later than the fourth pay of each calendar month. 
Upon promotion or transfer from the Bargaining Unit, the 
deduction authority of the employee will be cancelled auto- 
matically. If subsequently returned to the Bargaining Unit a 
new deduction authority must be provided to the Company. 
In the handling of the foresoinq Union financial matters for the 
- - 
emp.oyees and for lne Ln on, the Company accepts no ega. 
respons.o~l~Iy or llao##lty except lhal procedural errors w. be 
corrected if they are called to the Company s attention. 
8. UNION REPRESENTATION 
The union shall have the right to be represented by a Union 
Bargaining Committee consisting of eight (8) members. One 
member of the Barqa~nlnq Committee wlll be designated bv 
the Union as the ~hBirman. The Vice-President ofihe union 
shall be a member of the Committee. The seventh and eighth 
members to be assigned one each on the second and third 
shifts. At Company and Union meetings and negotiations, ail 
Committeemen shall have the privilege of attending. 
The Union President shall be subiect to call and have the 
privilege of being present at meetings between the Company 
and the Union Bargaining Committee. 
The Company shali negotiate with this Unim Bargaining 
Committee as the sole representative of the members 
covered by this Agreement. 
Based on the minimum and maximum number of emolovees 
per steward as stated in this item the Union shall designate 
(increase or reduce) stewards for the departments and shifts 
throughout the ulant. It shall be the dub and oriviieae of a 
steward to presant grievances or compleints f i r  employees 
in his jurisdiction to the Company and its representatives 
through the channels of the grievance procedure herein set 
forth. 
There shall be a minimum of twenty-five (25) and a maximum 
of fifty (50) employees per steward per shift It will not be 
necessary for the jurisdiction of a night steward to be the 
same as the jurisdiction of a day steward. 
The Company and Union shali meet once a year, prior to 
Steward elections, or more often for the purpose of iedefin- 
ing steward@) jurisdiction in accordance with the provisions 
of the previous paragraph 
The redefinition of steward(s) jurisdiction mentioned above 
will be done by representatives of both Darties in a resDonsi- 
ble manner toachteve an average w~thtn reason between Ihe 
mtn mLms ana max,mums oLtltneo aoove 
At the conclusion of the Stewards election, the Union shall 
notify the Company in writing the name of each Steward and 
the department(s) thal he represents. 
A member of the Union Bargaining Committee, the Union 
President or a rime Studv Representative, uoon comoletion 
. . 
of has term of ofice, who was a groJp leader or leaoman a1 
the !.me ol has elecllon and nas grealer sen.onty tnan a group 
leader or leadman in his deoartment. will be offered the 
~ -~ .. . 
opportunity to replace the youngest group leader or leadman 
in the department and will be placed on the shift where his 
seniority places him 
9. UNION TIME 
The Vice President. Skilled Trades Committeeman. one 
Production committeeman and the c on-production 
Committeeman will be allowed eight (8) hours per day for the 
handling of Union grievance; The Chalrman of the 
Bargaining Committee will be designated by the Union from 
one of the members llsted above. The President will be 
allowed Eight (8) hours per day. 
When the number of employees on first shifl falls below 500 
emolovees. the members listed above. with the exceotion of 
the'chsirman, will be allowed four (4) hours per day. i h e  four 
(4) hours wiii be allowed in increments of the Rrst four (4) 
hours at the beqinnlnq of a shift or the last four (41 hours of 
a sh.fl ~noLlaihere i e  k o  (21 Commlneernen n the same 
aepartment each shalt take nts alrowea hours at d#fferent 
times. 
On days the regulady scheduled grievance meetings or 
special called meetings are held as outlined in Article 16, the 
first shift Union Bargaining Committee members, the Union 
President and Union Vice-President shall have eight (8) 
hours per day. When there are more than 200 employees on 
the second or third shifl one of the Second and one of the 
Third Shifl Committeemen shall have five (5) hours per day 
in addition to the time spent in such grievance meetings. 
On second or third shin when the number of employees 
exceed 400 there will be two eight (8) hour Committeemen. 
When the number of emolovee;on second or third shift fall 
to between 200 and 40'0 there wiii be one eight (8) hour 
Committeeman, and one four (4) hour Committeeman. If the 
eiaht 18) hour Committeemanis absent durina this time the - . .  - 
f o ~ r  (4) hoof Comm lteeman will nave e.ghl (8) hoLrs 11 lne 
nJmoer of employees on secona or tnlrd sh.n fall below 200 
there will be one eight (8) hour committeeman 
In the event the Chairman of the Bargaining Comminee is 
absent, the Vice-President and remaining members of the 
first shin Union Bargaining Comminee will be allowed the 
absent Chairman of the Bargaining Committees eight 8) 
hours Union time. Should any of the first shift Union 
Bargaining Committeemen be absent, the Union President 
will be allowed eight (8) hours Union Tlme. In the event the 
Union President. Vice-President or a remaining member of 
the first shin Bargaining Commitlee who is allowed four (4) 
hours per day is absent, the Union President. Vice President 
or a remaining member of the first shin bargaining Committee 
will be allowed the absent Unian official s four (4) hours Union 
time. 
In the absence of either (of less than one week) of the Night 
Shift Committeemen on the second or third shifl, the 
allocated time shall be assigned to the Chief Steward upon 
notification to the Shifl Superintendent. 
In the situation whwe an elected Committeeman is not active 
because there is less than 200 employees on the shifl, and 
the active Committeeman is absent, the inactive 
Committeeman will replace him during this period of 
absence. 
The Company assures the Union that each Committeeman 
andlor the President, who is elected from an incentive 
department, will be afforded the opportunity to produce at 
incenyive the same as any other member ot the group. 
The Union will notify the Company in writing one (1) week in 
advance of any newly elected Union Representative taking 
office who will be entitled by contract to two (2) hours or more 
Union time. 
The Chief Stewards and backup Chief Stewards will be 
allowed eight (8) hours Unian time when all of the Union 
Committeemen are out of the shop or in negotiations. 
The Secretan/-Treasurer will be allowed one ( 1 )  hour Union 
time per week. 
Stewards will be allowed time for the handling of grievances, 
but not !n excess of one (1) nobr per day ~ k w a r a s  allowed 
t.me w~ll not be on an accumulat.ve 0as.s. b ~ l  the sdpervlsors 
will be Dermitted to amrove the Stewards time UD lo the 
weekly "umber of hou'rs ailoned each Steward on areason- 
able assurance of the need. 
Pay shall be computed on the employees day rate if he is a 
7 
day rate worker, or at the incentive earnings of the 
employees home group for the current week if he is an 
incentive worker Union time will not be taken during 
overtime hours unless approved by the Company. 
10. UNION - PLANT ADMiSSlON 
Members of the Bargaining Committee, President, and 
Secretary-Treasurer and Union Time Study representatives 
of the Union may enter or leave the plant at any time upon 
Droper identification and registration with Plant Protection 
berkonne~. Any employee required to leave the plant on 
Union business during working hours shall, after notifying his 
supervisor, receive a pass from the Human Resources 
hdanaoer w his deslcvwted remesenlafive statino that he is 
~ -~ " 
leaving on Union business. such Union business shall be 
verified in advance by the Union President or his designated 
representative. 
The Union international Representative may enter the plant 
upon prior notification to the Human Resources Manager and 
by registering under the regular plant admission procedure. 
i f .  SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS 
Should there ba any misunderstanding or dispute between 
the Company aOd the Union as to the meaning and applica- 
tion of the Provisions of this Agreement or any writing sup- 
plementary thereto or as to hours of work, rates of pay, or 
conditions of emolovment. or should anv trouble or contro- 
versy of any kindaise with respect to the employees within 
the Unit as between the Company and the Union, there shail 
not, on account of such misunderstandinq, difference, 
dispute, trouble, or controversy be any iockout;unauthorized 
strike, sit-down, suspension or slow-up of work, either prior 
to or during the efforts to settle such misunderstanding, dif- 
ference, dispute, controversy, or troubie, or after the settle- 
ment thereof, but ail such misunderstandings, differences, 
disputes. controversies, and troubles shall be settled with the 
utmost dispatch and only in the manner set forth under the 
Grievance Procedure. 
No stnke shail take place until such action has been fully 
authorized as provided in the constitution of P.A.C.E.. 
The International and local Union shall immediately and 
publicly disavow any illegal strike, walkout or work stoppage 
in violation of this Agreement and will use all means within 
their power to end such activity at the earliest possible time. 
If the international and local Union complies with the 
foregoing, they shall be held harmless from any legal liability 
in damage suits instituted bv the Com~anv. The Com~anv 
shall have the right to 'discipline (including dischargej an; 
employee who instigates participates in, or gives leadership 
to an unauthorized strike in violation of this agreement. 
12. GRIEVANCE INVESTIGATION 
ASteward will be permined to leave his department to contact 
the Comm~neeman after dulv notifvlnq his supervjsor that he 
. .I is leaving on Union business. 1 t3. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
I Step No. 1 
I Any employes or group of employees having a grievance 
shall have the option of taking the grievance up with hisfiheir 
1 supervisor or helthey may take the grievance up with b e  Steward who will then take the grievance up with hisltheir I supervisor. If the Steward takes the grievance up with the 
supervisor, the employee(s) should be present. 
If the grievance is not resolved between the supervisor and 
the Steward or emoloveelsl. the arievance shall be 
~ ~ 
discussed further wiih {he 'dinera! supervisor or shi 
Superintendent and the two (2) of them will endeavor to make 
a satisfactoly settlement. At the meeting with the General 
Supervisor or Shifl Superintendent, the Supervisor should be 
present and the Steward may have a Committeeman 
present. 
Step No. 2 
Should the Steward. Commineeman and General Supervisor 
or Shifl Superintendent not succeed in adjusting the 
grievance satisfactorily in Step #I it shall be reduced to 
writing on the grievance form in triplicate, stating the 
aggrieved employee or union contention and restitution 
requested, dated, designation of time, signed by the 
employee and his Steward, and presented to the Area or 
Department Manager. The Area or Department Manager will 
date, designate the time of receipt, and sign the grievance. 
The Area or Department Manager shall within three (3) 
regular work days from the date of the grievance (weekends 
and holidays excluded) give his answer in writing on all 
copies of the grievance form. The Steward will date, 
desianate time of receiDt and sian the arievance form. The 
- - 
Steward WI 1 retam tne p~nk copy and retan all olner coptes 
to the Area or Department Manager Tne Steward snall w.lnln 
three 13) reaular workdays from the date of receipt give his 
. . . . 
answer staling his contentions on all copies of the grievance 
form. The Area or Department Manager will again date, 
desianate time of receiDt and sign, return the pink copy to the 
- 
Steward and ,mmeo.ate y Oellver tne rema nlng coples to the 
hLman Reso~rces Departmenl 
Step No. 3 
Should the decision of the Area or Department Manaaer not 
be satisfactory to the aggrieved empioyee, in Step $2, the ; 
grievance shall be referred to the Union Bargaining 
committee as a whole and to representatives of the 
Company to be taken up at the next regular stated grievance 
rneeting, unless the grievance is of such a nature as to 
require immediate attention. 
The Manager of Human Resources or his representative 
shall at the next regular stated grievance meeting date, 
designate the time and sign all copies of the grievance form. 
and return the pink copy to the Chairman of the Bargaining 
Committee. The Manager of Human Resources or his repre- 
sentative shall within seven (7) days (weekends and holidays 
excluded) following the meeting place his answer on all 
copies of the grievance. The Chairman of the Bargaining 
Commiltee will date, designate time of receipt, and sign the 
grievance at the time the answer is given by the Manager of 
Human Resources or his representative. The Chairman will 
retain the pink copy and return the other copies to the 
Manager of Human Resources or his representative. The 
Chairman of the Barctaininq Comminee shall within seven (7) 
working days place ihe ~ G o n  s answer stating their position 
on all copies of the grievance. The Manager of Human 
Resources or his representative will again date, designate 
time of receipt of answer, sign and return the pink wpy  to the 
Bargaining Comminee Chairman 
Should a disagreement or dispute arise over a discharge, the 
wrinen grievance will be introduced in Step #3. 
Step No. 4 
Should the grievance not be resolved by the Company and 
Bargaining Committee in Step #3, it may at the request of 
either party be reviewed by the Plant Manager, or Acting 
Plant Manager and International Representative of the 
Union, and the Bargaining Cornmiflee, and with such other 
additional representatives as either party may desire. 
The joint review meeting of the Plant Manager, or Acting 
Manager, the Union Representative and Bargaining 
Commillee must be held within fifteen (15) days from the date 
of receipt of the Unions answer in the 3rd Step, unless 
agreed by the parties in writing to extend. 
The Planl Manager or Acting Plant Manager shall within 
seven (7) days (weekends and holidays excluded) following 
the meeting, place his answer on the grievance. 
Step No. 5 
If the Union finds the Company answer unacceptable, they 
may refer the grievance to arbitration. Notification to arbitrate 
must be given in writing stating the Unions position to the 
Company s answer within five (5) working days after the next 
scheduled Monthly Union Meeting. If the grievance is not 
moved to arbitration, it shall be deemed to be at an end and 
shall be resolved in accordance with the Company s answer. 
Upon receipt of the notice to arbitrate. the Company and 
Union shall iointlv reouest the Federal Mediation and , ~, ~ ~~~ 
Conciliation ~'ervice to provide a panel of nine (9) arbitrators. 
The Companv and Union shall alternately strike names until 
one remains; which shall then hear the- case and make a 
decision. A coin will be tossed to determine who will strike 
first. 
Within thirty (30) days after the selection of an arbitrator, The 
arbitrator shall establish a hearing date for an oral hearing at 
which time both parties will have the privilege of being repre- 
sented and to present oral documentary or physical evidence 
and to examine the witnessesof theother party Noevidence 
shall be introduced at the arbitration hearing that has not pre- 
viously been presented or brought out in the steps of the 
grievance procedure. There will be no filing of posthearing 
briefs by either the Company or the Union. 
The arbitrator shall render his written decision within thirty 
(30) days from the hearing date, unless he requests addi- 
tional time during the hearing and both parties agree to 
extend. 
In deciding a case, it shall be the function of the arbitrator to 
Interpret the Agreement and any agreed upon supplements 
thereto, and to decide whether or not there has been a 
violation thereof. He shall have no right to change, add to, 
subtract from, or modifv anv of the terms of this aareement , , 
and any agreed upon supplements thereto, or to edablish or 
change wage rates or decide issues not directly involved in 
the case. The cost of the arbitrators fee and expenses shall 
be divided equally between the Company and the Union. An 
arbitration proceeding may include up to two (2) grievances 
orovided the arievances involved are similar in subiect 
- 
matter. 
Ajoint letter will be submitted to the Arbitrator in the event that 
either the Company or the Union determines the Arbitrators 
award required clarification. 
14. GRIEVANCE TlME LIMITS 
Time limits of any appeal or answer may be extended only by 
agreement between the parties. 
An Arbitrator panel must be requested within six (6) months 
from the date the grievance was filed. 
15. TIME LIMIT FOR RETROACTIVITY 
All grievances shall be filed promptly and the Company shall 
not be reauired to aav any claim for wages, which accrue 
more than'ninety (!30)dayi before the date of delivering the 
grievances to the supervisor. The assignment of an incorrect 
wage rate, which occurs when an employee transfers or is 
eligible for a progression increase, will be made retroactive 
to date of error. 
if Dav letters are not written within ten workina davs after noti- 
- .  
f i b t i n  has been given to the area manager by a wmmit- 
teeman, a grievance may be filed in the third step. 
16. GRIEVANCE MEETING 
The Company agrees that it will meet with the Bargaining 
Committee the first and third Thursday of each month, 
holidays excluded, beginning at 8:30A.M. and conciudina no 
later tnan 10:30 A M for theb~rpose of settl ng a .  gr!evaices 
not olhewse seltled Sho~ld a nollaay fall on tne first andlor 
third Thursdav of the month, said meeting shall be held the 
Wednesday preceding that Thursday. ?he Company will 
provide the Union with one (1) copy of on-the-record minutes 
taken at any Thursday meeting prior to the next regular 
Scheduled Thursday Meeting. 
Stewards and members of the Union Bargaining Committee 
shall receive their regular rate of pay or group average for 
attending the Thursday grievance meetings, but no compen- 
sation for time devoted to either regular or special meetings 
extending beyond their normal shift, unless the Company 
requests the meetings extend beyond regular working hours. 
Committeemen and Stewards assigned to the sewnd and 
third shift will be paid for time spent in the Thursday grievance 
meetings. 
The Union shall be permitted to include one (1) Steward at 
the Thursday grievance meetings. 
/ On the Thursdays that the Company and the Union are not 
Scheduled to meet, either the Company or the Union may 
request a special called meeting and the other party will be 
required to meet. 
Special meetings may be called by agreement between the 
Company and the Union Bargaining Committee. 
Plant-wide seniority as detailed in this agreement, shall . 
prevail for all employees except as further defined for the 
Skilled Classifications listed in Item 18. 
The following are definitions used in the application of Piant- 
wide seniority: 
Plant-Wide Classification-Any classification other than those 
listed in Item 18. 
Piant-Wide Seniority Employee- Any employee holding a 
Plant-Wide classification. 
Piant-Wide Seniority List -The list of Plant-Wide seniority 
employees in seniority order. 
18. SKILLED CLASSIFICATIONS 
Listed below in numerical order are the skilled occupations, ! 
and the skilled classifications within each occupation. 
SKILLED CRAFTS 
CLASSlFlCATlONS 
1. CCO 'Electrician Journeyman 
'Electrician Apprentice 
2. CQO 'Engineer. Power 
3. GVO Gage 8 Tool lnspector Journeyman 
Gage 8 Tool Inspector -Trainee 
4. GHO Quality Layout lnspector 
Quality Layout inspector - Trainee 
5. MVO 'ToolMaker Journeyman 
'ToolMaker Apprentice 
6. IHO 'Machine Rebuilder Journeyman 
110 'Machine Repair Journeyman 
.Machine Repair Apprentice 
7. 1x0 'Millwright Journeyman I 
'Millwright Apprentice 
8. JSO 'Pipefitter - Journeyman 
'Pipefmer- Apprentice 
9. KHO 'Tool Grinder Journeyman 
Tool Grinder - Trainee 
10. KT0 'Repair Truck and Tractor Journeyman 
'Repair Truck and Tractor Trainee 
11. QHO 'Gear Developer 1st Class 
QDO 'Gear Developer 2nd Class 
It was agreed to, in the 2001/2002 negotiations that consoli- 
dation of the Welder, Painter, Carpenter, and Millwright clas- 
sifications would be by Departmental Seniority 
1 An emolovee workinq in one of the skilled classifications 
listed aboie and designated by an asterisk (^) shall use, for 
purposes of seniority, the date of hire or transfer into that 
occuoation. Emolovees in the classifications of Gear aualitv 
~on t ro l  and   car deveopment as of JanLary 14.1971 shall 
use the.r plantwloe sen onty date for senlor ty pLrposes 
a. An employee in department 45 classified as a 
trainee as of December 4. 1972, shall use that 
date (12472) for their occupational seniority 
date. The order in which these employees i shall appear on the occupational seniority list 
I shall be determined first, by their date of 
hire or transfer to the trainee classification 
I then secondly, by their plant-wide seniority date. I b. On work requiring the services of skiiled classifications, it shall be standard practice to have each craft perform its own type work. In some instances of varied work it is I economicallv unsound to oursue a strict 
otvts!on of work Tne Vn on agrees s ~ c h  
boroerltne work wlll oe performed promptly 
accordino to instructions and recourse will be 
made toihe Skilled Trades Advisory Committee 
if it is in disagreement with the assignment of 
work. On a borderline case where doubt exists 
as to what classification shall perform the 
work, the work will be performed promptly 
according to instructions and recourse may 
be made to the Skilled Trades Advisory 
Committee if the employee is in disagreement 
with the assignment of work. In an emergency 
where employees of a classification are not 
available. work will be Derformed DromDtlv . . .  
according to instructions and recourse may be 
made to the grievance procedure if the employee 
is in disagreement with the assignment of work. 
18-1 PREFERRED CLASSIFICATIONS 
1. QAA Quality Control Auditor 1st Class 
QBA Quality Control Auditor 2nd Class 
2. QCl Quality Control lnvestigator 1st Class 
QIH Quality Control investigator 2nd Class 
3. QSl Quality lnvestigator Salvage 1st Class 
QRI Quality lnvestigator Salvage 2nd Class 
4. JJA Oiler 
An employee working on one of the preferred classifications 
listed above shall use his plant-wide seniority date for 
seniority purposes. 
19. HIRING ORDER 
When two or more employees start to work on the same day. 
the order in which they were first hired will determine the 
order in which their names shall appear on the seniority list. 
if there is no break in the probationary period. If that should 
occur, llem 20 will prevail. 
20. PROBATIONARY PERIOD 
Afler obtaining 120 days of active employment, within a nine 
(9) month period, the person will become a seniority 
employee on the 121st day. At that time the employee will be 
issued a permanent employee number and, if required 
because of a break in the probationary period, the plant 
seniority date will be adjusted and the employee will be 
added to the senioritv list. In all cases the Dlant senioritv date ,
will be 1% days prior to the date the employee is placed on 
the seniority list. Either party has a right to ask for a short- 
term extension. Both parties must agree. All benefits will key 
off of the employees seniority date once it is established. 
A probationary employee who goes on a leave-of-absence 
andlor a vacation, as set forth in Items 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 
andlor 71 sha nave h s probatlonary penod extended The 
extenston sna . be me eqsva ent of tne numoer of calendar 
davs that the emplovee is on leave-of-absence andlor 
vacation. but shall not exceed 120 calendar days. 
When Skilled classified probationary empioyee(s) complete 
the probationary Denod thev will automaticallv be u~uraded 
to journeymen.. such em60yees pay will be adjuited to 
reflect the upgrade the Monday following the completion of 
the ~robationaw period. 
An employee in.his skilled probationary period will be placed I on a shifl by Management on, which there is also assigned a 
journeyman employee in the same occupation. He may not 
exercise Shifl Transfer (Item 33-1) or be displaced by other 
skilled employees as a result of Shift Transfer (Item 33-1) 
until the completion of his probationary period. 
A probationary incentive employee will be required to 
maintain and make available to his leadman and supervisor 
a production record in the same manner as a transferred 
employee under Item 33 Transfer Card. 
20.1 VACATION REPLACEMENTS 
The Company may hire individuals for the purpose of sewing 
as vacation replacement empioyee(s) during the period 
beginning May 1 of each calendar year and concluding no 
later than the last full week in September. Individuals hired 
i as vacatton replacement employees dmng this per~od snall 
oe adtomat~cally term~nated ana considered as a voluntary 
1 uuil as of the last full week in September, or after the com- 
pletion of 120 calendar days of employment, whichever 
comes first. 
Ina.v~d~alS hlrea as vacatlon rep.acements sha , not obtaln or 
accdmdlale sen.only Tne Company w~ll  have the r~ght o 
terminate a vacation replacement at anv time between Mav 
I 1 and the last full week in seplembe{ and shall have nb 
responsibility to rehire or recall such an individual. 
Employees hired as vacation replacements between the 
period beginning May 1 and concluding no later than the last 
full week of September will not be subject to the layoff, 
transfer, or job filling sequence described in the Labor 
Agreement for seniority empioyees. The Company wiii uni- 
laterally lay off, transfer and fill jobs with vacation replace- 
ments in a sound and efficient manner without the restrictions 
outlined in our Labor Agreement for seniority empioyees. 
Vacation replacement empioyee(s) shail not be permitted to 
take part in job relocations until such time that all seniority 
employees have had an opportunity to exercise their seniority 
and select from the jobs being offered in relocation. 
Individuals hired as permanent employees who have not 
completed their probationary period shall be given jobs in 
relocation after the seniority employees have had an oppor- 
tunity to select from the jobs and before vacation replace- 
ments are placed on such jobs, regardless of who was hired 
first. 
An individual who is employed as a vacation replacement 
employee may not transfer to permanent employment. An 
individual who is employed as a vacation replacement 
employee may be hired a; a permanent employee; however, 
the individuai must first voluntarily quit, which wiii terminate 
his employment as a vacation replacement. Upon being 
hired as a permanent employee, an individuai shail be 
required to complete a one hundred twenty (120) calendar 
day probationary period as outlined in Article 20. However 
The calendar davs worked while workina as a vacation 
replacement will be counted toward the i 2 0  calendar day 
probation period.( No pyramiding of days From one year to 
the next) The ComDanv will have a two week arace oeriod to 
. . - ,  
fill a permanent position if in fact that position requires filling. 
An individual hired as a vacation reolacement shail be so 
identified. No later than Wednesday of each calendar week. 
the Company shail submit to the Bargaining Commiltee the 
name. date of hire. emolovee number. deirtment. classifi- 
. , .  . . . ~~ 
cation' and shin of all vacation replacements who were hired 
or terminated the preceding week. The list shall also include 
the name, date of hire, employee number, depament, cias- 
sification and shin of all vacation replacements who continue 
to remain employed 
21. SENIORITY LISTS 
Seniority lists shall be maintained by the Company. Copies of 
these lists shall be furnished to the Union once each sixty 
(60) days. 
The Company shall furnish the Union, upon request, once 
each antract year, a list of employees working for the 
Company on excluded jabs who hold seniority in the 
Bargaining Unit. 
22. SENIORITY UNION REPRESENTATIVES 
A Union Bargaining Committeeman, the President, the Vice- 
President or a Union l ime Study representative shall head i his respective seniority list first in classification, department 
[ and jurisdiction, and then secondly, the plant-wide list for 
1 layoff and Preference of shi i  Dumoses only, as lonq as there I remains a job helshe is capable'of perfoforming. - A Steward shall head his resoective senioritv list in his 
1 steward jurisdiction, first in department then juhsdiction, for 
layoff (item 26 and 27, excluding Item 34, Temporary LayoM 
and preference of shift only, and will remain as steward: 
' (a) Until such time as a steward (excluding l ime Study 
Representative) has insufficient seniority to remain 
working in the plant. 
/ (b) Unless he is replaced according to the By-Laws of the Union. 
(c) Until such time as a Steward, who is a skilled tradesman 
has insufficient seniority to remain in hislher classifica- 
tion, 
(d) A non-preferred Steward who is also steward over a 
preferred depattment cannot follow their Stewards 
jurisdiction into a preferred department. 
The Union shall furnish the Company an up-to-date list of the 
Union Bargaining Commitlee, ~'xe&tive Board. Union l ime 
Study Representative and Stewards once each sixty (60) 
days: 
23. LOSS OF SENIORITY 
An employee will lose seniority when: 
(a) He1 She quits 
(b) He/ She is discharged and the discharge is not 
reversed through the grievance procedure. 
(c) He/ She is absent seven (7) consecutive working days 
without good cause. 
(d) He/ She has been laid off and is recalled to work but fails 
to report for work within five (5) working days from the 
date of signing the certified or registered letter receipt or 
he will lose his seniority if the registered letter is 
returned as undeliverable from his last address of 
record. 
(e) He1 She has less than one (1)year seniority and is 
relocated on three occasions by the Human Resources 
department and is removed from the job each time for 
failure to perform the job satisfactorily. Such action is 
subject to the grievance procedure. 
(f) He1 She accepts employment elsewhere during his term 
of employment with the Company and fails to report to 
work with the Company 
(g) Due to layoff, if more than seven (7) years have elapsed 
since helshe has worked for the Company. 
(h) On the effective date of his Dana Corporation - P.A.C.E. 
normal or early pension. 
(i) An employee who steals Company andlor employee 
property or who is engaged in the act of stealing 
Company and/or employee properly will be automati- 
cally discharged. 
(j) He/ She fraudulently receives monies from either the 
Disability Benefit Plan or the State System Benefit. 
(k) He1 She defrauds the Company with the intent to collect 
pay for not working by leaving the plant without a proper 
pass other than through the designated entrances. 
(I) He/ She defrauds the Company records in any 
manner with the intent to collect pay for work not 
performed. 
24. DISCHARGES AND DISCIPLINARY LAYOFF 
All discharaes and disci~linarv lavoifs shall be subiect to a 
- , , 
revteur before the Un on Bargamtng Commfnee oefore final 
actton a taaen A wr {ten not ce of me final actton taken snall 
be aiven the Chairman of the Baroainino Committee within 
- -~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
twenty-four (24) hours, weekend days and holidays 
excluded. In the event that the Union is not satisfied with the 
1 declsion of the Company, they shall notify the Company in writing no later than the Monday following the Executive Board Meeting, but in no event later than thirtv 130) davs afler I . .  . receiving the Company notice, weekend days and hblidays excluded, of their intention to carry the case further, 
Any employee being referred to the Human Resources 
department for discipline due to a history of tardiness and/or 
absenteeism will be notified by his supervisorthe time of such 
I disciplinary meeting and permitted to work his regular shift until such meeting is held. 
Any employee who is temporarily suspended or permanent- 
! ly discharged from employment and the suspension or 
I discharue is later reversed throuah the orievanci ~rocedure ) andlor Arbitration shall be reinstated kith full seniority in 
accordawe with the grievance settlement or arbitrators 
decision. 
When an employee is discharged the opening will be filled 
with a re~lacement emolovee. Drovided the Union notifies the 
. ,  . ~ - 
company of lnelr tntent to pursde a grievance no laler Inan 
tne Monaay lo .ow:ng me Execuuve Board Meetma, b ~ t  in no 
event later than thirty (30) days. Replacement jobs filled in 
this manner will be considered permanent open jobs if the 
discharge is sustained or the Union fails to pursue the 
discharge within the stated time limits listed above. 
Should the discharae be reversed thmuah the Grievance 
Procedure and/or arbitration, the discharged employee will 
be returned to the shift, classification and department he heid I 
prior to discharge. 
25. LAYOFF NOTICE 
When seniority employees are to be laid off for an extended 
period, the Bargaining Committee will be given at least three 
(3) days notice. In addition to the above the Company will 
adhere to the provisions of The Worker Adjustment and 
Retraining Notification Act upon its effective date. 
Those employees on leaves of absence at the time of their 
layoff, fmm the plant, will be notified by mail at their last 
address of record, of their change of status and the effective 
date of such change. No further contact by the Company will 
be required for employees going on layoff from leave of 
absence other than the above. 
26. LAYOFF-SKILLED OCCUPATIONS 
When there is to be a reduction in the work force which 
necessitates displacing people from the Skilled occupations 
(Item 18) for an extended period of time, the following 
procedure will be used: 
All Anorentices shall be out on the skilled occuDation senioritv 
list afier the completion of 6,000 hours of 'apprenticeshi; 
within their skilled occupation. This provision will apply only 
to the lavoff and recall of skilled trades emolovees and does 
. . 
not amend or abridge any other Agreement Item. 
Within each affected Skilled occuoation emDlovees shall be . . 
removed by occupational seniority (least senior employee 
first) from each classification, as follows: 
1. Trainees 
2. Apprentices that have not completed 6000 hours of 
their aoorenticeshio and all reouired schoolino. . . 
3. probationary ~ou rne~men  a d Journeymen 6 n   rial. 
4. Power Engineer, Gear Developer Employees, and 
Employees displaced from the following classiftcations shall 
be removed in  the order listed: 
a. Gear Developer 2nd Class 
b. Gear Developer 1st Class 
Employees displaced from the Trainee classification shall 
return to Human Resources for relocation. 
If their seniority is not adequate to bump into the card juris- 
diction, they may exercise their seniority plant-wide. 
Skilled emDlovees removed from classifications other than 
Trainee wiii be returned to the Human Resources ofice for 
either Plantwide layoff relocations or lavoff from the plant as 
determined by their seniority. 
Those Skilled employees returned to Human Resources with 
adequate piantwide seniority to avoid layoff from the plant wiii 
I be given the opportunity to exercise such seniority at the 
weekly piantwide iayaff relocation meeting or take a iayoff 
from the plant. An employee who elects layoff will be 
permitted to displace the youngest seniority employee piant- 
wide after four weeks from the effective date of the lavoff. At 
1 the conclusion of the initial four (4) week voluntary iayoff period, the employee may return to relocation to select a iob 
and/or displace the youngest employee provided he has 
noiiied the Company one (1) week prior to the conclusion of / his four (4) week period. If the employee fails to notify the 
I Company of his intended return to work during the one (1) 
week advance notice period or if the employee elects to 
continue on voluntaly layoff beyond the initial four (4) week 
I period, the subsequent periods of voluntary layoff are on a week to week basis with one (1) weeks advance notlficat~on 
to Human Resources required prior to the emolovees 
intended retum to work 
26-1 LAYOFF, PREFERRED CLASSIFICATIONS 
When there is to be a redudon in the work force, which 
necessitates laying people off from a Prefened Classification 
(set forth in Item 18-I), for an extended period of time, the 
following procedure will be used: 
/ A. Human Resources will honor the green transfer cards 
on file one time when the Company is reducing 35 or 
fewer employees from the plant. These cards wiii be 
honored on Thursday or on the next to the last workday 
of the week. 
6. Employees who occupy a Preferred Classification shall 
be removed from their Preferred Classification in 
reverse order of their plant-wide seniority, starting with 
the least senior employee who occupies the classifica- 
tion being affected. Employees removed from their das- 
sification will be placed in the department as determined 
by their plant-wide seniority. The employee with the 
least seniority being displaced from his department will 
have his choice by seniority of replacing the employee 
with the least seniority in the employees card jurisdic- 
tion. Em~lovees removed from the iurisdicfion will be 
. . 
ret~rneo to lne rldman Reso~rccs ofice for e ther p.an1- 
woe .ayofl relocat on or layoff from Ihe plant as oeler- 
mined by their seniority 
C. Employees who do not have adequate seniority to 
remain working in their jurisdiction shall be offered open 
jobs in lhe plant-wide relocation meeting in line with their 
plant-wide seniority. 
An employee removed from a Preferred Classification 
may select a job in the plant-wide relocation if he 
possesses sufficient seniority, or he may elect to take a 
vohmfar/ layoff. An employee who takes a voluntary 
layoff shall be permitted to displace the youngest 
seniorifv emDlovee piant-wide afler a Deriod of four (4) 
weeks irom i he  effective date of the layoff. ~t the con- 
clusion of the initial four (4) week voluntary layoff period. 
the emolovee mav return to relocation to select a iob 
andlor displace th; youngest employee provided he has 
notified the Company one (1) week prior to the conclu- 
sion of h ~ s  four (4) week Deriod. If the emDlovee fails to 
notify the cornpiny of hi; intended return to work during 
the one (1) week advance notice period or if the 
emDlovee elects to continue on voluntarv lavoff beyond 
the'inGa1 four (4) week period, the subskquknt pekiods 
of voluntary layoif are on a week to w e k  basis with one 
I11 weeks advance notification to Human Resources 
required prior to the employee s intended return to work. 
An employee who elects a voluntary layoff must be 
eligible for and file an Employees Application for 
Relocation (White Card) at the time he exercises his 
option to take the voluntary layoff. 
A seniority employee displaced from his classification. 
department andlor judsdiction as a result of this 
Drocedure but not laid off from the nlant shall be 
permitted to file an Employees ~pplication for 
Relocation (White Card). It is the responsibility of the 
emolovee to file this reauest with his suoervisor if the . . 
employee has adequate'seniority to remein working in 
his jurisdiction but is displaced from his classification 
andior deoartment. It i s  the resoonsibilitv of the 
~ ~ ~,~ 
employee to file his request with the Human Resources 
office if displaced from his card iurisdiction. The card 
must be filed with the supeNisor or the Human 
Resources office within Rve (5) workdays of the effective 
date of his displacement. 
Qualifications must be considered in all relocations. If 
the supervisor lemplovment specialist or manager) has 
. . .  
unor*leoge of an emp.oyee s lnan~tity to do a ,OD he will 
sdggesr, n Ine presence of a Stewaro (Commlneeman). 
that the em~lovee take a iob for which he can aualifv. 
An employee .who is reiocated as a result of this 
procadure and unable to perform his job satisfactorily 
within sixlv (60) calendar davs will be returned to 
Human Rksburces and permitted to exercise his 
seniority at the regular weekly relocations. 
27. LAYOFF - PLANT-WIDE CLASSIFICATIONS 
When there is to be a reduction in the work force, which 
necessitates laying off people from the plant for an extended 
period of lime, the following sequence will be used for 
plantwide seniority employee(s): 
A. An emploveels) shall be identified for removal from his 
. . .  
respeciive classification in order of his seniority, starting 
with the least senior employee who occupies the classi- 
fication in the department being affected. 
The supervisor shall determine the number of 
employees who occupy the same department who have 
less seniority than the employees identified for removal 
from their classification within the department. The 
iob(sl of the em~lovee(sl who nossesses the least , . .  
amount of seniority 'in ihe depakment wiil be made 
available to each of the employee(s) who occupy the 
Same department, under ltems 33 and 33-1 of the 
Transfer Procedure. Upon completion of the supervisor 
honoring the valid Transfer Cards under ltems 33 8 33- 
1 the employee(s) who is identified for removal from his 
classification who did not get placed through the 
Transfer Procedure within the department will have his 
choice, by seniority, of replacing the least senior 
employee(s) within the department. The employee(s) 
who has the least seniority within the department shall 
be identified for removal from the department. 
8. An employee(s) who does not have sufficient seniority 
to remain working in his department will be removed 
from the department. The Company shall determine the 
number of employee(6) who occupy the same jurisdic- 
tion who have less seniority than the employee(s) who 
were removed from the department(s) within the juris- 
diction. The job(s) of the employee(s) who occupy the 
same iurisdidion who has less senioritv than the 
empioyee(s) belng removed from the department(s) wlil 
be made available to each of the employee(s) who 
occuov the same iurisdlction under Items 33 8 33-1 of , . , 
the Transfer Procedure. Upon completion of honoring 
the valid Transfer Cards under lfems 33 and 33-1. the 
employee(s) displaced from his respective depart- 
ment@) under step (A) who is not placed on a job 
through the Transfer Procedure, in the jurisdiction, will 
have his choice, by seniority, of replacing the least 
senior employee(s) within the card jurisdiction. 
C. An employee(s) who has been removed from his card 
jurisdiction because of insufficient seniority will be iden- 
tified for return to the Human Resources office during 
the lavoff week for the ouroose of olanhnide relocation - -  ~ ~. , 
or layoff from the plant. Before offering the job(s) at the 
plantwide relocation meeting, the Company shall 
identity employee(s) with the leist seniority thatjs to be 
laid off from the plant. Mechanical and physical qualifi- 
cations must be considered in these relocations. If the 
supervisor has knowledge of an employees inability to 
do a job, he will suggest in the presence of the Steward 
that the employee take a job in which he can quality 
Human Resources will honor the green Transfer Cards 
on file one time when the Company is reducing 35 or 
26 
less empioyees from the plant. These cards will be 
honored on Thursday or on the next to the last workday 
of the week. 
A seniority employee removed from his classification M 
department due to production reasons shall be 
permitted to file with his supervisor Employee s 
Application for Relocation (White Card). It shall be the 
responsibilityof the employee to file this reauest with the 
supervisor within five (5) working day; (weekends 
excluded) of the effective date of his transfer. 
The number of jobs to be relocated will be determined 
by the number of employees being handled in Human 
Resources who have enough seniority lo displace the 
youngest seniority employees on the plant-wide 
seniority list. The Human Resources Department will 
notify the supervisor of the employees to be removed in 
his jurisdiction. The supervisor will honor valid Transfer 
Requests on file and notify the Human Resources 
Department what classifications are to be filled. The 
supervisor will honor valid Transfer Reouests on file one 
more tame after Hlrman Resources has honored green 
Transfer Cards - personnel ,n a redLCloon of emp.oyees 
from the plant 
The Human Resources Department will honor Transfer 
Reouests on file in accordance with the Transfer 
~ r o c e a ~ r e  The employees be~ng relocated wtll. In the 
order of tnelr senlonty, be glven lhelr cho~ce of me bump 
jobs or take a layoff. An employee who takes a layoff 
will be permitted to displace the youngest seniority 
employee after a period of four (4) weeks from the 
effective date of lavoff. At the conclusion of the initial 
four (4) week voluntary layoff period, the employee may 
return to relocation to select a job andlor displace the 
youngest employee provided he has notified the 
Company one (1) week prior to the conclusion of his four 
(4) week period. If the employee fails to notify the 
Comoanv of his intended return to work durino the one . . " 
(1) week advance notlce perlod or if the employee elects 
to contlnue on voluntary layoff beyond the lnt~al four (4) 
week period, the subse~uint of voluntary layoff 
are on a week to week basis with one (1) weeks 
advance notification to Human Resources required prior 
to the employees intended return to work. 
When iobs remain available as a result of emDlovees 
. , 
taking voluntary layoff the most senior employees who 
were to be laid off from the plant will be given the oppor- 
tunity to accept such jobs by seniority. 
When a layoff is scheduled to be effective at the end of 
a week the em~lovees affected will be handled on 
. . 
Fraay ana at me tlme me c ~ t - o f f  po nt ts estab..sned and 
a. va. o cards are nonoreo. the layofl a be effectave for 
those ernplovees who are scheduled to leave the plant. 
Emp oye& who are re,ocatea a I1 oe permlrted to i e an 
Employees Appo.ca1 on tor Relocat~on (Wh~te Carol 
with the Human Resources Department. It shall be the 
responsibility of the employee to file this request with the 
Human Resources Department within five (5) working 
davs (weekends excluded) of the effective date of his 
transfir. 
An emplovee who is relocated under anv Drovision of 
. . 
th s proceaLre and s Jnaote lo perform h s ,ob sat sfac- 
tor y a1 any tome w.tn n s~xty (60) calenoar days w ll oe 
returned to Human Resources and permitted to exercise 
his seniority. 
28. REDUCTION OF MANPOWER FROM JURISDICTION 
When there is to be a reduction in the work force, which 
necessitates removing employees from the jurisdiction, the 
following sequence kill be bsed for plantwide seniority 
ernployee(s): 
Human Resources will honor the green Transfer Cards on file 
one time when the Company is reducing 35 or less 
employees from the plant. These cards will be honored on 
Thursday or on the next to the last workday of the week. 
A. An emplovee~s) shall be identified for removal from his 
respective class ficatlon n reverse oraer of n s senlorlty 
starllng wlth me least sen or employee wno OccLples 
the classification in the department being affected 
The supervisor shalt determine the number of 
employees who occupy the same department who have 
less seniority than the employees identified for removal 
from their classification within the department. The 
job@) of the employee(s) who possesses the least 
amount of Seniority in the department will be made 
available to each of the employee(s) who occupy the 
same department, under ltems 33 and 33-1 of the 
Transfer Procedure. Upon wmpletion of the supervisor 
honoring the valid Transfer Cards under ltems 33 and 
33 1 tneemployee(sj who IS ldenllfied for removal from 
h s c ass.ficallon who a d  not get placed througn the 
Transfer Procea~re w In n Ihe department wtll have nfs 
cnoee. by senwlty, of replac ng tne least sentor 
employee(s) wtth n the department 
The employee(s) who has Ihe east sen onty w.th~n tne 
department shall be ~dentofied for removal hom the 
department. 
I 
I 6. An employee(s) who does not have sufficient seniority to remain working in his de~artment will be removed 
from the departmint. The company shall determine the 
number of employee(s) who occupy the same jurisdic- 
tion who have less seniority than the employee(s) who 
were removed from the department(.$) within the juris- 
diction. The job(s) of the employee(s) who occupy the 
same jurisdiction who has less seniority 
than the employee(s) being removed from the depart- 
ment@) will be made available to each of the 
employee(s) who occupy the same jurisdiction under 
ltems 33 and 33-1. of the Transfer Procedure. Upon 
completion of honoring the valid Transfer Cards under 
Items 33 and 33-1, thd employee(s) displaced from his 
respective department($ under step (A) who is not 
placed on a job through the Transfer Procedure, in the 
jurisdiction, wi l l  have his choice, by seniority, ol 
replacing the least senior employee(s) within the card 
jurisdiction 
C. An employee(s) who has been removed from his card 
jurisdiction because of insufficient seniority will be iden- 
I tified for return to the Human Resources oftice for the purpose of plant-wide job relocation. The Company 
I honor Ine valla Transfer Cards ~nder  dems 33 and 33- 
1 of me Transfer Procedbre before oflerlnq me loots) #n 
the plant-wide relocation to the employee(i) whb will'be 
returned to the Human Resources Office for placement 
on a job in the plant. 
Mechanical and physical qualifications must be consid- 
ered in these relocations. If the suDervisor has 
knowledge of an employees inability to dd a job, he will 
suggest in the presence of the Steward that the 
e s o y e e  take a job in which he can qualify. 
The Human Resources Department will honor Transfer 
Requests on flle in accordance with the Transfer 
Procedure. The employees being relocated will, in the 
order of their seniority, be given their choice of the 
remaining open jobs. The employees may take 
voluntary layoff at this time. 
EmDIovees who are relocated will be permined to file an 
~ k o l & e e  s Aoolication for ~eiocation (White Cardl 
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with the Human Resources Department. It shall be the 
res~onsibilitv of the emplovee to file this request with the 
Human ~esources ~ebaiment within five (5) working 
days (weekends excluded) of the effective date of his 
transfer. 
An employee who is relocated under any provision of 
this procedure and is unable to perform his job satisfac- 
torily at any time within sixty (60) calendardays will be 
returned to Human Resources and permitted to 
exercise his seniority under the provisions of this 
procedure. 
29. EQUALIZATION OF MANPOWER WITHIN 
DEPARTMENT 
When there is to be a reduction of force from individual clas- 
sifications within a deoartment but not from the deDartment. 
~ ~~ ~ 
the following procedure will be used for placement of 
employees in plant-wide classi8cations: 
A. CLASSIFICATIONS ADDING MANPOWER 
1 .  TRANSFER CARD - DEPARTMENT (YELLOW CARD) 
(An employee working in a classification requesting a 
change of shin within the classification.) 
2. WHITE CARD - DEPARTMENT (An employee working 
in the department who had previously been taken off Me 
classification due to production reasons.) 
3. TRANSFER CARD - DEPARTMENT (BLUE CARD) (An 
employee working in the department requesting a 
change of classification within the same department.) 
B. CLASSIFCATIONS REDUCING MANPOWER 
The employees with the leasl seniority being displaced 
in each classification will have the choice, by senioriiy. 
of filling the remaining jobs in the deparlment after ail 
valid cards under Items 33 and 33-1 (Transfer 
Procedure) have been honored within the department. 
29-1 EQUALlZPITlON OF MANPOWER WITHIN 
JURiSDlCTION 
I When there is to be a reduction of force from individual 
departments within a jurisdiction but not from the jurisdiction, 
the following procedure will be used for the placement of I employees in plant-wide classifications, 
A. DEPARTMENT ADDING MANPOWER 
1 .  TRANSFER CARD - DEPARTMENT(YELL0W 
CARD)(An employee working in a classification 
requesting a change of shifl within the classification.) 
2. WHITE CARD - DEPARTMENT (An employee 
working in the department who had previously been 
I taken off the classification due ta production 
reasons.) 
3. TRANSFER CARD - DEPARTMENT(BLUE 
CARD)(An employee working in the department 
requesting a change of classifiwtion within the same 
department.) 
4. WHITE CARD - JURISDICTION (An employee 
working in another department within the card jurisdio- 
tion who had previously been laid off from the depart- 
ment affected.) An employee does not have to accept 
any job in the department unless it is his classification. 
5. TRANSFER CARD - JURISDICTION (BLUE 
CARD)(An empioyee in the department within the 
card jurisdiction requesting a change to another 
department within the card jurisdiction.) 
B. DEPARTMENT REDUCING MANPOWER 
1. The employee with the least seniority in each classifi- 
cation affected will be given the opportunity by 
seniority to replace the employee with the least 
seniority in the depatiment, afterall valid cards under 
Items 33 B 33-1 (Transfer Procedure) have been 
honored within the department. 
2. The emolovee with the least senioritv being 
d.splacea ,n eacn oepanment will na<e Ine cnolce oy 
sen.ordy of tl..ng the remaln.ng ,obs In [he card ,Lr!s- 
diction, after all valid cards under Items 33 and 33-1 
(Transfer Procedure) have been honored within the 
card jurisdiction. 
30. OPEN JOBS - SKILLED CLASSIFICATIONS JOB 
FILLING SEQUENCE 
Tnere will oe no transfen.ng to a sk.lleo occLpat.on as long 
as there are employees. ~ncludlng apprenl.ces or lralnees la.0 
off from that occupation. 
After ail employees laid off from skilled ciassifications have 
been recalled, remainins iob openinas may be filled bv the 
Transfer Procedure undir.item'~o. j 3  (excepting Item-33-3 
UPGRADE). 
Tne selection of an employee r h o  has rnaae app~~catlon for 
transfer to a sk,,.ed c.ass~ficallon sna,, be oaseo on e gn1 (8) 
years of documented related experience in the crafl involved 
bra bonatide Journeyman s Status that was issued under the 
Department of Labors guidelines, with due regard to 
senioritv When there is more than one emoiovee possess- 
. .  . 
ing acceptable qualifications, the senior employee shall be 
selected. Qualifications shall be considered as staled above 
on the same or similar tvPe of work toaether with the mental 
on0 pnysrml o~ltty lo 00 Ihelob In tne even1 11 IS dolerrnlned 
the employees navnng Appl cattons for Transfer on file oo not 
POSS~SS the necessarv qualifications, the Company will 
utilize the ~pprenticesh;~~ Trainee Program or shaii hire new 
empioyees who have necessary qualifications. 
The parties understand that green cards are filed for skilled 
trades apprenticeshipltrainee openings as a means of identi- 
Rcation of those oarties interested in interviewina. These 
cards for these jabs can be fiied at anytime regGdiess of 
other card status. These cards are typically filed during the 
ten (101 working davs the aoorenticeooenina is posted. What . . - .  . . . - 
nas developed after the lntervlews are comp,ete are great 
deals of qreen caras that may not ~e reconstderea fw several 
vears. T; exoedite interviews for those trulv interested in the 
apprenticeshipnrainee openings, all green cards accepted for 
interviews will be discarded once the interviews are complete 
except for those cards fiied by journeymen who have since 
left, voluntanly or involuntarily, from the trade. 
I 31. OPEN JOBS - PLANT-WIDE CLASSIFICATIONS - JOB 
I FILLING SEQUENCE 
An open job exists (except as noted in (9)) when the 
Company determines an employee is to be added. When an 
open job exists, an employee who has made application for 
transfer to a plant-wide classification shall be selected on the 
basis of seniority with due regard to qualifications. 
Qualifications shall be considered as experience on the same 
or similar type of work or machine sense together with the 
mental and physical ability to do the job. 
A representative of the Company will attempt to contact an 
employee who has a Transfer Request on file, one time, in i order to determine if the employee desires to have his 
Request for Transfer honored. An employee who cannot be 
reached will not have his Transfer Request honored if he has 
SO indicated on the A~olication for Transfer. His Transfer 
~ ~~~ . . 
Card shall be by-passed and shall remain on file for future 
openings. If the emolovee cannot be reached and he has 
indicated on the ~ ~ p l i c i t i o n  for Transfer that he desires to 
have his Transfer Card honored, the Transfer Card will be / honored. 
I When the employee cannot be reached and there is more than one ooen iob for which the employee has made 
Application for ~ransfer, the Company willhonor the Transfer I Request in the numerical sequence indicated by the 
I 
emoiovee on the Transfer Cards. (First Dreference. second 
. , 
preference, etc.) 
Open jobs will be filled in the following sequence: 
(a) TRANSFER CARD - DEPARTMENT (YELLOW 
CARD)(An employee working in the department 
requesting change of shifls within the classification.) 
(b) WHITE CARD - DEPARTMENT (An employee working 
in the deparhent who had previously been taken off a 
classification due to production reasons). 
(c) TRANSFER CARD - DEPARTMENT (BLUE CARD)lAn . . 
employee working in the department requesting a 
change of classification within the same department). 
(d) WHITE CARD - JURISDICTION (An employee working 
in another depanment within the card jurisdiction who 
had been previously laid off from the department 
affected). An employee does not have to accept any job 
in the department unless it is his classification. 
(e) TRANSFER CARD - CLASSiFlCATlON -JURISDIC- 
TION (YELLOW CAR0)IAn employee working in the 
jurisdiction requesting a change of shifts wilhin the clas- 
sification). 
(f) TRANSFER CARD - JURISDICTION (BLUE CARD)(An 
empioyee in a department within the card jurisdiction 
requesting a job change to another depanment within 
the card jurisdiction). 
Upon Completion of the preceding steps, the supervisor 
will notify the Steward of such Completion and the jobs 
will be considered as filled to the employees in his juris- 
diction. 
(g) CONTROL CARD OR WHITE CARD - PERSONNEL 
(An employee working in the plant or on voluntary layoff 
that has been laid ofifrom his home iurisdictionwith a 
~ ~ 
White Card on file to return). An employee working in 
the plant does not have to accept any job in iurisdiction I . . .  
unless it is his classification. I 
An employee on voluntary layoff with a White Card on 
file must accept an available job within his day supe~i -  
sors iurisdiction in accordance with Item 32. Recall 
(h) TRANSFER CARD - PERSONNEL (GREEN CARD) 
(An employee requestlnq a chanae of classlfiwt~on from 
a department in a card7urisdiction to a department in 
another card jurisdiction. The Green Transfer Card - 
Human Resources will honor the green Transfer Cards 
on file one time when the Company is reducing 35 or 
less employees from the plant. These cards will be 
honored on Thunday or on the next to the last workday 
of the week. 
(i) RELOCATION - PERSONNEL (Emolovees beinq 
relocated will be given a choice of job$ inihe order c? 
their seniority.) The open job, which is not filled at relo- 
cation, will be returned to the deoartment of oriain the 
following week, and the procedure will start a new 
should the Company still require the manpower. 
0) RECALL LIST - The oldest seniority employee on the 
recall list will be recalled. 
32. RECALL PLANT-WIDE CLASSIFICATIONS 
Seniority employees shall be recalled from layoff as follows 
upon completion of the job filling sequence. 
A. Laid off employees (not on voluntary layoff) will be 
recalled in order of seniority, starting with the most 
senior. An empioyee who is laid off from the plant will be 
required to return from layoff when recalled. to his clas- 
sification within his depanment, department' andlor card 
jurisdiction, regardless of whether he is on voluntary 
layoff or, iayoff. 
B. If a sufficient number of laid off employees do not accept 
recall (elect to remain on voluntary layoff) and it 
becomes necessary to hire new permanent employees 
andlor vacation replacements, the Company shall 
require the least senior empioyee (not laid off skilled 
trades journeymen) who is on a voluntary iayoff status 
(providing the employee has the mental and physical 
abilitv to do the iob) to return to work. The Drocess of 
I continuing to r e h ' t h e  least senior voluntahly laid off emoloyee who has the mental and ohvsicai abilitv to do 
thejob shall continue until such time tiat all of the open 
jobs are filled 
C. Employees who desire to return to their classification, 
deoartment andlor card iurisdiction as set forth in Item 
33'shall be required to filk a White Card (Application for 
Relocation) within five (5) calendar days afler he has 
returned to work (weekends and holidays excluded) with 
the Human Resources department or their supelvisor, 
whichever is applicable. 
SKILLED OCCUPATIONS: (Item No. 18) 
An employee displaced from a skilled occupation as a result 
of layoff (Item 26) shall be recalled to his occupation as set 
forth below: 
A. Power Engineers, Gear Developer employees, and all 
Journeymen shall be recalled to their occupations and 
departments in the reverse order from which they were 
laid off (Last out, first back). 1 
B. An employee laid off from a skilled trade will be offered 
recall to plant-wide classification and/or preferred clas- 
sification in order of his plant-wide seniority, just as any 
other emolovee laid off under a olant-wide classification 
~~ ~ ~ .~ , ~ 
or preferred classification. A laid off skilled trade 
employee (not apprentice) is not required to return to a 
olant-wide classification and/or a oreferred classification 1 
~f he elects not to accept recall I 
Durina a oeriod when it is determined bv the Comoanv that it 
- ~ ,  
is necessary to fill a temporary position in the skilledtrades 
created as a result of a leave of absence or vacation that will 
last at least 1 week and not more than 5 weeks in duration. 
an employee displaced from the affected skilled classification 
maintaininq plant wide seniority sufficient to remain working 
in the facility, may return to the classification in which they 
were laid off from without having to give up their current clas- 
sification, unless plant manpower moves cause changes in 
said classification. If the employee elects to reject this 
temporary opportunity, he may do so once without voiding his 
white card rights. If he accepts the temporary position, the 
emp oyee w i o e  pa d the exlstang rate for Ine class fcat on In 
wnoch they are oe.ng transferrea to Tne employees pertod 
of temporary transfer may be extended beyond the initial five 
(5 )  weeks with the agreement of a representative of the bar- 
comm:Nee ~ n o d l d  tne panes be LnaDle lo agree lo 
extend Ihe inrtlal fve (5) weel perioo. !he post on w be filleo 
in accordance with this Article 32. 
If during a period of temporary transfer the person requests 
to return to their current non-skilled classification, they may 
do so but will forfeit their white card rights to the classifica- 
tion. 
C. An emplovee working in plant-wide ciassification who 
nas been d.splace0 from a s6dleo occupal on sna be 
reca eo lo Ihe sk ed occLpauon ano oepanment from 
which he was displaced, in the reverse order from which 
laid off, (last out; first back). An employee desiring not 
to return to his previous skilled occupation must file a 
card 
D. Upon notice of recall, indicating that he does not desire 
to return to the trade. 
E. A journeyman employee who had not completed his 
120- calendar days trial period at the time of layoff shall 
be recalled to his skilled occupation and department in 
the reverse order from which he was displaced from the 
trade (last 120-day trial employees out, first back). 
F. Apprentices shall be'recalled to their occupations and 
departments in the reverse order from which they were 
laid off from the trade. 
PREFERRED CLASSIFICATIONS: (Item No. 18-1) 
Employees displaced from a preferred classification as a 
result of layoff shall be recalled in accordance with the 
following procedure upon completion of the job filling 
sequence: (Item No. 30) 
A. Employees classified as preferred employees shall be 
recalled to plant-wide classifications as set forth in the 
Recall Procedure for Plant-wide Classifications. An 
employee who is laid off from a preferred classification 
may elect to accept recall to a plant-wide classification 
or he may take a voluntary layoff rather than accept 
recall to a plant-wide classification. 
6. Employees classified as preferred employees shall be 
required to accept recall to their classification within 
their department,department and/or card jurisdiction. 
C. If a sufficient number of laid off employees do not accept 
recall to either plant-wide classifications or preferred 
classifications (elect to remain on voluntary layoff) and 
it becomes necessary to hire new permanent 
employees, the least senior employee laid off from 
either a plant-wide classification or a preferred classifi- 
cation who is on voluntary layoff status (provided the 
employee has the mental and physical ability to do the 
job) will be returned to work. 
D. EmDlovees who desire to return to their classification. 
department andlor card jurisdiction as set forth in Item 
33 shall be required to file a White Card (Application for 
Relocation) within five 151 calendar davs after he has 
returned to'work (weekends and holiday; excluded) with 
the Human Resources department or their supervisor. 
whichever is applicable. 
33. TRANSFER PROCEDURE WHITE CARD 
A seniority employee removed from his classification or 
department due to production reasons shall be permitted to 
file with his suDelvisOr an Employees Application for 
Relocalnon ( ~ n l i e  Caro) It sha I be tne responslblllty of tne 
employee lo file th s request w th tne sdperv sor wlthln five (5) 
working davs of the effective date of his transfer, Monday 
through ~ i d a y  during their shift, overtime and holidays 
excluded. 
The application for transfer must be received prior to the start 
of the shift on Tuesday to be honored for the following week. 
In the admln~strat~on f Ine above proceaure an employee on 
vacat on. j ~ r y  a ~ l y  or bereavement will not oe prec .oed from 
filing a white card. 
(a) Used only to return an employee who has been moved 
for production reasons (or has been displaced by an 
employee exercising a shift preference) back to his 
department, and secondly, to his classification. White 
cards will be honored in the job filling sequence as 
described in ltem 31 during a layoff from the plant. 
(Items 26. 26-1. 27): reduction or equalization from a 
jurisdiction (Items 28. 29-1) and reduction or equaliza- 
tion from a department. (Items 29. 27). 
(b) Never used for shift bumping or preference of shift. 
(c)  Can be csed for only one classficatton. An employee 
can nave on y one wnlte card on f e a t  any one tlme. 
(a) An employee. who ooes not place a white card on f e 
wilh n the speclteo tlme limt, shal nave no lunher r ghts 
to return to his classification or deoaltmentexcept under 
the provisions of the ~ransfer Procedure (Transfer 
Card). 
(e) An employee who makes application shall have the 
privilege of pulling his card at any time before he is 
offered the job. If the card is pulled, the supelvisor must 
make this notation on the card and forward it to the 
Human Resources Department. Under this condition, 
the employee will be free to transfer to another classifi- 
cation under the provisions of the Transfer Procedure 
(Transfer Card). An employee may move as many times 
as they want without voiding their White Card. Should a 
Green or Blue Transfer Card be honored under these 
conditions all other Transfer Cards on file shall be 
voided. Further should an employee exercise and 
refuse his old department and ciassiftcation (White 
Card) all Transfer Card, ltem 33 provisions and restric- 
tions will apply. 
(f) When an individual is reduced for production reasons 
from one department to another within the same juris- 
diction, that employee may, within the time limits 
outlined in ltem 33 -White Card, file a white card with 
his supervisor to return to his old department and clas- 
sification. If this new employee makes a blue card move 
after being moved to this new department, his white 
c a r d 
must still be considered valid and the supervisor must 
maintain that white card until it is honored. 
When the above stated individual is removed from one 
department to another within the same juriidiction and 
files his white card in a timelv manner. as described 
above then maces a green caro move lo another 1-r s 
orct.on. tnat .Jr sdlctona wn te caro must be forwaroeo 
to Human ~esources immediatelv. This white card then 
automatically changes to a white card - Personnel at this 
point, and is maintained in Human Resources until it is 
honored. If an employee is relocated within jurisdiction 
and DMOs in his or her new department, that 
employees white card will be fo~warded to Human 
Resources per 33-f of the contract. This white card will 
be good only for the employees home department (not 
jurisdiction). 
(g) An employee who refuses his classification in his 
department after having made application for such, is 
held from further transfer for three (3) months from the 
date offered, and must sign the white card on the 
reverse side to verify this choice. An employee who 
refuses to refum to his classification in his department 
from out of jurisdiction, is held from further transfer for 
three (3) months from the date offered, and must sign 
card verifying such. Upon refusal, all requests for 
transfer on file are considered void. 
(h) An employee will not, after having accepted the job 
offer. be Dermitted to decline the transfer. When an 
~ m ~ l o ~ e . ? s  White Card is honored, that Employee will 
be subject to the trial period under the transfer card 
procedure 
(i) An employees White Card will become void at the time 
the emDlovee is laid off from the ~ lan t .  exceDt for an 
. . 
empoyee on volLntan, layoff An empoyee reca eo will 
nave 1 ve ( 5 )  oays from aateof rc ns~atement (weekenos 
excluded) to file a White Card with either the Human 
Resources Department or supervisor, whichever 
applies. 
(I) An employee scheduled for reduction from his regular 
department, classification or shift, will be considered as 
having a White Card on file should a subsequent 
opening occur prior to his removal from his original 
department, classification or shin. 
The opening within the employees original department, 
classification or shift will be filled by the employee 
scheduled for removal Drior to honorina anv Blue 
Jdrlsd ctlonal Car0 or ~ e ~ ~ b w  Sh.R ~ransfer bard' 
The employee sched~leo for removal wlll remaln in nls 
oriainal debartment. classification or shift. and will not - 
have the opportunity to choose between his original job 
and the job that he was scheduled to occupy. 
This procedure will amend Items 27. 29. 29-1, 33, 
33-1 in the job filling sequence. 
TRANSFERCARD 
A new emp oyee mdsl have sen orlty before belng el~g~ble to 
reqLesl a c,ass fcat on or shlh transfer (Iransfer card) Jnder 
the Drovisions of this Transfer Procedure. An eliaible 
employee desiring transfer within his card jurisdiction 6 an 
open job shall make formal written application (Transfer 
Card) with his immediate supelvisor. 
All Transfer Cards must be submitted in writing to the 
employees immediate supervisor Monday through Friday 
during their shift, overtime and holidays excluded. 
An employee not eligible for transfer may not request a 
transfer or have a transfer card on file during the time he is 
ineligible for transfer. 
An eligible employee requesting a card transfer to an open 
job in a classification and not in the jurisdiction, shall make 
1 formal written aoolication (Transfer card) in duolicate with the I Human ~esoukies ~epartment, one'signed copy to be returned to the employee. I A representative of the Company will attempt to contact an employee who has a Transfer Request on file, one time, in order to determine if the emolovee desires to have his I Request for Transfer honored. ~n.employee who cannot be reached will not have his Request for Transfer honored if he I has so indicated on the ao~lication for Transfer. His Transfer 
Card shall be bypassed' and shall remain on file for future 
openings. If the employee cannot be reached and he has 
indicated on the Application for Transfer that he desires to 
have his Transfer Card honored, the Transfer Card will be 
honored. 
When the employee cannot be reached and there is more 
than one open job for which the employee has made 
A~olication for Transfer. the Com~anv will honor the Transfer . . . . 
Request In the numerical sequence lndlcated by the 
employee on the Transfer Cards (Flrst Preference, Second 
An application will not be considered until it has been on file 
for a oeriod of two (2)  calendar davs. The date a transfer 
- ~7 ~~ , , 
request is placed on file is counted as one of the lwo calendar 
days the application must be on file before it can be consid- 
ered v a l i d , ~ h e  next day shall be considered the second day. 
and the card on file shall be considered valid anytime on this 
date. 
Human Resources will honor the green transfer cards on file 
one time when the Company is reducing 35 or less 
employees from the plant. These cards will be honored on 
Thursday or on the next to the last work day of the week. 
A seniority employee transferring within the card jurisdiction 
will be eligible to request a transfer after a period of three (3) 
months 
A seniority employee transferring out of his card jurisdiction 
must serve three (3) months on his new job, however, he will 
be elioiblefor a shift transfer after a oeriod of three (3) months 
under- provisions of Shift ~ransier  Item No. 33-l.lf an 
employee is moved for production reasons (other than a shift 
change) prior to the expiration of the three (3) months limita- 
tion, then the provision shall be void. 
Any other Request for Transfer or Application for relocation 
on file at the time an employee is transferred under this 
section will be considered void. 
An employee wtll not be perm.nea to oecllne a transfer after 
veroaloy accept ng a loo offered by ellher nts sJperv.sor or tne 
An employee who refuses to accept a job in his card juris- 
diction after having made application for transfer shall be held 
from further transfer for three (3) months from the date 
offered and must acknowledge such by signing the reverse 
side of the card. An employee who refuses to accept a job 
in another card jurisdiction after having made application for 
transfer, shall be held from further transfer for three (3) 
months (other than shift chanael from the date offered, and 
must acknow edge sbcn by sbnlng toe reverse s de of tne 
card Any Req~esl for Transfer orApp.lcatlon lor Re ocatlon 
on file at the tme of refusal w II be cons dered volo 
A transferred employee whl bc m Ira, for the first stxly (60) 
ca endar oays he s on tne loo D ~ r ~ n a  s ~ c h  tna oerlod the 
transferred employee will ;aintain and make avaiiable to his 
leadman and supervisor a production and earnings record 
(on a form Drovided bv the Corn~anv). The emolovee shall be 
ieturned t i  Human desources for iiocation &;time during 
this period should he fail to perform the job satisfactorily. 
unless the decision is reversed bv the arie;ance orocedure. 
, ~- 
An employee returned to Human Resources for' relocation 
because of failure to perform satisfactorily will not be eligible 
for transfer until the expiration of the three (3) month period. 
An employees request for transfer on file (Transfer Card) will 
become void at the time of layoff from the plant. 
TRIAL PERIOD, SKILLED: 
An employee who transfers to a skilled occupation in accor- 
dance with this section will be on trial for the first one 
hundred and twenty (120) days after the effective date of 
transfer. If at any time during the trial period management 
determines the em~lovee is not oerformina satisfactorilv. the 
employee will return i o  reiocatlbn. ~ h e ~ - w i l l  be in 
accordance with Layoff - Plant-wide Classifications Item 27. 
i An emolovee returnina to a ~lant-wide classification under I this condihon will not i e  eligible for further transfer until the expiration of three (3) months. 
' When an employee in his skilled trial period goes on leave of 
absence and/or vacation. as set for!h in Items 43.44.45.46. 
47 andlor 71, he shall have his trial period extended.  he 
extension shall be the equivalent of the number of calendar 
days that the employee is on leave of absence and/or 
vacation, but shall not exceed 120 calendar days when 
added to the number of calendar days previously worked 
during the trial period. 
When an employee, transferred into a skilled occupation. 
completes his one hundred and twenty (120) day trial period, 
he will automatically be upgraded to Journeyman. The 
employees pay will be adjusted to reflect the upgrade the 
Monday following the completion of the trial period. 
An employee in his trial period in a skilled occupation will be 
placed on a shift by management on, which there is also 
assigned a journeyman employee in the same occupation. 
He may not exercise Shift Transfer (Item 33-1) or be 
displaced by other skilled employees as a result of Shifl 
Transfer (Item 33-1) until the completion of such trial period. 
33-1. SHIFT TWNSFER 
An eligible employee desiring a transfer from one shifl to 
another in the same classification and under the jurisdiction 
of his dav suoervisar shall make aoolication lShiR Transfer1 
~, . , . 
in writing with the supervisor. Monday through Friday during 
their shift, overtime and holidays excluded. The application 
must be received prior to the start of their shift on Tuesday to 
be honored for the following week. 
In tne admonlstratnon of tne above proced~re an emp oyee on 
vacainon luv duty or oereavemenl ur not oe preaLaeo from 
filing a Shifl Transfer. 
A representative of the Company will attempt to contact an 
employee who has a Transfer Request on file, one time, in 
order to determine if the employee desires to have his 
Request for Transfer honored. An employee who cannot be 
reached will not have his Transfer Request honored if he has 
so indicated on the Application for Transfer. His Transfer Card 
shall be by-passed and shall remain on file for future 
openings. If the employee cannot be reached and he has 
indicated on the Application for Transfer that he desires to 
have his Transfer Card honored, the Transfer Card will be 
honored. 
When the employee cannot be reached and there is more 
than one open job for which the employee has made appli- 
cation for ~ransfer, the Company hill honor the Transfer 
Request in the numerical sequence indicated by the 
employee on the Transfer Cards. (First Preference, Second 
Preference, etc.). 
The supelvisor will notify the employee(s) being effected no 
later than the end of the last shin that concludes the 
\ workweek, normally Friday. 
A olant-wide seniorily emolovee will bum0 the emvtovee with 
me east sen onry In h s class.ficat!on In the deua&ent If 
lnere .s no employee w th less sen,onry !n h s class fcal on an 
the department, he will bump the employee with the least 
seniority in his occupation in the department. If there is no 
employee with less seniority in his occupation in the depan- 
ment, he will then be given the privilege of bumping the 
employee with the least seniority in his occupation within the 
card jurisdiction. 
A three-way bump may occur when en employee changing 
Shins becomes the youngest employee within his classifica- 
tion or occupation on the shifl he then can be displaced by 
another employee with more seniority in his department or by 
an employee moving within the occupational jurisdiction. 
This occurs within one move and in effect the first em~lovee 
, . 
is bumped in transit to his new shift. 
A seniorii employee in a skilled occupauon will bump the 
employee with the least seniority in his occupation. 
An emolovee who is aranted a transfer from one shin to . , " 
another, under this section, will be eligible to request a Shift 
Transfer after a oeriod of three (3) months. The employee: 
may, dotnerwtse e, g.b~e. Request a Transfer lo anolher clas- 
slficallon pnor lo the exp ral on of the three (3) month penod 
A seniority employee bumped by another employee exercis- 
ing shifl preference, or moved for production reasons to 
another iob or shift, shall have the Driviieqe of reouestinq a 
snnh change to tne sh 11 where hts sen or ryplaces ham without 
the three (3) month prov.s.on apply ng 
The employee has up to five (5) working days to ask for this 
Shin Transfer. If seniority does not permit the employee his 
shift preference, the five-(5) day Free Move privilege 
becomes void and the employee is eligible for shift change. 
33-2. TEMPORARY SHIFT ASSIGNMENT 
TO facilitate the training of an employee on a oarticular shift. 
an employee with greakrseniori& shall be placed on another / shift for a maximum period of thirty (30) calendar days. The 
1 aualilied emolovee with the least senioriv in the classification 
shall be the first emolovee affected bv such transfer. This 
~~ ~ ~ ~ .~ , 
I employee will not be asked a second time within one (1) year, 
I until such time as all employees in the department on the shii  
to which he is assioned ha;e been olaced on another shin for 
~ - 
this purpose. The employee being Gained shall remain on the 
shifl until such time as he is producing the required quality 
and auantitv of work and is olaced on the QrOUD at full efti- 
cienci, or hntii the maximlm period of ihirt; (30) days 
expires. whichever may occur first. At this time the displaced 
employee will be returned to his original shih. 
An employee shall not be permined to remain on the shin on 
which he was olaced as a result of the thirtv (30) dav break- 
. ,  . 
in period. The employee must return to his regular shin for at 
least one (1 )  week before being eligible for a shift change 
under the provisions of Transfer-Shift 
In the application of this Item to skilled craft classifications the 
maximum period for temporary shift assignment shall be sixty 
(60) calendar days. 
33-3(A) UPGRADE - SKILLED CLASSIFICATIONS 
Apprentices. Trainees and workers in the following skilled 
classifications within their resoective OccuDational arouDs will 
be upgraded, when qualified, without the need oi a formal 
application, in ascending order, as follows: 
Engineer, Power 
Gear Developer - 1st Class 
Gear Developer - 2nd Class 
Machine Rebuilder 
Machine Repair 
Quality Layout Inspector 
Quality Layout lnspector - Trainee 
The senior employee in each step who is qualified shall be 
given the first oppoltunity for the upgrade. 
I An ~pgraded employee snall be on trlal for the first (180) One Hdnorea Elghty calendar days he 15 on tne lob At any 
tune dunng thjs penoa snould ne fall to perform the .ob sat- 
sfactonly, he snall be retdrnea to tne classf.caton from 
whch he came The employee wtll not oe allowed to reapply 
for the position for 2 years from date of removal. 
33-3 (6) UPGRADE - PREFERRED CLASSIFICATIONS 
Upgrading from one preferred classification to another will 
occur, when the employee is qualified, without the need for 
formal application. 
The senior employee in each step who is qualified shall be 
given the first opportunity for the upgrade. 
An upgraded employee shall be on trial for the first sixly (60) 
calendar davs he is on the iob. At anv time durino this oeriod 
should he fail to perform ihe job satisfactorily,jle shall be 
returned to the classification from which he came. 
34. LAYOFF - TEMPORARY 
During a temporary reduction in manpower in a department 
or on a shifl an employee may be temporarily laid off 
according to the needs determined by Management and 
upon notification of a Committeeman, in the following 
manner. 
(a) Customer Related Temporary Layoff An employee or 
employees on a shifl or in a department may be tem 
oorarilv laid off for uo to five (5) davs in anv one hundred 
. .  . 
ilgnty'(180) calenaar aay perbod as aeteimined by the 
Plant Manager or nts des.gnee ode lo cLslomer related 
circumstances. For the piposes of calculatina the one 
hundred eighty (180) calendar day period, th> date of 
the first layoff under this section (a) wili be the starting 
point. 
Should the Plant Manager or his designee determine 
additional temmraw layoffs beyond the five (5 )  davs are 
neeoeo w m n  any dneh~nored egnty (1801 day ierod. 
ne must rece.ve agreemenl from tne Cnalrman of the 
Bargaining Committee or his designee. 
(b) Temporary Layoffs Due to Business Hazard An 
employee or employees on a shifl in a department 
may be temporarily laid off for up to six (6) days in any 
one hundred twenty (120) calendar day period due to 
circumstances involving business hazards as deter- 
mined by the appropriate area manager, shift superin 
tendent or their respective designees. For purposes of 
calculating the one hundred twenty (120) calendar day 
period, the date of the first layoffs under this section (b) 
will be starting the starting point. 
Should the area manaQer, shifl su~erintendent. or their 
respective designees 'betermine additional temporary 
layoffs for circumstances involving business hazards 
are necessarv within anv one hundred twenw (1201 
. .  . 
calendar day period, they must receive agreement from 
the Bargaining Cornmiltee Chairman or shifl commit- 
teemen or their respective designees. 
(c) A twenty (20) day maximum per departmental shifl wili 
be effective for temporary layoff in a one (1) calendar 
year period. This maximum will be applied by combining 
total temoorarv lavoff davs used bv a shift in a deoart- 
ment in $ecti& (4 and 6) above.- or purposes i f  cai 
culating the one (1) year perlod, the date of the first 
lavoff bv shift in a deoartment will be used. It is under 
s t k d  tkat for the purpose of applying shift or depart- 
ment any wrtion of the affected shin in a department will 
be cons'td'ered as an occurrence. 
Should the Companv determine that additional 
temporary layoffs are n$cessary beyond the twenty (20) 
oay maximum In the Secllon (c)  due to eilner circum- 
s&nces involving customer related conditions or 
business hazards, the Plant Manager or his designee 
must receive agreement from the Chairman of the 
Bargaining Committee or his designee. 
When it is necessary to temporarily layoff employees 
under these provisions, the most senior employees 
within a department on a shift will be given the opportu- 
nity for a voluntary layoff. Should the senior employees 
of the affected department on a shift not accept 
voluntaw lavoff, the least senior employees of the 
. . 
aepanment wqll be lnvoluntar~ly lala off per these provq- 
sgons Should an employee be lemporarlly latd off on a 
voluntary or involuntary basis, the employee will return 
to work at the beginning of the shift from which they 
were laid off at the conclusion of the temporary layoff 
period. If an employee is unavailable for any reason, he 
will not be asked for voluntary layoff. 
Except for purposes of rotat~on, the maxmum days will 
no1 apply by ~ndqvodual employees but rather by occur- 
rence per shift in a department. 
A day of temporary layoff is deflned as set forth below: 
1. An employee who work less than four (4) hours 
and is sent home due to circumstances under this 
item. 
2. An employee who works four (4) hours or more and 
is sent home due to circumstances under this item. 
An employee or group of employees if they so choose may 
49 
elect to go home under the circumstances defined in this Item 
(34). Employees electing to go home will not be counted 
under anv of the prescribed maximums. An emplovee 
electing to go home under these circumstances will not be 
denied a personal no work pass. 
An employee who accepts a temporary job during the first 
four (4) hours of his shifl must work the balance of the four 
(4) hours. An emolovee who accents a job after the first four 
i4) hours of his ;hifirnust work the remainder of the shift. 
When necessary to temporarily layoff employees under these 
provisions, the layoffs will be rotated as equally as possible 
among the employees on the shift affected due to business 
hazards. Rotation of layoffs due to business hazards shall 
only take place as the employee with the least seniority on 
the shift affected has accumulated three (3) days layoff within 
a one hundred twentv (120) calendar dav neriod. When , .  . . . 
rotation is necessary, the next youngest senionty employee 
shall be temporarily laid off with the provisions of this 
procedure applying Should the most sentor employee on me 
affected snfH accumulate lnree (3) days layoff the rotatlon 
orocedure will beain aaain with Ule least senior emolovee 
"ntil the maximum-limitation of six (6) days in a one hkdred 
twenty (120) day period is reached. 
An attempt will be made to recall an employee who has 
elected to go home during a temporary production reduction 
when it is found that production can be resumed on his shift 
The employee must have requested recall at the time he 
elected to go home and be available by telephone. 
Production will be resumed, however, with those employees 
still available. 
Unaer lnese prov.stons an employee work~ng on a temporary 
lob out of hcs depanment nut w.tnm the lur~s01~80n of his aay 
suwrvisor mav be reolaced bv another emplovee with 
greater seniorit; from his jurisdiction. An emplo'yee working 
on a temporary job out of the jurisdiction of his day supervi- 
sor can onlv &redaced bv an emolovee from the iurisdic- 
tion to whici, he is iemporanly assigned. 
An employee otnerwtse contractually elQble for hoilaays 
tncludrng Bonds Sunaay or ACD days wdl not be ruled 1ne1,- 
gible due solely to being temporarily laid off under this item. 
ltem 71 provisions for a vacation shut down will not be 
applied to ltem 34 in any way. 
Every effort will be made to keep the frequency of such 
occasions and the effect on employees on any shift in a 
department, to the absolute minimum required by customer 
related problems andlor business hazards. ltem 34 is a 
temporary layoff procedure and is not intended to be substi- 
tuted for the regular layoff procedure. 
35. MAINTAINING RECALL RIGHTS 
The Company will request by certiRed or registered mail, the 
following information from each employee laid off, during the 
month of April of each year. 
1. The employees desire to maintain his recall rights 
2. The address where he wishes to be contacted on recall. 
The laid off employee must answer within Rfteen (15) 
calendar days from the date of receiving the request by 
either- 
1. A personal appearance at the employment ofice where 
he will be given a proper receipt or 
2. Registered or Ceti~fled mail 
The Company will give the Union a list of the employees who 
fail to respond within fifteen (15) calendar days. 
An employee who fails to respond within fifteen (15) calendar 
days from the date of receipt of list by the Union by either - 
I. Apersonal appearance at the Employment office where 
he will be given a proper receipt. or 
2. Registered or Certified mail 
such employee will be considered as having voluntarily quit 
and his name will be removed from the seniority list. 
36. GROUP LEADERS LEADMEN 
The qualifications required for Group Leaders and Leadmen 
shall be determined by the Company and they will be 
selected by the supelvisor. 
The supervisor will use the following procedure in the 
selection of a Group Leader or Leadman. 
(a) Determine where the opening exists. 
(b) Determine the qualifications required for the particular 
opening. 
(c) Consider the qualifications of each empioyee by order 
of Seniority starting with the employee having the 
greatest seniority. 
(d) The supervisor will contact his first choice to determine 
the employees acceptance or rejection. 
(e) The employee with greater seniority not selected will be 
given an explanation as to the reasons he was not 
selected for the opening. 
(0 if the empioyee selected accepts the opening, he will 
stari on the shift where the opening exists. 
Where a Leadman or Grow Leader is on Vacation. Sick 
Leave, or Leave of Absence, a temporary Group Leader will 
be appointed by the supervisor and the provisions outlined 
above will not apply. 
Should an employee classified as a Group Leader be on a 
sick leave status and unable to work for period beyond six (6) 
consecutive months, it is mutually agreed that the Group 
Leader classification will be 6iied in accordance to the 
contract provisions of Item 36. Uoon return of the emoloyee 
on sick leave, such employee wili be reinstated to the~rbup  
Leader classification, and the Group Leader selected due to 
the above condition as a replacement will be removed as 
Group Leader. 
A temwrarv Qrouo leaderlleadman will be selected, for 
. -  . 
tnstnctlonal purDoses only, on a shlfl n depariments wn cn 
do not have a regdar g r o ~ p  leaderlleadman. whenever a nee 
employee is added to~that department or group 
It is understood that new employee above is defined as an 
inexperienced employee. 
The Group Leader or Leadman will place and instruct 
employees on various jobs within his jurisdiciion, perform I ' work in the classifications over which he is Group Leader or 
Leadman. and such other assianments as deleaated bv his 
supervisor to the benefit of theompioyees in hisjurisdiction; 
however, he shall have no responsibility for disciplinary 
matters or the hiring of employees 
If there is more than one Group Leader or Leadman in a 
department shift oreference shall be determined bv senioritv. 
~ r b u ~  Leaders dr Leadmen shall have shifl prefetence on& 
i after having sewed three (3) months on their respedive job. 
Anv elioible Grouo Leader or Leadman who desires a shM . - 
transfer, shall make written application with the day supervi- 
sor The day supervisor shall make arrangements for the 
transfer within five (5) days after receiving the proper request. 
A Group Leader or Leadman who changes shift at his own 
request shall have no furlher right to transfer to another shift 
for a period of three (3) monlhs. 
Group Leaders or Leadmen will be subiect to the orovisions 
of ~ayoff  - Temporary, except that '~roup ~eaders or 
Leadmen may be asked to work out of seniority by shift if in 
the opinion of the supervisor, circumstances justify such a 
request. Such arrangements must be agreeable to the 
Bargaining Committee. 
When lt becomes necessary to reduce the number of Group 
Leaoers or Leadmen wtlnnn a aeparlmenl the Grow Leader 
or Leadman removed from ho job or shtl will have the cho~ce 
of replac~ng the youngest Grodp leader or Leaaman In tne 
depanment, or he may elect to awe up the loo If ne awes 
up the job, he wts relwn lo the l ist class.ficil~on and s6ft of 
record wnere has sen,onry places n ~ m  
A Gmup Leader or Leadman who is also a Steward may be 
bumped by another Group Leader under the bumping 
procedure outline in item 36 of our current Labor Agreement. 
Being Union Steward does no1 hold an employee to a shift as 
a Group Leader or Leadman. 
A Group Leader or Leadman will not be bumped until he is 
the youngest seniority man remaining on the shifl In his 
department. At the time he is the youngest seniority man, he 
will be considered in the classificaion he held prior to 
becoming Group Leader or Leadman and the regular provi- 
sions of bumping will apply. This does not change the 
procedure of a Group Leader or Leadman bumping Group 
Leaders or Leadmen for shifl preference. 
A Group Leader is eligible to the Transfer Card procedure 
within his shifl. When a Group Leader or Leadman is 
removed or he elects to give up the job, he will return to the 
last classification and shift of record. 
An employee selected as Group Leader or Leadman in an 
established group or new group other than hisown shall, after 
three (3) months, acquire a new classification as well as 
department and jurisdiction. Such CIassiRcation shall be 
assigned at the time the employee is selected as Group 
Leader or Leadman. 
37. JOB REMOVAL AND SPLITTING OR COMBINING 
DEPARTMENTS 
When a job is moved from one department to another within 
the plant, the employee holding such job shall have the 
privilege of moving with the job if he elects to do so. If the 
employee elects not to move with the job, he shall be placed 
in accordance with the Layoff or Transfer Procedure. 
When two or more departments are combined, all white cards 
on file for the affected departments will be honored before 
any other cards. 
For the purposes of Item 37, job shall mean the operation in 
a department in a specificclassification to which an employee 
is assianed consisiina of soecific duties to be accomolished - - .  
by that operation with the equipment that is provided to 
perform the operation. 
It is further understood that in the application of ltem 37, a job 
being moved amounting to more than 50% of an employees 
time in a forb (40) hour week. will allow the emolovee holdina . , 
such job thephlieges set forth in ltem 37. 
- 
The Bargaining Cornminee will be notified in writing at least 
I two (2) full calendar eeeks prlor lo any contemplated depart. menlal sput or any como~nat~on of departments. I.. 38. JOB ELIMINATION 
When a job is eliminated, the employee holding such job shall 
be placed in accordance with Article 27 - Layoff, Plant-wide 
I Classification. 
For the purpose of item 38, job shall mean the operation in a 
department in a specific classification to which an employee 
IS assianed. consistina of soecific duties to be accomoiished 
by thai operation wiih the equipment that is provided to 
perform the operation. 
l i 39. NEW CLASSIFICATION 
When an o~eration involvina a new classification is added to - 
a department and an employee IS to be ass.gned to the clas- 
S.Rcal~on Ihe SJpervosor w.11 not.ty by A V 0 the Ftrst. Secona 
and Thlrd Sn~h Stewards Employees In that depanmenl only 
w,I# be permlned lo Cle Transfer Requests for the job by noon 
the next regular work day An employee in the department will 
be given the Cst chance to flli the job un\ess an employee 
moves with the job to the new department. 
When a new job is created, the Company will set up a new 
classification and rate covering the job in question. 
The new classification and rate will be considered temporary 
for a period of thirty (30) calendar days following the date of 
notification to the 6a'rgining cornminee. ~ u r i n g  this period, 
but not there afler, the Bargaining Cornminee may request 
the Company to negotiate a different rate for the ciassifica- 
tion. t he negotiateirate, if higher than the temporary rate, 
shail be applied retroactively to the date of the establishment 
af the temporary classification and rate unless otherwise 
mutually agreed. If no request has been made by the Union 
to negotiate the rate within the thirty (30) day period, or if 
within sixtv (60) davs from the dale of notification to the 
. . .  
Bargaintng domminee no gr.evance IS Cleo concerning the 
ternDorary class~ficalicm and rate. tne ternwary class~fication 
shaii become permanent. 
If a grievance is Sled on the temporary classification and rate 
the grievance shall be handled according to the Grievance 
Procedure outlined in this contract. if the grievance is referred 
lo the Arbitrator, he will be empowered to determine the 
proper classification and/or rate for the new job, using as a 
basis of comparison other jobs in the plant. / 
40. SAFETY AND HEALTH 
The Company will meet the requirements of factory inspec 
tion laws and laws for the protection of the health and safety 
of its employees 
All operations in the retimed departments shall have a hoist 
when the part weight exceeds 65 pounds based upon the 
cyclical elements of the rate. 
There shalt be a Safety Committee consisting of four (4) 
members of the Baraainina Committee and reoresentatives 
of the Company. ~he'company representativeswill consist of 
all Production Area Managers the Production Support Area 
Manaaer. 2nd and 3rd Shift Superintendents, and the Plant 
safet i  Director. The Bargaln!n$ Committee members shall 
consist of two (2) from the first shift and one ( I )  from each of 
the nioht shifts ~ l u s  one (1) visitina steward. The Safetv 
. , 
~omm;ttee shaii 'meet once each month for the purpose of 
discussing safety suggestions, programs and problems. 
Attendance at the Monthly Safety Committee meeting is 
mandatory. Each member of the Safety Committee will be 
given various safety problems andlor programs to investigate 
and resolve. Written status reports will be submitted by each 
member on assigned projects monthly. Copies of these 
reports will be distributed to the Plant Manager and the 
Bargaining Committee Chairman. 
in the event that additional divisions are established. the new ! ~ - -  ~ ~~~ ~ ~ 
division shall be represented by a member of the manage- I 
ment from that division at the monthly Safety Committee 1 
meeting. 
The Union representatives sewing on this Committee shall 
be granted two (2) houn called time per month to attend this 
meeting. 
The Union will be provided with any notes taken by the 
Company in the Safety Meetings. 
Employees will reporl all unsafe equipment conditions or 
practices to their Department supervisor. If the unsafe 
condition is not corrected within a reasonable period of time 
or the employee and supervisor disagree as to the serious- 
ness of the alleged condition, it shall be referred to the Safely 
\~ Supervisor and the Safety Committee. If it is agreed the 
condition or equipment is unsafe, a Maintenance Work Order 
will be issued and stamped Safety Item by the Plant 
I Maintenance Area Manager. All such orders will be given 
priority aver normal work orders. If the correction cannot be 
accomplished within one (1) week, the Plant Maintenance 
Area Manager will inform the Safety Committee of the antic- 
ipated completion date. 
Should the Plant Maintenance Area Manaaer not be able to 
ootaln the appropnate !nformal!on wlthin the designated tlme, 
ne sna!! suomqt a written repon to the Plant Manager with a 
copy to the Bargaining Committee Chairman. 
If an operation is determined to be unsafe by a member of 
the Safety Committee, that job may be shut down through 
joint agreement of the Safety Committee and the Safety 
Director, w their designee, on days. On the night shifls it 
would be through agreement of the Safety Committee and 
the Night Shift Superintendent, or their designee. 
Where the Company requires certain protective equipment 
be worn, it is agreed to continue the practice of providing 
such equipment at no cost to the employee 
Examinations or tests for exposure to toxic elements required 
under the OSHA regulations shalt be provided at no cost to 
the employee. 
The Company agrees to provide the Union with a copy of 
r e W S  which it is required to submit under the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act 
Prior to an OSHA inspection by the appropriate designated 
aaencv. the Comoanv will advise a Local 6-903 Union 
~&re;enhave s i  hemay partstpate on the tnspectfon A 
8argaln.ng Commtnee represenlauve shall be patd for Itme 
spent pariicipaling in the inspection and meeting. 
The Company will continue its program for employees autho. 
rized to operate trucks within the plant. 
41. INDUSTRIAL INJURY 
An employee who is injured to the extent that first aid is inad- 
eouate and a doctors care is necessarv. shall be orovided ,. 
tinsportation to and from the doctors 0ffice.A non-incentive 
employee will be paid at his prevailing base rate plus shift 
oremi& and cost of livina: an incenliveemolovee will be oaid ". . . 
at his earned rate for the last previous weeks earnings plus 
shift premium and cost of living for time actually lost on the 
day of the injury, and any two (2) occurrences following the 
original injury where complications connected with the 
original injury prompt the doctor to send the employee home 
for the balance of his reaular shift. An emolovee who is able " . . 
to return to work must report back and work the balance of 
the shift. An employee unable to return to work due to indus- 
trial iniurv. will be drovided transwtiation to his home. if he , ,. 
SO desires and other arrangements cannot be made. 
If an Emoiovee is held at the emeroencv room or doctors " ,  
office past t i e  end of their shift, they will be paid for the time 
they are in the emergency room or doctors office up to four 
(4) hours at the appropriate rate of pay 
42. INJURED EMPLOYEES 
An employee who has been injured in the plant or is suffering 
from an occupational disease as the result of employment in 
the plant shall be placed in Department 99 (light duty) if the 
employee is capable of, in the opinion of the Company 
Physician, performing Department 99 (light duty) work The 
employee will remain in Department 99 or on leave of 
absence, until he is able to return to his regular job or ninety 
1901 davs has exoired. Should ninety (90) davs exoire . .  . . 
without (he company Physician releasing the employee t i  his 
regular job. the employee must be placed where possible on 
ahava!iable iob in hisdeoartment. An emolovee who cannot 
be so placid will be kkrred to the Human Resources 
Department who will attempt to place the employee on a 
suitable job within a classification where an opening exists 
which has no transfer requests on file. If ajob is not available, 
the employee shall displace the junior employee with the 
least senioritv on the Senioritv List holdina a iob which the 
~~ ~ , , " .  
employee can perform provided the injured employee has 
sufficient seniority to displace the iunior employee. This shall 
be done with a committeeman- present.'  he displaced 
employee shall exercise his seniority as specified under the 
Layoff Procedure. An employee who cannot be placed under 
the above orocedure will be olaced on a leave of absence. 
~easonable accommodations will be made if necessary. 
\ When in the judgment of Company Physician and Human 
Resources ~epa imen t  he has sufficiently recovered, he will 
be returned to his regular job. 
An emolovee assianed to a iob due to his ohvsical imoair- 
~ - ,  ~ ,~~ 
ment will ;ubject i imse~f  to i physical examination by the 
Company Physician every six (6) months or more oflen if the 
employees condition m h t s  the exam. 
An employee returning to work following an industrial iniu~v 
must clear through the Human ~esourc is  Department td be 
reinstated as an active employee. The employee must, afler 
having received his release from the doctor sive notice to the 
 urna an Resources Department of at least eighteen (18) 
hours prior to his retum. Should a job not be available for the 
employee to retum to work within the specifred lime, the 
employee will be so notified, and arrangements made to 
notify the employee when a job, which he can perform, is 
available. Once a job has been provided under the orovisions 
of this sectlon the emp.oyee will repon to wow al the starttng 
tame of the ass.gned shlft an0 will con1 nue to work on th s ,ob 
until the iob ceases to exist or he is released to retum to his 
regular job For each day tne employee reports for worn as 
~nstructed by the Company he snatl oe assLrea of a m nlmum 
of four (4) hours work. When the iob ceases to exist. the 
employee will report to the ~ u m a n ~ ~ e s o u r c e s  Department 
who will endeavor to locate another job using the above 
procedure. 
In no case Will an injured employee placed on a job under the 
above provisions be allowed to retain the iob once he has 
been released to return to his regular job. . 
It is understood that the employee will not be given a prefer- 
ence of shifls other than the one his seniority entitles him to. 
Employees having oermanent iniuries or incaoacities neces- 
~11al.n; specla agreements will be bound a c c L r ~ . n ~ ~ ~  unless 
cnanged by tne Company and lhe Bargalnlng Comm nee 
1 All replacement employees being removed by a returning 
emDlovee from sick leave will be   laced in de~artment 56 as 
an bv;flow employee for the rdmainder of'the week and 
returned to the Human Resources department at the wndu- 
sion of the week for relocation. 
43. LEAVE OF ABSENCE - MILITARY 
Any employee, who may be accepted for military service. 
under any act of the Congress of the United States shall be 
returned to work as required by the applicable laws then in 
force. 
A senioriw employee who is drafted or enlists shall, aftel 
compel ng lnmy (30) abys of sew ce rece.ve l o w  (40) h o ~ r s  
pay a1 h s regL ar oase rate p l ~ s  Cosl-01.- v.ng A owance To 
receive this pay, the employee must return a properly 
completed form to the Company. 
44. LEAVE OF ABSENCE - PERSONAL 
(a) A leave of absence shall be understood to mean an 
absence from work requested by the employee covering an 
agreed period of time not to exceed thirty (30) days. Leaves 
of absence shall not be granted for other employment of any 
kind. 
(b) Employees must return to work on the first regular 
workday following the day of termination of a leave of 
absence, or previously have arranged for an extension of the 
leave. 
(c) Before returning to work from a leave of absence the 
employee must clear through the Human Resources 
Department in order to be reinstated as an active employee. 
(d) UpQn application to the Company, leaves of absence for 
personal reasons may be granted employees at the conve- 
nience and discretion of the Company for a period not to 
exceed thirty (30) days in any one (I) da~endar~ear, without 
loss of seniority. 
45. LEAVE OF ABSENCE - UNION OR PUBLIC OFFICE 
I 
Leaves of absence will be granted to Union members who 
are elected or selected to office or positions within the I 
Internatqonal Unlon or Local thereof wltnout loss of sen.onty 
Sucn leaves of absence sna!! oe req~esled In wrstng by me 
Local Jnlon Presloenl rle shall set fonn m wnttng the omce 
Or POS.t.On that the md~v.dual wtll hold an0 aLrat,on of Itme for 
wnch Ine ond~vtdual w~tt be on leave 
Empaoyees elecled or se-ecled to pu0l.c ofice w~ll De granled 
a leave of aosence for Ihe term of such oMce wflnout loss of 
senioritv uoon orooer aoolication. The individual aoolvina for 
. .  . .  . .  . .  , " 
such leave shall make app11cat:on oy setttng fonh .n wr;t$ng 
me otfice or posltlon beng held an0 me a~rat~on Inereof 
Return to work from such leaves of absence will be in accor- 
dance with the then existing seniority rules. 
1 46. LEAVE OF ABSENCE - SICK 
(a) A seniority employee who is unable to work due to 
I sickness or injury will be transferred to the sick roll after seven (71 working days of absence in order to orotect the 
- .  
employiis seniorlty, providing the employee presents a 
doctors statement to the Company before the conclusion of 
the seventh working day of absence. If an employee fails to 
prwide the Company with the wrilten doctors excuse, the 
Company will consider the legitimacy of the employees 
reasons for failure to provide the doctors statement before 
taking action. The doctors statement shall include the nature 
of the ailment or injury and the probable length of time the 
employee will be off. Should the period of disability extend 
beyond the time originally estimated, it will be necessary for 
the employee to procure a second doctors repon covering 
this extension, and finally, when the employee is able to 
return to work, he will be required to get a final statement 
showing the date of release for work. 
The Company may at its discretion request the employee on 
sick leave to subiect himself to a ohvsical examination bv a 
doctor or clinic chosen by the ~okpany. Should a determi- 
nation by a Company doctor that the employee is able or 
unable to return to work be in contradiction to a determina- 
tion by the employees doctor that he is able or unable to 
return to work due to sickness, the dispute shall be refened 
to a third dodor or clinic, whose determination shall be final 
and binding. 
Should the examining physician andlor clinic uphold the wn- 
tention of the employee, the Company will pay the bill. 
Should the examininq ohvsician uphold the wntention of the 
Company, the emplojee will pay the bill. 
(b) An employee returning from sick leave must clear through 
and present to the Human Resources Department a final 
doctors statement to be reinstated as an active employee. 
The employee must, after having received this release from 
the do~tor,-~ive notice to the Human Resources Department 
of at least eighteen (18) hours prior to his return. 
When the emolovee returns from leave. he will be oiaced on 
tne,oo from wnlch ne left If ne does not nave senlonty to hold 
lhls job, the prov!slons of LAYOFF-PLANT-WIDE w.ll apply 
(c) For seniority employees with less than one year of 
seniority, no sick leave shall extend beyond a period of time 
eoual to the ernolovee s senioritv at the time such absence , . 
commenced. An employee on sick leave because of com- 
oensated iniutv or occupational disease shall be continued 
on such sick l&e for the duration of such disability. 
(d) A seniority employee who is unable to work due to either 
sickness or iniurv for a oeriod of six 16) months will be 
~~ ~~ 
reviewed by ihe' Human Resources [iepartment and a 
member of the Union Bargaining Comminee. If it is found that 
the employee on sick leave will not be returning to work within 
a reasonable length of time, not to exceed three weeks, the 
job will be filled as an open job in accordance with the 
Contract provision Item 31. 
(e) Employees on leave, excluding Military, Union, or Public 
Oiltce which extend bevond thirtv 130) calendar davs, havina 
a rvntte card on file, will nave the whde card honored acto- 
matically Employees on leaveor employees wnoare worklng 
in the oiant thathave been iniured. or are sufferina from an 
o c ~ u ~ a t ~ ~ n a t  anlkry. ww be a~towed to t.te and havcTransler 
Cards honored as odtlned m Item 33 
Any employee who is on Sick Leave and is removed from his 
classification, department andlor jurisdiction, for any reason. 
will be put back in that classification, department andlorjuris- 
diction, seniority permitting, as long as he is on Sick Leave. 
62 
1 47. LEAVE OF ABSENCE MATERNIPI 
An employee who is requesting a maternity leave of absence 
' ! shall be granted such leave by providing the Company a 
written statement si~ned bv the emolovees doctor that 
. . 
verifies that the employee is disabled. The leave of absence 
mall commence upon Ine date tnat the employee 0s first 
determined to be disabled and shall conclude at the time the 
employee is no longer disabled. 
An emolovee who returns to work from maternih, leave must 
provide the Company with a written statemint from the 
employees doctor which releases the employee to return to 
work. 
The Company may, at its discretion, request the employee on 
maternilv leave to subiect herself to a ~hvsical examination 
OY a doctor orcllnlc chosen by Ihe ~ o m i a i ~  Shodlo a deter- 
minallon by the employee s doctor conflfct u t h  the Company 
doctors determination. the disoute shall be referred to athird 
doctor or clinic, whose dete'rmination shall be final and 
binding. 
These examinations shall be paid for by the Company. Any 
action taken by the company against an employee as a resuit 
of the finding of such examination shall be subject to the 
regular grievance procedure. 
48. REPLACEMENTS 
1. Replacements will be designated as personnel replace- 
ments or jurisdiction replacements. 
Emplovees hired as vacation replacements between the 
penoo~beginn~ng May 1 and concluo3ng no later tnan the ,as1 
week of SeplemDer wtll not oe suojecl to me layoff. transfer. 
or iob fillinq seauence described in the Labor Aireement for 
- .  
seniority employees. The Company will unila&rally layoff. 
transfer and fill jobs with vacation replacements in a sound 
and efficient manner without the restrictions outlined in our 
Labor Agreement for seniority employees. 
I A. A ~ e m n n e l  reolacement is an em~lovee who 
seiects a job through Human ~esdurces job 
relocation that is vacated as a result of an 
employee going on leave of absence or vacation. 
8. A iurisdicfion reolacement is an emDloYee who 
isreduced from' his permanent clasiiflcation or 
department who remains working within his 
oermanent iurisdiction as a reolacement. He 
s the least sen or employee wlth.n the jur.sdlc- 
t on and he o c c ~ p  es tne loo of an employee 
on leave of absence or vacation within his 
jurisdiction. 
2. If it is known at the outset that a leave will exceed six (6) 
months, the jobs filled as an open job through the Transfer 
Procedure. 
3. If it is necessary to fill a job because an employee goes 
on leave of absence or vacation for a period not to exceed 
six (6) months, such opening is filled with a personnel 
replacement employee or a jurisdiction replacement 
employee. 
4. Areolacement iob for an emolovee on leave of absence 
may be maintained ior a period of si; (6) months. At the expi- 
ration of this period of time, the job is reviewed by the Human 
Resources Deoartment and a member of the Barqainino 
Committee. If i i  is found the employee will not return to wori 
within three (3) weeks, the job is filled as an open job through 
the Transfer Procedure 
5. The Group Leader will assign replacements to a job 
within the department consistent with Item 36, and with due 
regard to product quality and departmental efficiency. 
6. An emolovee placed on a reDlacement iob is not 
. . 
perm tteo to exerc~se snlh preference except when tnbre .s a 
reoJcl on of replacements from one sh.ft ID anolner * tnnn a 
department. And I or group in Department 46. Then the 
seniority person on the shin being reduced will be given his 
or her preference. He cannot be bumped by another 
employee exercising shifl preference, unless the person 
whose place he is taking would have been shift bumped and 
he remained at work. 
7 An emp oyee placeu on a personne replacement .oo s 
not perm~tteo to pace a lransler or wnue card wllh lne super- 1 
I visor for a job in that jurisdiction. He must file the card with the Human Resources Department. 
8. An employee placed on a jurisdiction replacement job is 
not permitted to place a transfer or white card with the super- 
visor for a job in that jurisdiction. Upon return to a permanent 
job within the jurisdiction he shall be permitted to rile an 
Employees Application for Relocation (white card) with his 
suoervisor It shall be the responsibility of the employee to 
fil$ this request with the supervisor within Five (5) working 
days (weekends excluded) of the effective date of his 
transfer. 
9. For purposes of this item, leave of absence includes 
sick leave, personal ieave, military leave, political ieave, 
union ieave and maternity leave. 
10. For purposesof this item, mechanical and physical quai- 
iflcations must be considered. If the supervisor has 
knowledge of an employees inability to do a job, he will 
suggest, in the presence of the Steward, that the employee 
take a job in which he can qualify. 
48-1. REDUCTION OF MANPOWER REPLACEMENTS 
1. When it is necessary to reduce a department or jurisdic- 
tion, the reduction is accomplished using the following 
sequence: 
I. Employees within the jurisdiction who are designat- 
ed as personnel replacements, are returned to 
Human Resources for relocation or lavoff. in reverse 
order of their plant-wide seniority. 
11. Emolovees within the iurisdiction who are desianat- 
ed 'as jurisdiction re.sblacements are return2 to 
Human Resources lor relocation or layon, in reverse 
order of their plant-wide seniority. 
ill. When there are two or more jurisdiction replace- 
ments and a reduction in the work force necessitates 
the removal of some but not all of the jurisdiction 
reolacements, the iurisdiction reolacement remains 
within his home debarment as ling as he has sufi- 
cient seniority to remain a jurisdiction replacement. 
IV. If a jurisdiction replacement has insufficient seniority 
to remain within his department, he displaces the 
least senior jurisdiction replacement. 
1 
V If a jurisdiction replacement has insufficient seniority 
to remain within his jurisdiction, he returns to Human 
Resources for relocation or layoff. 
VI. If it is necessary to reduce beyond personnel and 
jurisdiction replacements, permanent employees 
within the jurisdiction are removed as outlined in the 
layoff procedure. 
VII.The senior permanent employees identified for 
removal from their jurisdiction (Item 28-C) are 
retained, first within their department and second, 
within their jurisdiction. They displace the personnel 
or jurisdiction replacements removed in steps 
I and II. 
2. When it is necessary to reduce a department orjunsdic- 
tion because an employee returns from leave of absence: 
I A personnel replacement olsp,acea wlll alsplace the 
least sensor personnel replacement wntntn Ihe ILns- 
diction. 
II. Ajurisdiction replacement displaced will Brst displace 
the least senior replacement within his department, 
second within his jurisdiction. 
48-2. EQUALIZATION OF MANPOWER REPLACEMENTS 
When there is a reduction of force from individual depart- 
ments within a jurisdiction, but not from the jurisdiction: 
I. Replacement employees will not be affecled unless 
the emDlovee on leave whose place he is taking has 
insuficieni seniority to remain in his department. . 
il. If theemployeeon leave has the least seniority in the 
classification affected he is given the opportunity in 
line with his seniority to displace the least senior 
employee in the department. 
111 If Ihe employee on leave has the least senxorlty In tne 
department affected he IS gtven the opponunlty In 
line with his senioritv to fill the remainina iob(s1 in the 
-. . . 
jurisdiction. 
IV. A reoresentative of the Com~anv will make an . . 
attempt (one call) to contact an employee on leave 
who Is reduced from his classification or department. 
If he cant be contacted, he is placed on the last 
remaining job in the department or jurisdiction. 
48-3 RECALL - REPLACEMENTS 
1. When It is necessary to add to a department or jurisdic- 
tion. the permanent open jobs are filled in the following 
sequence. 
I. The Company fllls the open jobs as described in ltem 
31 (a) through (e). 
I. The senior jurisdiction replacement shall return to the 
permanent open job within his home department. 
Ill. If there are no permanent open jobs within his home 
department he shall choose a permanent open job 
within his jurisdiction. 
IV. An employee will not, afler having accepted a 
permanent open job within his jurisdiction, be 
permitted to decline the transfer. 
48.4 REPLACEMENTS SKILLED CLASSIFICATIONS 
When there are no emolovees laid off from an wuoational 
list in ltem No. 18 (~kiilei~lassification) a replacement job 
in those occuoations shall be filled with a ptant-wide seniorihl 
employee a id  in accordance with the provisions of open 
Jobs, Item 30, providing it is decided a Trainee andlor 
Apprentice classification can be utilized as the replacement. 
or an employee who Is qualified to perform the work has a 
valid Request for Transfer on file. 
Whan the Company finds it necessary to replace an 
employee on a leave of absence or vacatmn from a Skilled 
Classification listed in Item 18 the following procedure will 
apply: 
I. All provisions of Item 32 (Skilled Occupations) must be 
exhausted. 
2. Should number one above be insufficient to accomplish 
tne necessary replacement tnen a replacement wtll be 
selecteo through Ihe Apprentice selecllon proceoure tor 
the applicable craft 
Upon the return to work of (he employee on leave, or 
vacation, the replacement selected for the job under the pro- 
visions above shall be returned to the job from which he 
transferred, seniority permitting, and be entitled to the white 
card provisions of ltem 32 for a future opening. If it is 
necessary to replace the employee who transfers to the 
replacement job, ltem 48 will apply. 
48.5 REPLACEMENTS PREFERRED CLASSIFICATIONS 
(EXCEPT D-56 OILERS) 
When an opening o m r s  as the resun of a leave of absence 
in any of the occupational groups listed in ltem 18-1. 
(Preferred Classifications) the oldest seniority employee laid 
off from the respective occupational list will be recalled. 
Subsequent recalls to this same occupational list will cause 
the replacement to be transferred to the open job and the 
next senioritv emDlovee on that occuoational list recalled lo . , 
the replacement job..~a~ofk shall work in (he reverse so that 
the youngest seniority employee on the occupational list 
woriing will be the replacement. 
When there are no employees laid off from an occupational 
list in ltem 18-1, the replacement job will be filled by the 
Human Resources Department and the employee will remain 
on the job until: 
(a) Employee returns from leave. 
(b) Replacement transfers by own request. 
(c) There is a reduction in the occupation, at which time the 
replacement will be the first employee laid off. 
(d) ltem 46 (d) will apply. 
/ 48-6. UNION OR PUBLIC OFFICE REPLACEMENTS 
I A. Periods of less than six (6) months will be filled with 
replacements and all provisions of ltem 48 will apply. 
8. Periods which will exceed six (6) months will be filled as 
open jobs in accordance with the provision of ltem 31 of the 
Contract. 
49. IDENTIFICATION OF REPLACEMENTS 
When 'an employee is placed on a replacement job, the 
Human Resources Office will issue an identification card in 
triplicate, so it will become the equal and combined respon- 
sibility of the Human Resources Department, the supervisor 
and the Day Steward to assure continued accurate identifi- 
cation of the replacements. The assignment of the replace- 
ments will be reviewed weekly by the Liay supervisor and Day 
Steward. 
The supervisor will identify the replacements on his 
manpower board by a color card. 
50. PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY REPLACEMENTS 
DEPARTMENT 56 
When a temporary opening occurs within the oiling classifi- 
cation (JJA) of Department 56, the following procedure 
applies: 
H\ The suDervisor will review the department and 
determine if there are any permanent people displaced from 
the oiling classification who are currently in plant Services 
who have a white card on file in the department. In senioritv 
order, these employees would be offered this job. 
121 The suoervisor will contact Human Resources to 
. ~, ~ ~, 
determine if there are any plantwide white cards (active 01 
1 laid off employees) outstanding for oilers (JJA). I (3) If no permanent white cards exist, the supervisor would fill the reDlacement iob with the most senior temporary white I card employee if he wished to do that job. ~emporary white cards are issued to those employees who have worked in 
I the oilina classification 1JJA) as temporary replacements for 
e . . .  vacations, sick leaves, itc. (~ f te r  his temporary assignment is completed he would return to the PLS classification and 
1 refile his temporary white card for the JJA classification in 
the department.) If the senior employee refused the JJAjob. 
I his temporary white card is void. No other penalty would 
I apply to this temporary white card being refused. 
(4) Blue card - jurixlidion (PLS).if employees have cards 
on file to go from PLS to JJAclasslfication within Deparlrnent 
56. then fhese cards wouid be honored in line with seniontv. 
when the temporary job is completed, the employee wouid 
return to the PLS classification and have the ability to file a 
departmental temporary white card 
If the job is a permanent opening, the following additional 
steps would be added. 
(5) White Card - Human Resources - PLS. If an employee 
has a white card on file in Human Resources for a PLS clas- 
soficat~on .n Department 56. he wtll be offered the oppon~nf- 
ty to fill Ine lob In tne AA class.ficat~on wlth all provlslons of 
the white &rd applying. 
(6)  Green Card -Human Resources IJJA).Anv green cards 
on fine .n rlbrnan Resources wodlo be cons!aerei nn order of 
senlorlty foc the fll ng of the open JJA joos 
Fdrther, when a permanent open.ng occbrs In the JJA class,. 
fical~on. 11 t.,ang by tne temporary wh.te cards Itstea above 
the employee movinq into that open iob wouid become a 
permaneni JJA c~assiea employee w.th all contractual ngnts 
assoc,aled wlln Inat .ob as o~tl lned .n the labor agreement 
Tne class ficat.on of JJA ana PLS, tor psposes of ovenlme. 
W O C . ~  be ma nta.ned on separate rosters and PLS casslfied 
emolovees would onlv be allowed to farm into the JJA clas- 
sifiiatibn as dire~1ed.b~ Item 54-4 - Overtime Procedure - 
Preferred Classification Except Inspection. 
For purposes of layoff, the JJA classified employees may. 
seniority permitting, bump into the PLS classification with full 
departmental, permanent white card rights 
51. PAY-HOURS AND PREMIUM 
An employees workweek will be a calendar week beginning 
on Monday at the starting time of the regular shifl to which 
the employee is assigned. 
. 
I The thtrd sniff will stall the normal workweer at 11 00 PM On Sunday, wltn no premnum pay to thlrd sn.R employees as a result of slanbng the workweek on Sunday 
1 ' .  There shall,be a specified starling and quitting time for each 
iob including lunch period. No changes in the starling or 
bu.nlng t~meaflecltng nobrly ratea employees shall be made 
w$thout be~ng d>scusseo first w.th the Barga~n~ng Commlnee 
Notice of any change will be given to the Bargaining 
Committee at least one (1) day in advance. 
The hours for a continuous three-shift basis will be as follows: 
i s t  shift- 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 15 minutes paid lunch 
2nd shift- 3:00 P.M. to 1l:M) P.M. 15 minutes paid lunch, 
3rd shift- 11:OO P.M. to 7:00 A.M. 15 minutes paid lunch. 
Fifteen (15) minute paid lunch periods will be paid at 120% 
or will be provided in full in the incentive rates. 
Employees mwt be In thetr departments ready to oegtn work 
at thew scheduled starting ttme an0 work up to a~tttlng llme 
A penalty of one-tenth (1110) of an hour will be given an 
employee who arrives at work from one (1) to six (6) minutes 
late. For tardiness beyond six (6) minutes the regular 
procedure of six (6) mir;ute intervals will apply, i.e., up to 
twelve (12) minutes minus two-tenths (2110) of an hour, etc. 
An employee wilt be compensated on the bass of a twenty 
lour (24) hour aay beginning with the starling tlme of the shoR 
to which the emolovee is assigned. Each twentv-four (24) 
hour day will be a cimplete uniland will stand onits own. 
Straight time is paid for: 
(a) The first eight (6) hours of work performed Monday 
through Friday in any continuous twenty-four (24) hour 
period; 
Time and one-half Is paid for: 
(b) The first two (2) hours of work performed over eight (8) 
hours Monday through Friday in any continuous twenty-four 
(24) hour period. 
(c) Work performed for the 6rst eight (8) hours on Saturday 
(d) An employee requested to leave the plant and work 
intermittently in any working day shall be paid time and one- 
half afler the first intermission. I 
Double time is paid for: 
(e) Work performed over ten (10) hours Monday through 
Friday in any continuous twenty-four (24) hour period; 
(0 Work performed over eight (8) hours on Saturday; 
(g) Work performed on Sunday. 
(h) Work performed on any of the paid holidays included as 
holidays in the agreement, including a Swing Shift man or a 
Trick man working his regular scheduled week. 
Employees who have lefl the plant for the day and are later 
recalled to work overtime will be guaranteed at least two (2) 
hours overtime work 
An employee who reports for work less than two (2) hours 
Drior to his startina time will be only paid for the amount of 
kme worked uo toihe startina time i f  his shift orovidina he is 
~~~~ - " 
contacted at least two and one-half hours prior to his regular 
starting time. 
An employee shall not be required to work more than eight 
(8) hours in a day or forty (40) hours in a week. It shall not 
be comoulsorv for anv emolovee to mme to work before his , , ,  
regular startlng time nor work past his quitting time. 
An employee will not be allowed to leave the plant between 
his starting and quitting time without a proper pass. 
52. PAY SWING SHIFT 
The Power House Department and Electrical Department are 
the oniv deoartments considered as swino-shift deoartments 
and thk foilowing exceptions are made-to PAYHOURS I 
AND PREMIUM for these departments only: 
(a) Employees working on a swing shifl whose regular shin 
runs through the first day of rest and second day of rest shall 
receive overtime on the same basis as outlined in Item 51 
with the following exceptions: Where the word Saturday 
appears it shall read on the first day of rest in a calendar 
. week and where the word Sunday appears it shall read on 
the second dav of rest in a calendar week, except that they 
snali receive tine and one-hal for nobrs worked on Sunoay 
when 11 faus wtth.n thelr reguar worm week 
( 0 )  Sw.ng sn.fi men maktng a reg~lar change from one shtft 
to anotner an0 thfs cnange causes tnem to worn two (2) 
dtlferent shtiis w.lntn a twentyfodr (241 hobr per~od wa#o be 
cons~derea s uorktng two (2) d.fferent days and no orerttme 
15 lo be pala for thls move However, an etghl(81 how pen00 
I must elapse before starting on the new shin. 
c Swing shin men, herein defined as those men working 6 the Power House and Electrical Maintenance Department 
1 who in accordance with their present regular weekly schedule, work both night and day turns in the same work 
week, shai~ be considered as n:gnt men tnroughout Ihe Nee* 
an0 recelve the ntght bonus for all nobrs worKed wdhin the 
week. It is understood that this aareement includes only 
1 those men regularly assigned to su& a swing shift and shail 
not be construed to cover cases where in an emergency 
I either a n i~h t  shift man works davs or where a dav shift man 
works nights. 
53. PYRAMIDING OF OVERTIME 
Overtime and premium rates of pay wiil not be pyramided. 
54. GENERAL OVERTIME PROCEDURE 
General provisions on overtime which wiil apply to produc- ,q 
tion, non-production, skilled, and preferred. 
1 The followina overtime nrovisions have been aoreed to bv the 
Company and the Unlon and supersede any previous agree- ! ' ments either in the' Contract or other iupplemental 
I Agreements, both verbal and in writing. Any fuiure agree- 
ments or clarifying amendments to this agreement either 
verbal or in writing, must have the written approval of the 
Human Resource Department and the Union Bargaining 
Committee. 
The Company shall adhere to the appropriate overtime 
procedure when assigning employees to work overtime: but 
Shall not be required to go beyond any given point in the 
procedure or complete any given step within the procedure 
beyond what they deem necessary when assigning overtime. 
Normal week day, weekend, and holiday overtime hours will 
not be scheduled for less than four (4) hours for hold-over or 
early overtime during the normal &king time. All Normal 
Saturday. Sunday and Holiday Overtime will be scheduled for 
eight (8) hours 
The Overtime Register will be the official rewrd of all charged 
hours in a department and a wpy will be kept in the 
Employees department. 
An employee will not be charged overtime hours worked or 
refused off shin when such overtime is not in conjunction with 
his regular s h l .  
Overtime hours will be indicated daily and accrued on the 
basis of hours by shifl. The names of employees in a depart- 
ment shall be listed by seniority 
For safety and health reasons, no more than 16 hours in a 
rollinq 24-hour Deriod can be worked. The emdoyee will not 
be eigibie or charged for any overtime beyond 16 hours. 
Note: If the employee is authorized to work and does, the 
employee will be charged for the hours worked. 
Stewards shall be given as much notice as possible of 
overtime work or of conditions that pertain to an employee 
being asked to perform unusual duties on overtime that he 
does not do normally. 
The four (4) hour period which immediately precedes the 
normal starting time of a given shin will be referred to as early 
overtime. The four (4) hour period which immediately follows 
the normal quitting time of a given shin will be referred to as 1 
hold-over overtime. I 
The Company will complete the contact procedure by the end 
of the shifl for weekdav overtime known bv the suDewisor. 
The Company will complete the contact procedure b i  the end 
of the shift on the last regular workday of the week for known 
weekend, holiday or early Monday overtime. No overtime 
asked after the end of an emolovee s regular shift. Mondav 
~ ~ 
through Friday, wiii be charged. (weekday overtime only) . 
SuDervisom will review with the Steward the list of emDlovees 
ichiduled lo work overtime in the Steward s jurisdicli&:~he 
supewisor wiil provide called time to the Steward for the 
ti& necessary to review the overtime list. 
Employees who refuse overtime in their home department 
will not be allowed to work any other overtime. 
The Steward will initial the list if he is in agreement, after 
which no claims for pay will be honored. The names of 
employees scheduled to work will be entered on the list, 
which is presented to the Steward. 
Employees who accept farrn-out overtime, and later are 
scheduled in their home department, must return to their 
home department. 
When a suoervisor calls In emolovees for overtime. he shaii 
have a steward, or a Union representative, or another hourly 
emolovee orasent when the calls are made. Time spent will 
. .  . 
be considered called time. 
If a suoervisor calls and reaches an emdovee s answering 
machine, he wiil identify himself and state that he is calling 
for overtime purposes, and request the employee to pick up 
the ohone. If the emolovee does not dck UP the *one at this 
time, the supewisor kiiihang up and continue with the asking 
sequence. 
The Union will reserve the right to bring to the Company s 
attention any situation in which overtime has been assigned 
to a department in such a manner as to create an imbalance 
between overtime opportunity between shifts. The Company 
will endeavor to correct the imbalance in subsequent 
overtime scheduling. 
Qualifications are considered for overtime work. An 
employee transferred into a department shall be given the 
opportunity to qualify in one or more operations within the 
/ department. An employee who is bypassed for overtime work 
due to lack of qualifications shall be so notified by his super- 
visor. 
Should a dispute occur between the supervisor and Me 
employee regarding the employee s qualifications, the super- 
visor shall take into consideration the legitimacy of the 
employees contentions. 
Except as otherwise provided in the skilled overtirne 
procedure, overtime hours will be indicated daiiv and accrued 
on the basis of hours by shift. 
Employees shall be contacted and must accept or reject the 
overtime at the time of contact. Which can be any time during 
their regular shifl for weekday overtime, and anytime during 
their shift on the last regular workday of the week, for known 
weekend, holiday or early Monday overtime. The Company 
may start the contacling procedure on the next to the last 
scheduled workday. 
REGULAR OVERTIME REGISTER 
The supervisor will maintain an Overtime Register with the 
following provisions applying: 
The overtime register will be maintained for a period of one 
(1) calendar year, starting each January 1, and ending each 
December 31. 
The accumulated overlime hours of the Leadman or Group 
Leader shall be disreqarded when placing an employee on 
the overtime register. 
An employee who transfers from one shift to another or from 
One department to another shall have his name entered on 
the overtime register at the time and date of transfer and in 
line with seniority, or occupational seniority for skilled 
employees. 
He shall be accredited the overtime hours equal to the 
employe who immediately precedes him in seniority order. 
Should the seniority of the employee whose name is being 
entered on the overtime register be greater than all the 
employees whose names are listed, his name will be placed 
at the head of the list and accredited the overtirne hours of 
the employee immediately following him on the list 
Employees who are being transferred from one shifl to 
another or from one department to another will be eligible to 
work weekend overtime on the shift and in the deoartment 
from wnlcn they are bemg transferred. S h o ~  d a rlolfday be 
scheduled on tne effective date of the transfer the rransferreo 
emDlOvee will be eliaible to work overtime in the department 
. . - 
ano shlh to whlch they are betng transferreo, ano only aner 
all employees on tne sh fl In tnat departmenl have Deen glven 
the opportunity to work the Holiday overtime. It is the respon- 
sibility of the employee to make himself available for the 
holiday overtime. An employee transferring from one shift to 
another or from one deoarlment to another wili be eliaible for 
overtime at the start o i  the shin on the effective daie of the 
transfer. 
The name of a new employee shall not be entered on the 
overtime register until the employee has accumulated one 
hundred twentv (120) davs senioritv nor shall he be eliaible . .  . . - 
to work overt me pr or to accJmulat ng one hundreo Wenly 
(120) oays seniority unless a seniorly empoyees on the 
overtimereaister have been aiven the ODDortunitv to work the 
overtime, 'bther than skiled. (see' skilieb overtime 
procedure.) 
CHARGING OVERTIME HOURS 
Exceot as otherwise orovided in the skilled overtime . 
procedure, all overtime hours offered within the asking time 
shall be recorded on the overtime register. All overtime hours 
refused shall be recorded on the ovirtime register providing 
the employee was asked to work the overtime during the 
normal asking time. 
Employees on temporary layoff will be charged for all 
overtime that they would have been up for. 
After an employee(s) has accepted overtime and the 
overtime is later cancelled, the hours will not be char~ed on 
the Regular register whether they had refused or accepted 
the canceled overtime. 
1 If the ovwtime is then rescheduled on the same shift, 
the Company, in the presence of a Union steward wili calllask 
all employees working in the department 
2. If the overtime is then rescheduled for a different shift, 
such as from second to first, only those employees who 
accepted the overtime when it was originally scheduled will 
be calledlasked. 
Charging for rescheduled overtime will be handled as 
described under Item 54 of the contract. 
A transferred employee who does not share in the overtime 
due to his lack of qualifications will be charged the wenime 
hours the same as if the employee has worked the overtime 
for the first sixty (60) calendar days. The employee will not 
be charged the overtime after sixty (60) calendar days if he 
has not been given the opportunity to qualify on an operation 
scheduled for overtime. If he refuses the opportunity to be 
qualified, he will be charged the overtime hours, other than 
skilled. 
(See skilled overtime procedure.) 
An employee who is absent on the last regular work day of 
the week and would have been scheduled to work overtime 
will be charged with the overtime hours the same as if he had 
worked the overtime. An employee absent on the last regular 
work dav of the week shall be eiioible to work the weekend. - 
provlo ng the employee conlacts h s sLpelv sor no later tnan 
tne eno of the secono hour of nos sn~h on tne last reg~lar work 
day of the week to make himself eligible for weekend andlor 
holiday overtime. 
An employee absent for the following reasons and fails to 
make himself available as described above, Will not be 
charged for the overtime lost during such absence. 
a. Jury Duty or Subpoenaed Witness 
b. Bereavement 
An employee who would have been scheduled to work 
overtime during his approved vacation period will not be 
charaed the overtime on the reoister. An emDlovee on 
vacaion will be asked for ~aturdaykunda~ overtihe.prior to 
the vacation period by accrued hours. Further, they will be 
charged only if they work the overtime. The Saturday and the 
Sunday concluding the vacation will be charged. to the 
overtime register only if the employee works, provided he 
contacts his supervisor by the end of the shifl on the last 
regular working day prior to their vacation, and all depart- 
mental employees have been asked to work. 
An employee on vacation shall not be called in for or 
oermilied to work overtime durina his week of vacation unless -
the job requires particular capabilities not otherwise 
available. If the vacation is scheduled for bnqer than a week, 
employees will not be permitted to work overtime on 
weekends between the beginning and the ending dates ofthe 
vacation with the excevtion of the Saturdav and Sundav a n -  
cluding the vacation a= ouUined above. 
.
If employees want to be considered for early and/or holiday 
overtime following their vacation, those employees must 
contact their supervisor by the end of the shifl on the last 
regular working day prior to their vacation. 
Once an employee has made himself available for holiday 
overtime or overrime following vacation, it is management 5 
i responsibility to contact that employee if helshe is up for the 
overtime 
I Any employee on an additional compensation day will not be 
asked nor will they be charaad for the oariod that starts eiaht 
(8) houn prior to and end; twenly-four (24) hours after ;he 
start of their normal shin. 
An employee absent forany other reason will becharged with 
the overtime lost during such absence, except any overtime 
offered after the normal asking time. 
Employees on approved leave of absences will not be 
charged on the overtime register when the employee(s) 
working in his group are not asked during the normal asking 
time 
When it is necessary to place employees on another shfl for 
a temwraw period of time, not to exceed four (41 weeks. the 
accumulated overtlme hours of the employees so removed 
Shalt remain the same in their absence. Upon being returned 
to their reoular shift. the emolovees accumulated overtime 
hours shaibe the sama as &he; they left plus any overtime 
hours worked or refused while on temporary assignment. 
Quali8cations for farm-out overtime shall be considered as 
experience on the same or similar type work, together with 
the mental and physical abiliw to do the job. 
54.3. OVERTIME PROCEDURE - PRODUCTION 
Overtlme will be divided as equally as possible in the same 
or similar work within a productive department. 
ASKING SEQUENCE 
I. FOR WEEKDAY OVERTIME 
A. To satisfy a requirement beyond the normal 
complement of manpower. 
1. Hold-over, or early within the department, 
8. TO wver absenfeeism within the normal 
complement of manpower: 
1 .  Plant wide Farm-Ins andlor 
2. Hold-Over, early within the department 
11. FOR NORMAL WEEKEND. HOLIDAY OVERTIME 
A. To satisfy Saturday. Sunday and holiday 
requirements. 
1. Within department on shift (Regulat 
Overtime Register). 
2. a. Plantwide Fan-In on the shift where an 
employee has not been given the oppoltunity 
to work or was not qualified. andlor 
b. Hold-Over, early 
(1) Within the department of the people 
working overtime on that day. 
(2) Plant-wide Farm-Ins working in that 
department on that day. 
Ill. CLOSED-REGISTER OVERTIME.( After the Normal 
Asking Time Weekend And Holiday Overtime) 
T~ A. To cover overtime absenteeism 
1. Hold-Over. Call-in people WMking in that 
department on that overtime day on the 
other two shifts, in the following sequence. 
a. Regular department people (asking 
first those with the least accrued hours). 
b. Plant-wide Farm-Ins working that day, andlor 
2. Continue with the regular overtirne sequence 
from Me point in the sequence where the 
last employee was offered work as described 
in ltem II. A. (1) and (2) 
B. To cover additional workload requirements: 
Continue with the regular overtime sequence from 
the point In the sequence where the last employee 
wasoffered work as describad in ltem 11. A. (1)and (2). 
IV. REDUCING PEOPLE FROM OVERTIME ROLL IN A 
DEPARTMENT DUE TO UNEXPECTED REDUCTION 
OF PLANNED WORKLOAD. 
A. Reverse sequence used to fill the overtirne roll 
in that department, on that shift, on that ovwtime 
day. (Last-in. First-Out) 
54.2 OVERTIME PROCEDURE NON-PRODUCTION 
Overtime will be divided as equally as possible within the 
ciassiflcation in a non-productive department. 
SCHEDULING SEQUENCE 
I. FOR WEEKDAY OVERTIME 
A. To satisfy a requirement beyond the normal 
I complement of manpower. 
1. Hold-Over, early 
81 i 
a. Within the classification in the department 
1 b. Within tile department 
I 
I 2. Farm-in Plant-Wide 
I 
B. To cover absenteeism within the normal 
complement of manpower. 
1. Farm-in Plantwide. andlor. 
2. Hold-over, early 
a. Within the classification in the department 
b. Within the department 
11. FOR NORMAL WEEKEND, HOLIDAY, OVERTIME 
A. Schedule within classification, in the department, 
on the shin. 
8. Within the department on the shin 
C. 1. Plantwide, Farm-In andlor 
2. Hold-Over, early 
a. Within the classification in the department 
of people working overtime that day. 
b. Within the department, any other classification 
of people working overtime on that day. 
C. Plantwide farm-ins working in that department 
on that day. 
Ill. CLOSED REGISTER OVERTIME. (AFTER THE 
NORMAL SCHEDULING TIME WEEKEND, HOLIDAY 
OVERTIME). 
A. TO cover overtime absenteeism 
1. Hold-Over, Call-In Peoole working in that 
oeparlmenf on that overt me oay on the olner 
two shdis, m me fo~.owng seqJence 
I a. Within the classification in the department of people working overtime that day. 
r\ b. Within the department, any other classification 
of people working overtime that day. 
c. Piant-wide farm-ins w r k i n g  in that 
department that day. andlor 
2. Continue with the regular overtime sequence 
from the point in the sequence where the 
last emoiovee was offered work as desm'bed 
in ltem ii-A, 8, and C, 
8. To wver additional workload requirements: 
1. Continue with the rada r  overtime sequence 
from Ihe point in the sequence where the 
last employee was overed woh as described 
in ttem 11, A, Band C, 
IV. REDUCING PEOPLE FROM OVERTIME ROLL IN 
DEPARTMENT DUE TO UNEXPECTED REDUCTION 
IN PLANNED WORKLOAD. 
A. Reverse sequence used to fill the overtime roll 
in that department, an that shifl, on that overtime 
day. (Last-in. Firstat). 
REGULAR OVERTIME REGISTER 
Overtime hours will be indicated daily and accrued on the 
basis of hours by shift. The names of the employees in a 
department shall be listed by seniority in each classification 
by shifl. 
A Leadman in a nokpmduction department will be placed on 
the overtime register and share in the overtime of the group 
he leads. 
54.3 OVERTIME PROCEDURE - SKILLED 
Overtime will be divided as equally as possible by shift, within 
the occupation and classification, af each skilled department. 
In the event the Skilled Craft Department Supewisor and 1 
Steward mutually agrees it is necessary to hold-over on a 
specific iob. thev mav use the craflsman who started that iob 
Without ;sing the overtime Register, < 
SCHEDULING SEQUENCE 
I. Week-Day Overtime: Hold-Over, early 
A By occupallon w.th?n tne department by nours 
cnarged on tne overtme reytster 
1. Journeyman 
a. Four (4) hours hold-over 
b. Four (4) hours early 
2. Probationary Journeyman (More than thirty 
(30) days in the classification, but less than 
120 days) 
a. Four (4) hours hold-over 
b. Four (4) hours early 
3. Probationary Journeyman (Less than thirty 
(30) days in the classification.) 
a. Four (4) hours hold-over 
b. Four (4) hours early 
4. Apprentices andlor Trainees (provided they 
are qualified to pef fon the work required) 
a. Four (4) hours hold-over 
b. Four (4) hours early 
5. Journeyman 
a. Eight (8) hours hold-over 
b. Eight (8) hours or any remaining portion 
of me snifl. early 
6. Probationary Journeyman (More than thirty 
(30) days in-the clasiification, but less than 
120 days) 
a, Eight (8) hours hold-over 
b. Eight (8) hours or any remaining portion 
of the shift, early 
7. Probationary Journeyman (Less than thirty 
(30) days in the classification.) 
a. Eight (8) hours hold-over 
b. Eight (8) hours or any remaining portion 
of the shift, early 
8. Apprentices andfor Trainees (provided they 
are qualied to perform the work required) 
a. Eight (8) hours hold-over 
b. Eight (8) hours or any remaining portion 
of the shift, eatiy 
II. For Normal and Holiday) Weekend Overtime. 
A By Occ~pat~on a shtl walhtn Ihe department 
by hours charged on tne oven8me reglster 
1. Joumeyman 
2 Probal~onary Journeyman (More than 30 days 
tn the ciass~ficalron but less lnan 120 days) 
3. Probationary Joumeyman (Less than 30 days 
in the dassification). 
4. Apprentices 
5. Trainee 
8. By occupation on another shift within the department 
bv hours charqed on the overtime register. (An 
employee vnihsn not been scnedulea to nork on h!s 
sntft shall be gtven the opponunlty to work a complete 
off-shift.) 
1. Jwrnayrnan 
2. Probationary Journeyman (More than 30 days 
in the classification but less than 120 days) 
C. Hold-ova,, early (may be offered to those 
employees already assigned to work in that 
department on that overtime day). The 
scheduling sequence used will be the same as 
originally used to assign overtime in Item I. 
D. Within the department on the shii  in another 
occupation (only offered to employees who have 
not been asked for that oveame day). 
Ill. Closed Register Overtime for Weekends and Holidays 
(After the Normal Scheduling Time) 
After the normal scheduling time for overtime on a given 
shift, the overtime register(s) will be considered closed 
and routine scheduling of overtime will not be used. In 
case of additional workloads or absenteeism, either of the 
following options may be used: 
A. Schedule employees by occupation on the shin 
within the department who were not given the 
opportunity to work that overtime day, andlor 
8. Hold-over, calkin employees working in that 
department on that overtime day. The scheduling 
sequence used will be the same as originally 
used to assign the overtime, (Item 11) 
IV.' Reducing the Number of Employees Scheduled to Work 
Overtime in the Department due to an Unexpected 
Reduction in the Planned Workload 
A. Reverse the sequence originally used to fill the 
overtime roster in that department, on that shift, 
for that overtime day. (Last in-first out) 
GENERAL PROVlSiONS 
When the occupation is to be suDDlemented with manoower 
more than normally wrrfed In lhat occupatton the Slewara 
an0 Comm#neernan on the sntft a8ll be notsited pnor lo con- 
tacting employees involved 
If, during the first 120 days of an employees skilled proba- 
tionaty period or skilled trial period he does not have a jour- 
neyman in his occupation working on the same shin because 
1 the journeyman is absent, on vacafion or on sick leave, the Company is n d  obligated to hold-over or early through the 
I week. 
Overtime & Subcontraclors (Depts.40144) 
If it is necessary to have outside Contractors pelform skilled 
trades work in the Dlant, the Comoanv will offer Saturdav and 
Sunday overtime work on the immediate following weekend 
and each weekend thereafter as long as the outside a n -  
tractors are performing skilled trades work in Vle plant 
This would include all employees not on vacation in that 
Maintenance Skilled Crafl o~c"~at ion as represented by the 
skilled crafts used by the outside contractor during that week 
or weekend. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS - DEPARTMENTS 40144: 
When it is naoessaw to Dlace DeDartment 40 and 44 
employees on another shift f i r  a temp&ry period of time, not 
to exceed four (4) weeks. the accumulated oveiiime hours of 
the emplovees so removed shall remain the same in their 
absence. Upon being returned to their regular shii, the 
employees accumulated overtime hours shall be the same 
as when they left plus any overtime houm worked or refused 
while on temporary assignment. 
Senior emDloveeS shall be aiven the oDoorlunitv to work the 
. . 
temporary' a&ignment wit; the understandin; they must 
return to their reaular shiis uooo cornoletion of the assion- 
- 
ment. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS - DEPARTMENT 57: 
Overtime shall he the same as 54-3 where applicable. 
The man working the normal shift is up fw hold over or in 
early before the man working any overtime that Shin. 
If both people are on slraight lime, you go by accrued hours. 
If both people are on overtime, you go by accrued hours 
Inasmuch as the provisions of Item 54 are not applicable to 
the operation of the Power House, overtime allocation shall 
be continued as in the past 
GENERAL PROVISIONS - DEPARTMENT 42: 
An employee classified, as Machine Rebuilder, shall share in 
the overtime of employees classified as Machine Repair. 
Journeyman, in accordance with his overtime hours accu- 
mulated in both classifications by shifl, 
OVERTIME REGISTER 
Overtime hour?. witl be indicated daily and accrued by shift as 
it applies to the 24-hour cycle. 
The names of the employees in each occupation shalt be 
listed In order of department occupation seniority by shifl. 
The name of a new emolovee shall not be entered on the 
occupational opwtime r&i;fer until the employee has accu- 
mulated 120 days seniority nor shall he be eligible to work 
overtime Drior to accumulating 120 days seniority unless ail 
occupational seniority employees on the overtime register 
have been given the opportunity to work. 
Ovenlme shall be recorded in n o m  on all ovenlme registers 
(Class.ficat~on. 0ut.of-C1ass~f.catton) (Hobrs are at+days 
recorded as time-and-one-half or double-time in accordance 
with ap~ropr-ale premlLm day (Except as nolea in Ovenme 
Excepbons - Depanmenl40144 ) 
OEPARTMENT 48 - 
The OH0 Gear Developer classification in Department 48 is 
solit into lwo sub-groups. One sub-qrou~ is called OH0 
€;rgineer and the oiher'is OH0 production. 
Each of the two subgroups has its own leadman and 
overtime register, and each sub-group is scheduled for 
overtime as needed. 
If manpower Is exhausted in one sub-group. the other sub- 
group witl be able to farm-in from the farm-out register. 
If only one (1) employee within the QHO group is to work 
overtime, and the OD0 is up, the 000 will be bypassed. but 
not charged, and the next employee will be asked to work. 
If qualified, a trainee may work farm-out overtime according 
to the Overtime Procedure. 
1 OVERTIME A Gear Development QDO 2nd Class will be eiigible for overtime in Gear Development QHO Is l  Class only afler all emnlovees on the shift in Gear Develo~ment QHO 1st Class / have been first afforded the opportunit; to work the overtime. i FARM-OUT REGISTER The names of employees in each jurisdiction shall be listed in order of occupational seniority by shifl. 
The name of a new or transferred employee with less than 
120 days in ocarpation shan not be entered on the farm-out 
register until the employee has accumulated 120 days 
seniority, nor shan he be eligible lo work farm-out overtime 
prior to accumulating 120 days occupational seniority unless 
all seniorily employees on the farm-out register on the shift 
have been given the opportunity to work overtime. 
OVERTIME REGISTER EXCEPTIONS - DEPARTMENTS 
40144: 
Overtime hours shall be recorded once weekly on Monday, 
inctudlng all overtime hours to that date. 
Call-in overtime after the employees regular quitting time. 
Monday through Friday, shall not be charged whether the 
employee works or refuses the overtime, 
Call-in overtime lists shall be weDared each week on the 
basis of accrued overtime as t ie overtime is recorded, and 
shall be lhe basis of Call-In until the lists are changed the 
following week, except as amended by an employee being 
changed to another shift. 
In calling in maintenance amployees for overtime, Monday 
through Friday, the following is set forth: 
Trick men on their regular days off will be the first called for 
work on their own shift as per overtime register. 
54.4 OVERTIME PROCEDURE PREFERRED 
CLASSIFICATIONS 
3vertime will be divided as equally as possible within the 
'lassification in a non-productive department. 
SCHEDULING SEQUENCE 
I. FOR WEEKDAY OVERTIME - 
Beyond the normal complement of manpower and 
absenieeism. 
A. Hold-Over and early. Within the classification in the 
department on the other two shifts. If filled partially 
by held-over or early employee($), the employee(s) 
accepting the hold-over or early is to be offered the 
remainder of the shifl. (An employee may be used 
until an emolovee is available and mav be used for the 
. . 
enftre sh4 d {he hold-over and early ovenlme h.35 
been exhausted utlhtn the dass;Scalion.) 
01. Within the department in another classification on 
the shifl. andlor 
82. Piant-wide Farm-Ins. 
II. FOR NORMAL WEEK-END, HOLIDAY OVERTIME 
A. Within the classification in the department on the shifl. 
B. Within the classification in the department on another 
shift. 
1. The employee with the least accumulated overtime 
hours who has not been given the opportunity lo 
work overtime on his shift. 
2. Hold-Over, early in the classification in the depart- 
ment (employees with the least accrued overtime 
hours). If filled partially by hold-over or early 
employees, the employee(s) accepting the hold- 
over or early is to be offered the remainder of 
the shifl. 
C. Within the department on the shifl in another 
classification. 
1. PlanCwide Farm-In (where an employee has not 
been given the opportunity to work in his depart- 
ment or jurisdiction) andlor 
2. Hold-over, early 
a. Employees working overtime that day from the 
department in another classification. 
b. Plant-wide Farmed-In employees working 
overtime that day. 
Ill. CLOSED-REGSTER OVERTIME (AFTER - THE 
NORMAL SCHEDULlhG TIME WEEKEhO AND 
HOL.DAY OVERTIME) 
A. To cover absenteeism: 
1. hold-over, call-in people working overtime in that 
department, on that day on the other two shifts in 
the following sequence: 
a. within the classification in the department of 
people working overtime on that day. 
b. Within the department any other classification of 
the people working overtime on that day. 
c. Plant-wide farm-in working overtime in that 
department on that day, and1 or 
2.  wntinuing with the regular overtime sequence from 
the po nt in the s e q ~ ~ n c e  where the last employee 
was offered work as described m Item II- a, b, and 
c. options 1 and 2. 
8. To cover additional workload requirements: 
1 wnt nutng w~th the regular oven me sequence from 
the po.nl In the seqLence wnere the last employee 
was offered work as described in item II- a. b, and 
c, options 1 and 2. 
IV. REDUCING THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
SCHEDULED TO WORK OVERTIME IN DEPARTMENT 
DUE TO AN UNEXPECTED REDUCTION IN THE 
PLANNED WORKLOAD 
A. Reverse sequence used to flll the overtime roll in that 
91 
department, on that shift, on that overtime day. (Last 
in. 6nt out) 
V. Farm-in into Department 47 Can occur up to seven con- 
secutive working days. After seven consecutive workins 
days all 1st and 2nd class personnel that have been 
reduced out of Department 47 must be recalled. 
55. LEAVE BLANK 
56. NIGHT SHIFT PREMIUM 
Employees shall receive Fifty cents (50) per hour additional 
comoensation for working on the second and third s h i i ,  
providing half of the regularly scheduled hours ate between 
6:00 P.M., and B:00 A.M. Day shift employees who work into 
niaht shift hours are considered day employees working 
overtime and cornwnsated accwdinalv but do not receive . ~ .~ ~ . 
the night bonus. Night shift employees-who work into the day 
shift hours are considered night ernployees working overtime 
and compensated as such a id  also receive the night bonus. 
57. REPORT-IN PAY 
(a) An employee who reports for work without being notified 
nut to reDort for work exceot in the case of a utility failure or 
weather 'conditions which &use a cessation of manufactur- 
ing operations shall receive four (4) hours pay at his prevail- 
ing base hourly rate plus Cost of Living Allowance. The 
Company may require the employee to do any available work 
during this four (4) hour period. 
AVAILABLE WORK IS DEFINED AS: 
1. Absentee Replacements (Plant-Wide) 
2. Farm-outs to a production department to perform 
rework or rework sortlm which is not the fault of the 
gmp,  providing such farmins do not affect group 
earnings. 
3. Labor Pool assignments as noted in Supplemental 
Letter #117. 
4. Other farm-outs with mutual agreement between the 
Company and Shift Committeeman. 
(Dl An employee not at work on the day a layoff occurs shall 
be conssdered to hare receaed the layoff notlce as d he had I 
been working and shall not be entitledto pay if he reports for 
work. 
(c) A productive employee who reports for work and a job 
in his department or jurisdiction is not available or a non-pro- i 
duc t~e  mployee whose regular classification or jurisdiction 1 
1 
is not available, will not be entitled to Report-In Pay when he 
elects to go home rather than accept another job. An 
employee electing to go home shall be required to sign a 
waiver of Report-In-Pay (Form No. 69-133). 
58. PAYMENT - TEMPORARY DELAY 
A Droductive emolovee. who is retained in his deDartment 
duhng a tempor& ielay occasioned through no fault of his 
own, shall be paid at his base rate. SKA parts which are not 
rated sha,l be pad at 120% of Dase rate S M  set-bps and 
tear downs whlch are not rated shall be pad a1 120% of base 
rate. A non-productive worker retained shall be paid his day 
I rate. 
Non Retimed Departments: 
Incentive rates on 48 order shall be paid at 120%. and group 
average after thirty (30) days. 
i 
I The first set-up on obsolete or service parts (parts that have 
I not been run in a department for the past one (1) year period) 
will be paid at 120%. 
Non-rated rework not the fault of the department shall be paid 
at 120% regardless of who performs the work. 
lncomolete axle assemblies which have been removed from 
~ ~~ ~ 
the line and are later impleted off the group will be paid at 
120% until rated. Units which can be completed off the line 
will not be brought back for completion on the line, 
When a machine is inoperable because Dart(s) of the 
mach~ne are lemporanly reqbestea to malntatn operatdons In 
anotner department the employees affected w~ll oe pand at 
120% while farmed out. 
Retimed Departments 
Incentive rates on 48 order shall be paid at 120%. and group 
average after thirty (30) days, until a permanent rate is estab- 
lished. 
I After a rate has been established and development is required ( i.e. cycle, tooling and fixture changes), the 
operation will be paid at 120% until the development is 
completed and the rate re-applied. 
Non-rated rework not the f a~ l t  of the ocpartment sna De pala 
at 12090 regardless of who performs Ine work. 
59. INSTRUCTION TIME 
Allowance time paid to the group for time spent for instruct- 
ing employees will be paid at 120% of base rate. 
60. PAY - CLASSIFICATION 
Any production employee working on a higher classification 
for more than 50% of his time in any week shall have his clas- 
sification changed for pay purposes only, but limited to one 
week unless otherwise agreed. This item is not to be used in 
a discriminatow manner. Anv non-oroduction emolovee 
(excepl tne ~k lied C a s s ~ w t  i n s  snokn wlth an aslei s i  (') 
n h~mDer  18) shall be pa0 Specla1 Capabl Ies  
Any employee may oe rewesled lo  work In any wee* on a 
lower classlfed ob WllnoJt hav~ng nls class teal on changed 
such changes limited to one (1) week unless otherwise 
agreed to. 
When a production employee farms into a non-production 
department for overtimi, he will be paid the non-productive 
rate of pay for the classification he is working. 
Any non-incentive employee working farm-out overtime, in a 
production department, shall be paid the production base 
rate plus his earninqs. (providina his average is less than the 
average of the '' 
- 
61. PAY -PROBATIONARY EMPLOYEE - INCENTIVE 
All probationary employees are to be paid at least 100% of 
their rate as set forth in Exhibit A or what they earn, 
whichever is more, providing that what they earn is less than 
the group average. At any time the probationary employee is 
capable of producing at the group average for one full week 
he shall be placed on the group, provided this is document- 
ed by production records for incentive departments as pre- 
scribed in Item 20. An employee who is on a machined-con- 
trolled job and is not capable of producing at the group 
averaae because of beino limited bv machinacontrol factors 
may ce placed on the &up by agreement between the 
supewim and the group leader, providing that the employee 
is broducing at a minimum of 120%, and providing that~the 
sole reason why the employee is not attaining group average 
is because of Ule machine-control factors production for a 
total work week will be the determining factor for basis of pay. 
When a probationary employee has been put on the group 
he shall be paid group earnings, at the rate as set forth in 
Exhibit A and at any time during his probationary period he 
shall fail to make group average, he will be taken off the 
group and paid at the percentage he makes fw the week. w 
be returned to the Human Resources Deoartment. Should a 
probationary employee be paid less than $roup average after 
beins on the orcup, it must be with the approval of the arouo 
. . 
leader and su-pervisor. 
62. PAY - TRANSFERRED EMPLOYEE -INCENTIVE 
A seniority employee transferred for any reason to a depart- 
ment that is on an incentive basis will be put on incentive at 
the time of his transfer into the department. 
During the trial period the employee will be provided the 
oppoiun~ly lo learn the lob and paid al leas! h!s base rate or 
the average of Hhal he earns (as (ong as his average ts less 
than the deoartment averaoe). whichever is the areater. 
Seniority employees during iheir trial period will complete 
and provide to the laadman and supelvisor production 
records which shall be used in the computation of his 
earnings, and be used as the basis for inclusion or exclusion 
of the group. If the employee eams less than the base rate, 
for 15 working days (Saturdays. Sundays and holidays 
excluded) onlv the deficit between what the emolovee 
producesand ihe base rate will be allowed to thedepartknt 
in the form of an allowance so that the deoatiment will suffer 
no loss because of the employee being b i d  the base rate. 
If during !his 15 working day period an employee eams less 
than the base rate due to lack of opportunity, he may receive 
an extension of time when aoreed between the Union and the - 
Company. When such extension is granted, an allowance 
will be added to the deoartment to cover anv deficit between 
the employees earnings and his base rate.' 
If for any other reason an employee fails to achieve incentive 
earnings equal to or greater than the departments incentive 
earnings in 15 working days, and it is determined by the 
Company to hold the employee longer, he will receive 
whatever he eams or his base rate. whichever is hioher. An - 
employee who fails to earn base rate during the extended 
~eriod will be Granted an allowance by the Company to cover 
iny  deficit b L ~ e e n  the employee sharnings andhis base 
rate. 
Any employee transferring or relocated to a new job under 
any of the applicable provisims of the Current Collective 
Bargaining Agreement is placed on a sixty (60) calendar day 
trial period. 
When an employee moves to a new job normally and 
reoularlv the Comnanv and Union shall reouire the emolovee " ,  . . . . 
to remain on the new job for a minimum of 15 working days. 
in order to determine if the employee will meet the require- 
ments of the new job. If it becomes necessary to remove an 
emolovee in less than the I 5  workins day trial period because 
the'employee cannot perform thejob; the Company shall 
consult the Union. The Company and Union shall mutually 
observe the individual while he is performing the job. After 
the parties have observed the employee and it is mutually 
determined that the emdovee cannot do the iob, such 
employee shall be remiveb from the job. An employee 
removed under these conditions shall be placed in a different 
job through the applicable procedures of the Current Labor 
Agreement. 
If the Company and Union do not agree on whether or not to 
reouire the emdovee to remain m the iob the minimum of 15 
working days,thi Company shall have the right to remove 
the employee in less than the minimum 15 working days. If 
a dispute shall arise because the Company has removed an 
employee m less than 15 working days, the Company shall 
be rewired to show throuoh the arievance omcedure that it 
had just cause for removing the employee. An employee who 
is removed under these conditions shall be relocated in 
accordance with the current applicable provisions of the 
Labor Agreement. If the Company fails to support its con- 
tention that it has just cause for removing the employee in 
less than 15 working days, the Company shall be required to 
place the employee back on the job from which he was 
I 
removed until such time that the employee has completed an 
accumulated total of 15 working days on the job. 
This agreement does not affect the Company s right to 
remove an employee in more than the 15 working day 
minimum trial period. but less than the sixty (60) calendar day 
trial perlod. This agreement does not restrict the Unions right 
to dispute, through the grievance procedure, an empioyee 
who is removed in more than the 15 working day minimum 
trial perlod but less than the sixty (60) calendar day trial 
period. 
I 63. PAY - SPECIAL CAPABILITIES 
An employee temporarily taken out of his department to 
perform special work requiring his special capabilities, shall 
I not sustain any loss in his earnings while so temporarilv 
I asslgneo An imployee removed from h ~ s  depanment wnei 
there IS work lor h,m 8n hos aepanmenl snai, oe pald spectal 
I caoabilities. An emdovee so tem~orariiv assianed to a 
department wlth nlgher eamlngs than hls regular department 
will be pa.d the hlgher eamlngs whlle temporarily assgnea 
Soecial work includes set-uos and machine oreoaration for 
. . 
trensfer to another location or plant. 
When the need arises for the Comoanv to temoorarilv 
transfer manoower between tne oepartmenis aue to prodkc- 
llon reqL.rements. Ihe empayee wlth me least senorlty m a 
department will be moved. If no deDartment can be reduced 
thin the youngest seniority emploiee in jurisdiction will be 
moved. The employee being moved will be entitled to a 
Personal Pass if he so desires rather than take the job. If, 
after transfer, the empioyee requests a Personal Pass after 
the first four (4) hours of his shift, he will be entitled to such 
pass. 
Temporary assignment as described in this item will be for a 
maximum of (30) calendar days. This period may be 
extended provided the Committeeman on the shift where the 
temporafy assignment occurred approves. 
While on temporary assignment the empioyee so assigned 
1 will be included on both his home department overtime roster I and the asslgned oepartment s roster in accoraance w.ln tne General Ovenme Procedure for roster asslgnmenl. 
The employee will be eligible for overtime and charged in 
accordance with the overtime procedure in both his home 
department andlor the assigned department with the 
I following stipulation: Should the assigned department have 
overtime at the same time the assigned employees home 
I department does, he must accept b r  reject the assigned 
department overtime opportunity tirst. Should the employee 
reiect the assigned deoartment s overtime, he will be ineiigi- 
ble and charged for his home department s overtime. o ha 
assigned employee will be able to accept or reject his home 
department and charqed in the appropriate manner when the 
as&ned departmeni does not offer overtime for the same 
period. 
An employee will be taken out of his jurisdiction to perform 
special work as provided for in this Item on a voluntary basis 
only. 
64. PAY - TEMPORARILY TRANSFERRED EMPLOYEE 
(PRODUCTION TO NON-PRODUCTION) 
A productive employee who is temporarily taken out of his 
department to perform work in a non-productive department 
due to his caoabiiities will be oaid the earninas of his depart- 
ment for the 'hodrs he works on me non-prod~ct!ve loo An 
al.owance oased an the prevloLs week s earn ngs wlll oe pata 
into the deoartment for such time the emDlovee is so tern- 
. . 
porarily transferred. This section will not apply when: 
1. An employee would have been sent home due to 
lack of work. 
2. An employee is out of work for a period of time 
during his shin due to lack of material or breakdown, 
3. An employee reports for work when there is no 
work available on his regular job. 
4. An employee has not yet accumulated seniority 
When the production empioyee is transferred due to (1) 
through (4) above, the production empioyee will be removed 
from the group and paid the rate of the non-production job he 
is assigned. 
65. PAY DAY 
All emDlovees on duhl shall be oaid each Fridav durina their 
regular sLheduled wbrking h o k ,  except 1hat'secon;i shi i  
employees shall be paid on Thursday during the last hour of 
the shin 
66. INVENTORY 
In the event it becomes necessary to take a physical 
inventory in the plant. Department 80 employees will take 
such inventory. Should Department 80 have insufficient 
manpower to complete the inventory additional manpower 
will be acquired using the following procedure: 
A. Provided the department where the inventory is being 
taken is not scheduled to work, the emolavees will be asked 
by seniority to farm into Department i30..~he~ will receive 
Department 80 s ratf, of pay with the appropriate premium for 
overtime. 
B. Should the above be exhausted and manpower is still 
required then the Company will farm in, on a piantwide basis, 
employees not scheduled la work in their respective depart- 
ments. The Planhide farm in s will be paid in the same 
manner as provided in (A,) above. 
C. Effective upon the ratification af the 2001-2005 Soicer 
Mandfactdrmg. Inc , Fort Wayne - PACE Local 6-903 Local 
Agreement. Department80 will oe cnmbtneo lnlo the Mater.al 
rlanaltng Depanment (D.53) ana fne class~ficason CSO w~ll 
be el.rnlnated Upor1 the e$m$nat$on of this class!ficat.on. 
those employees hold.ng the Mater~a! Handljng c%ass~fical~on 
- MTH. will assume me respons.bll~t~es of the CSO operator 
67. PAY FOR JURY D U N  
An employee with one or more yearsof seniority who is called 
to and reports for jury duty or who is subpoenaed to appear 
as a witness shail be oi id eiaht (8) hours oer dav i i  his - . .  , ~~ ~ 
regular straight time rate or previous weeks incentive earned 
rate ~ l u s  Cosl-of-Livino allowance less Jurv Dutv Pav 
. . 
recelveo for eacn day part;ally or *holly spenl m perlormong 
pry ddry or appearlng as a walness #f the employee olnervcnse 
would have been scheduled to work for the Company and 
does not work. The Company s obligation to pay an 
empioyee for petformance of jury duty or a witness under this 
section is limited to a maximum of sixtv (60) davs in anv 
. . .  
Calendar year In order lo recelve payment under lhls secl,on. 
an employee mLsl g.ve lne Human Resources Depanment 
~ r i o r  notice that he has been summoned for iuw dulv or sub- 
. .  . 
poenaea as a wllness and mdsl bmlsh satlslaflory evooence 
that jdry duty was performed or lhe empioyee appeared as a 
witness on the days for which he claims such payment. 
An empioyee who is subpoenaed to serve as a witness in a 
Federal or State court of law in the state in which he is 
working or residing will not be eligible for pay under this 
ariide if he: 
(a) is called as a witness against the Company or its 
interest; or 
(b) is called as a witness on his own behalf in an action in 
which he is a party; or 
(c) voluntarily seeks to testify as a witness; 01 
(d) is a witness in a case arising from or related to his 
outside employment or outside business activity. 
The Comoanv will wovide oav under this article on a weeklv 
. .  . . . 
basts pronded Ihe employee submtls the above reuutred 
ev,aence to Ine H~man Resobrces Department no later tnan 
Monday following the week for which he claims such pay. 
68. PAY -EEEAVEMENT 
A seniority employee shall be entitled to three (3) consecu- 
tive regular work days excused with pay (Saturdays and 
Sundavs excluded) at his resuiar straiuht time rate or 
- - 
previous wee% s tncentlve earned rale plus cost-of-llvlng for 
eight (8) nours per day wnen a death occurs ~n has lmmeolate 
familv The excused davs mav be taken from the date of 
aealh up lo an0 lnclddlng the Ihro reg~lar word oay fo~iow~ng 
the funeral The employee requesting a Dereavemenl oenef.1 
must be on the active &vroli at the time of death in his famiiv 
and must provide adequite proof to the Company indicating 
his relationship to the deceased. 
The employees immediate family is considered as follows: 
Current Spouse 
Daughter-in-law 
Parent 
Sister-in-law 
Step-parent 
I Sister-in-law of current spouse 
Parent or Stepparent of current spouse 
Brother-in-law 
Brolher-in-law of current spouse 
Child 
I Grandchild 
1 Grandparent 
I Stepchild 
Step-Grandparent 
Grandparent or Step-Grandparent of current spouse 
Brother 
Step-Brother 
I Sister step-Sister 
Son-in-law 
Parent or Stepparent of deceased spouse 
(until employee re-marries). 
If a death occurs within an employees scheduled vacation 
week, the Company will reschedule the vacation week should 
the employee so desire 
1 An employee may elect to work the days that he was 
otherwise scheduled to be off work as a result of a death of 
a family member as defined above. An employee who elects 
I to work one or more of the days that he is entitled to lake off 
will receive Bereavement Pay for each of the three (3) 
days that he wwks. In addition, he will be paid his straight 
time rate or previous weeks incentive earned rate plus cost- 
of-living for all hours worked up to eight (8) hours. All hours 
worked over and above eight (8) hours in a day will be paid 
at the applicable overtime rate. Such employee must provide 
adequate proof of the relationship of the deceased. An 
employee who elects to work will be prohibited from resched- 
uling time off at a later date. 
I In the event an employee is granted a personal leave of absence because of illness in the immediate family and such 
family member dies during the empioyees personal leave, 
the requirement that the empioyee othelwise would have 
been on the active payroll will be waived 
69. PAY - MILITARY RESERVE CAMP 
An empioyee with one or more years of seniority who is called 
to and performs short-term active duty for training, as a 
member of the United States Armed Forces Reserve or 
National Guard shall be paid by the Company for each day 
partially or wholly spent in performing such duty, if the 
emdovee otherwise would have been scheduled to work for 
t h i ~ i m o a n v  and does not work, an amount eaual to the dif- , , 
feince, if any, between ( 1 )  the employees regular straight- 
time hourly rate on the last day worked (or, in the case of an 
incentive emolovee. his averaoe straiaht-time hourlv , . 
earnings, including incentive earnings, for the previous week 
worked prior to the week in which the employee reports for 
militarv dutvl. exclusive of shift. overtime and anv other , ,,. 
premiums, for the number of hoks  up to eight (8) ihat he 
otherwise would have been scheduled to work and (2) his 4 
daily military earnings (including all allowances except for 
rations. subsistence and travel). The Company s obligation 
to pay an employee for performance of military duty under 
this section is limited to a maximum of ten (10) scheduled 
working days in any calendar year. 
in order to receive payment under this Section an empioyee 
must give the Company prior notice where possible of such 
military duty and upon his return to work must furnish the 
Company with an itemized statement of his military pay while 
on such duty. 
If an emolovee is called to short-term active dutv for call-outs 
. . 
oy stale or federal a~tnorltles In case of p~o l l c  emergency, ne 
sha.. oe pa a by tne Company for each aay partla y or wholly 
soent in oeriormina such dutv up to a maximum of thinv (30) 
. .  . 
calendar'days each calenda; year. Such empioyees will be 
paid in the same manner as if he were being called to active 
duty for ten-day training as described above 
TO. PAY - NEGOTIATIONS 
Bargaining Committeemen and the Union President shall 
receive their regular rate of pay for time spent during contract I 
neqatiations with the Comoanv, omvidinq the olant is 
normally worr.ng and tne ~imm!tteemei w o i a  have 
worked Pay tlme snaol be compcted In accoraance w,th Item 
tllled UhlON TIME Overi.me will be oald only .f the Comoanv 
I requests the meetings extend beybnd the.regular w&inb 
I hours. Committeemen reguiady assigned to the second and 
third shifts will be paid for time spent in contract negotiations i in accordance with the provisions of the above 
I . 71. VACATION PAY 
All employees who have acquired seniority by April 30th each 
t year shall be entitled to receive vacation pay. 
Vacation pay and time off for vacation will be computed on i the basis of seniority on the iast day of April of each year. 
Vacation pay shall be paid on a percentage basis of gross 
I earnings during the previous twelve (12) months or propor- 
tionate period of employment figured to the week ending 
nearest to April 30th' as follows: i 
t VACATION Allowed Seniority Pay Tme Off 
One hundred twenty (120) days 
and under one (1) years 2.7% I week 
One ( I )  year and 
under two (2) years 3.2% 2 weeks 
I Two (2) years and under three (3) years 3.6% 2 weeks 
Three (3) years and 
under four (4) years 4.1% 2 weeks 
Four (4) years and 
under ten (10) years 5.0% 3 weeks 
Ten (10) years and 
under fifteen (15) years 5.9% 3 weeks 
Fifteen (15) years and 
under twenty (20) years 6.8% 4 weeks 
I Twenty (20) years and under twenty-one (21) years 7.2% 4 weeks 
Twenty-one (21) years and 
under twenty-two (22) years 7.6% 4 weeks 
I Twenty-two (22) years. and under twenty-three (23) years 7.9% 4 weeks I Twenty-three (23) years and under twenty-four (24) years 8.3% 5 weeks 
Twenty-four (24) years and 
under twenty-five (25) years 8.6% 5 weeks / Twenty-five (25) years and over 9.0% 5 weeks 
If a seniority employee retires. quits due to medical reasons 
(employee or member of his immediate family) supponed 
with a satisfactory doctors certificate, or dies within his 
vacation year, the Company will pay vacation pay on the 
amount of gross earnings he has had. 
Seniority employees who have been laid off or employees 
who have been on a leave of absence during the vacation 
period and have not worked during the vacation qualifying 
period shall not receive vacation pay. 
On or before April I each year, notices shall be posted 
throughout the Dlant advising employees the dates during 
which they will be contacted to schedule their vacations. For 
those employees on a disability leave of absence for less 
than six (6) months at the time of the vacation schedule 
notice being posted, they will have the notice and a vacation 
scheduling form forwarded to their mailing address on file 
with the Company. It will then be the reswnsibilitv of the 
employee on leave to complete the form and retumit to his 
s u ~ r f i s o r  within the time frames noted below in order for it 
to Lw considered valid. The scheduling of vacations shall 
stat the first regular work day of the nexlto last full caiendar 
week in April anti be concluded no later than the last regular 
work day of that week. Vacation time off shall be scheduled 
and taken in full calendar weeks between April 30 of the 
vacation year and Aprii 30 of the following year. Once a 
vacation week is scheduled (either durinq the vacation 
schedul~ng per,od or thereafter), lne vacatlon week cannot be 
cancelled by tne employee bnless me employee QWes nollce 
to his immediate supervisor bv no later than the end of his 1 
shift on the ~ u e s d a ~  bf the week prior to his week of vacation. 
I  ' ~,?ployees w?ll be allowed IO take vacatton one (1) day at a 
t!ne for up to 6fleen (15) aays wtth one.oav prtor notse lo me 
: supervisor. Employees on a one (1) day ia.cation will not be 
asked nor will they be charged for any overtime during the 
period that starts eight (8) hours prior to and ends twenty-four 
(24) hours after the start of their normal shift. Employees 
may schedule vacations one (1) day at a time during the 
vacation scheduling period noted above. but orioritv will be 
- . , 
glven to those employees scheduling I l l  week racattons by 
s h i  Once the vacatlon schedd1,n.g pertod 8s concluded, all 
vacations shall be scheduled on a first come. Rrst selve basis 
8 as in the pas!. One day at a time vacation; shall be subject 
to the vacatiin scheduling table noted below. 
' Employees shall be contacted in order of seniority to 
schedule their vacations by shifl. Should two or more 
employees con~~ct  on me t~me requested for theu vaca~ons. 
the most senior employee snail be gtven preference 
Employees will be allowed to schedule vacations in accor- 
dance with the schedule below: 
I NUMBER OF MINIMUM NUMBER OF 
I EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES ALLOWED OFF PER SHIFT PER DEPT PER SHIFT PER DEPT. 
For those departments manned at less than four (4) 
employees on all shiis, the minimum number of employees 
allowed off per department shall be one (1) employee. 
Insofar as practical additional employees may be granted 
time off as least interferes with the operation of the depart- 
ment or occuoational orouv as it aoolies to Skilled Crafis. In 
the application of the ibo;e paragraph to the Skilled Crafts, 
the word department shall be interpreted to mean 
Occupational Group. 
Should an employee not schedule a vacation during the next 
to last full week of April and at a later date want to sched~le 
his vacation, he must Give one (1) week orior notice andfwill 
nor be alloweo to schedule a V ~ C ~ I , O ~  wh.ch wwla precluae 
anolner employee Ifom hgs scheduled vacalton dale. 
Vacabon pay shall be due and payable on the third (3rd) pay. 
day in May. 
The Company will endeavor to shut the plant down for 
vacation some time between July Id and August 31st. This 
decision will be made by May 31st of each year and such a 
decision will be posted on all bulletin boards. 
72. HOLIDAYS 
Employees with seniority will be paid for the following 
holidays: 
March 29, May 27, July 4, September 2, November 28, 
November 29, December 23, December 24, December 25, 
December 26, December 27. December 30. December 31, 
2002. and January 1.2003. 
April 18. May 26. July 4. September I, November 27. 
November 28. December 24, December 25, December 26, 
December 29. December 30. December 31. 2003. and 
January 1. January 2.2004. 
Aprd 9. May 31. July 5. Seplembcr 6 luovember 25. 
Novemoer 26. December 23. Decernnet 24 December 27. 
December 28. December 29 DecemDet 30. December 31. 
Rules of eligibility 
(a) The employee has seniority (121 days) as of the date of 
the holiday. 
(b) The employee wwld otherwise have been scheduled to 
work on such a day if it had not been obseNed as a holiday. 
(c) The employee must have worked four (4) hours each on 
bdth the last regular scheduled work day prior to and the next 
regular scheduled work day after such holiday or Christmas 
holiday period or have been excused by his supelvisor. 
Employees who were off due to industrial accident or occu- 
pational disease or on scheduled vacation are eligible to 
receive holiday pay. 
(d) Employees eligible under these provisions shall receive 
eight (8) hours pay at their departments year-to-date 
average for the week immediately preceding the week in 
which the holiday falls for incentive workers or their earned 
rate for their last previous weeks earnings if they were non- 
incentive workers during the period. These earnings are 
exclusive of night shift and overiime premium for each such 
holiday. 
An incentive employee who is farmed out during a qualiing 
week into a non-incentive department wili not have the 
farmed-out day(s) used in computing his incentive earned 
rate for the holiday qualifying period. 
An incentive employee farmed-out into a non-incentive 
department wili be paid as follows: 
The total amount earned during the qualifying period less 
day@) farmed-out to a non-incentive department, Cost of 
Living, night shin and overtime premium divided by the 
number of hours worked equals rate per hour. This rate mul- 
tiplied by eight (8) hours, plus Cost-of-Living, will be the 
amount the employee receives. 
(e) When an eligible employee is on an approved leave of 
absence or an FMLA Leave and returns to work following the 
holiday but during Ule week in which the holiday felt, he shall 
be eligible for holiday pay. 
An employee shall receive holiday pay providing the holiday 
falls within the first six (6) months of an employees approved 
sick leave. The amount of Sick and~cc iden t  indlor 
~ ~ 
Workman s Compensation benefit received on a holiday will 
be deducted from the holiday pay. 
When an eligible employee is laid off during the work week in 
which a holiday falls, or durina the work week prior to the 
week in which a holiday fails, h i  shall receive holiday pay fol 
such holiday. 
Employees who are scheduled and work on any of the above 
holidays will be Daid holiday Day under the ~rovisions of this 
item ;nd, in addition, will b e  paid double time for the hours 
worked on the holiday. 
Employees who are scheduled to work, and accepting a work 
assignment on any of the above listed holidays, then fail to 
report for and perform work, will not receive pay for the 
holiday. Only in cases of emergencies will employees be 
asked to work on a holiday. Such emergencies will be 
discussed with the Committee prior to the holiday. 
Trick men whose regularly scheduled workday of their 
workweek falls on a holiday shall be paid double time for 
hours worked. 
(f) in  the event that Federal or State laws are changed to 
~rov ide uniform holidavs on davs other than now established 
for such holidays as granted herein, provisions of this item 
shall be changed to coincide with the law. 
( g )  In oroer for emp oyees lo nave maxlmdm I me off o~r lng  
the Cnnstmas hodaay period, employees w,., oe ScheaJlea or 
called in to work on Saturdavs and/or Sundavs in the week 
between Cnr stmas and ~ e w . ~ e a r  s Day only I" cases wnere 
11 .S necessaiy to meet commntments lo odr cdstomers An 
ern~lovee shall not be disoualifled for holidav Dav if helshe 
dods not accept work on such days. This statement does not 
apply to employees on swing shiff or swing trick operations. 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . .  December 28,2002 
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . .  December 29,2002 
Saturdav . . . . . . . . . . .  December 27.2003 
Sdnoay Decemoer 28 2003 
Saturday December 25 2004 
S~nday DecemDer 26 2004 
An employee shall not be disqualified for holiday pay if he 
does not accept work on such days. This statement does not 
apply to employees on swing shin or swing trick operations. 
Ih) With resDect to the Christmas holidav periods, an 
emp oyee wno supp emenls nls Holnday Pay oy calm ng and 
rece vlng an ~nemployrnent compensat on benefit, or cla~ms 
and receives waiting period credit, to which he would not I 
have been entitled if his Holiday Pay had been treated as 
remuneration for the week, shall be obligated to pay to the 
Corporation the lesser of the following amounts: 
1. an amount equal to his Holiday Pay for the week in 
question, or 
2. an amount equal to either the unemployment com- 
oensation oaid to him for such week or the unemolov- . .
men1 compensation which would have been paid to him 
for such week if it had not been a waiting period. 
(ACD language shall not apply for the term of the 2002-2005 
Ft. Wayne labor Agreement) 
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION DAYS 
Effective Januaty 1. 1999,and each year thereafter, an 
employes who has one or more years of seniority shall be 
eligible for three personal additional compensation days, 
subject to the eligibility requirements and pay provisions of 
item 72, Holidays. 
Should an employee elect to take the time off, he must 
schedule such time off at least one (1) calendar day in 
advance with his suDervisor. Such time off mav be scheduled 
at any tame amng tne first eleven (11) monthsbf the calendar 
year, except that sdch dayis) mdst be scned~ eo In confor- 
mtty wlth tne I m tallons referred to .n Item 71. Vacat ons. 
An employee will receive pay in lieu of time off if, during such 
eleven month period, ending December 1st of each calendar 
year, he has not taken the time off. 
It is understood that eliaibilitv for the three Dersonal addition- 
- ,  
a1 wmpensatlon oays sha be oaseo Lpon the attalnmenl of 
one year of sen only on w Defore the tlme off 
An emp.oyee who a d  not take compensation lnme off ounng 
the first eleven monlhs of tne year snall rece ve pay In eu of 
tne compensated tame OH provded he meets the e l~g~b  ry 
requrements for tne Sunday B o n ~ s  Hol~aay In Decemoer and 
has atlamed one year of Senlorlty on or before such holiday 
Pay in lieu of time off shall be based upon the provisions i f  
72(d) of the Agreement. 
111 
In addition. after the effective date of this agreement, 
employees who have one-year scnlortty ana are on tne actlve 
employment rolls wnll be elgsble for 
(Ann~al  Cnr~stmas Compensation sna I not app y for the term 
of the 2002-2005 Fort Wayne laoor Agreement) 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS COMPENSATION 
Eight (8) hours pay will be paid concurrent with and addition- 
al to the payment of Sunday Bonus on December 12, 1999, 
December 17, 2000 and December 16, 2001. to those 
employees who meet the eligibility requirement of the Sunday 
Bonus described in Article No. 72. For an emplovee to be 
e g.be for tne elghl (8) nodrs of pay ne mdsl nav; attamed 
one or more years of senlor ty on or before tne S~nday BO~JS 
Holiday that occurs within that year. 
73. RATE EXHIBIT 
The rates of pay are set forth in a separate Exhibit A and 
made a part of this agreement. 
The Bargaining Committee shall be furnished with an up-to- 
date copy of Exhibit A 
Listed below are the Codes, Occupations and Classifications 
covered in Exhibit A .  
CODE OCCUPATION CLASSIFICATION 
CCO Electrician 
CQO Engineer, Power 
D M  Gear Cutter 
OH0 Gear Developer 
OD0 Gear Develo~er 
Journeyman 
Engineer, Power 
Gear Cutter 
1st Class 
2nd Class 
- 
I Quality Control Investigator 1st Class 
QDH Qualitv Control Investigator 2nd Class 
EQA Heat ireat Heat Treat 
QAA Quality Control Auditor 1st Class 
QBA Qualitv Control Auditor 2nd Class 
GI10 Qt.al,t; Layo~t  Inspector Jo~rneyman 
QSI Q~al. ty lnvest~gator Salvage 1st cass 
QRI QLa tv lnvest~qator Salvage 2nd class 
GVO Gage 8 Tool lispector - Journeyman 
HTA 
IHO 
ll0 
IRA 
1x0 
JJA 
JSO 
KHO 
KT0 
MTH 
MVO 
PLS 
Machining 
Machine Repair Rebuilder 
Machine Repair 
Matching 
Milbright 
Oiler 
Pipefitter 
Tool Grdr 
Rep. Trks 8 Tractors 
Material Handler 
Tool Maker 
Piant Services 
Machining 
Journeyman 
Journeyman 
Matching 
Journeyman 
Oiler 
Journeyman 
Journeyman 
Journeyman 
Material Handler 
Journeyman 
Plant Selvices 
Classification endina in D = For oav oumoses onlv (Production) 
. . .  . . . 
CIassa&caLon enalng m N = For pay purposes on!) (Non ~rcduclton) 
Classl&cal~on enaing m T = Temporary Repfacemeol 
Classification ending in J = Jurisdiction Replacement 
Classification ending in L = Group Leader 
73.4 PAY - NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEES 
All classifications will have established rates as set forth in 
Exhibit A . Employees who transfer into a Skilled 
Classification will have established rates as set forth in 
Exhibit A .  
The rate structure for Apprentices and Trainees will have 
established rates as set forth in Exhibit A .  
74. APPRENTICESHIPflRAINING PROGRAMS 
TheApprenticeship and Training Programs as agreed and set 
forth separately shall be a part of this agreement. 
Union members of the ApprenticeshiplTraining Committee 
shall be furnished with copies of the Apprenticeship and 
Training Programs. 
At anv meetina of the AoorenliceshiolTrainina Committee. - . . 
wnch involves me atsctpl~nary pmceedlngs of an apprenttce 
or tratnee. In any craft, tne Steward of that cran wtll be .nvtted 
to Sit in. 
1 there is a reduction from a skilled occupation the appren- 
tices in the occupation will be returned to the Human 
Resource Department where they will be allowed to exercise 
their plant-wide seniority 
Apprentices who have been returned to the Human Resource 
Department because of a reduction in their skilled occupation 
will be allowed to use the Transfer Procedure, Item 33, 
without jeopardizing their return to the apprenticeship , 
program. 
75. TIME STUDIES 
Production standards shall be based uDon elemental data. or 
In the absence of s ~ c h  data, slandams snall oe determmed 
ffom t.me slud~es conductea on me operalfon lnvolved At tne 
beqinninq of a new model, or when a new Dart is released for 
prodlrctfin, newly aeveloped elemental data may be ~ s e d  lo
establfsh new prodoaton standards Aft sucn stanoaras snatt 
be made on the basis of fairness and equitv. consistent with 
quality workmanship, efficiency of operations, and the rea- 
sonable working capacity of normal operators. Elements will 1 
be broken down in such a manner as to require no readings 1 
less than .03 minutes and no two (2) consecutive readings of 
03. Continuous watch readings will be used except for 
checking machine cycles. 
When time studies or rate audits are to be made, they shall 
be made ooenlv and the Grouo Leader. emolovee, and 
. . 
depanment Stward or comm!neeman snatl be lnformed that 
the !.me stddy or rate auoll IS lo De made 
Only a qualified operator shall be time studied and he shall ( 
produce at a normal standard and it shail be the supervisors 
responsibili to see that the operator produces parts, which 
meet the required tolerances or specifications. 
Prior to the makina of a time studv or rate audit. it shail be the 
Xme Study ~epa&nent s responsibility to chdck the perfor- 
mance of an operation lo See that it is being operated in the 
Droner manner as outlined in the elemental descriotion. It . . 
shall be lne respons.bt!fty of me sLpervsor to supply a copy 
of the elemental descr?pl.on to the operator pr.01 to mak.ng 
the (.me stuoy or rate aud.1 Before a lame srudy .s taken, the 
tlme stlldy person w.11 go over the elements w!ln the operator 
After the time study has been completed and a standard hou! 
piece rate ha$ been determined by the Time Study 
Department for the operation, the department supervisor will 
advise the operator and the department steward or commit- 
teeman of the standard that has been determin'ed. In the 
event operation5 are to be retimed and the standard hour 
piece rate is reduced, the rate will be effective beginning the 
week following the date the rate is established. For opera- 
tions, which are retimed, and the standard hour piece rate 
increases, the rate will become effective beginning the week 
. . 
in which the rate was established. There will be a back up 
Sheet for all permanent machine operations within ninety (90) 
days 
When 48 order9 are rated, they will become effective the 
following week. 
When operations are added or removed from an established 
process within a depaltment, the rate shall be effective at the 
iime the operator and department steward are notified by the 
Supervisor. 
Y When adding operations the rate sheet shall be effective 
on the  ond day following the day the rate was effective. 
All pieces ran during this time period shall be paid on an 
allowance ticket 
(rate x pieces = hours owed) 
Y When removing operations the rate sheet shall be 
effective on the Monday prior to the day the rate was 
effective. All pieces ran during this time period shall be 
paid on an allowance ticket. 
(rate x pieces = hours owed) 
When operations are replaced by another machine or 
operation within an established process and department. the 
r i te  shall be effective at the tirne'the operator and department 
steward are notified by the Supervisor. 
Y If the standard hour piece rate qoes uo the rate shall be 
ERecllve !he cornlng Monday a i d  11 tne slandard hoLr 
P ece rate is reaced 11 snall be effecl,ve tne prev OJS 
Mondav. Pieces ran dunna this time period shall be paid 
- 
on an allowance ticket. 
(rate x pieces = hours owed) 
During the timing of a job, the Time Study person shall not 
stop or restart their watch without making note of the reason 
for such on the study. In the calculation o f  the slandard. the 
Company shall disregard no observed time obtained during 
the time study without making note of the reason for such on 
the study 
When an element is changed or added and a new study 
taken to establish new data, the elements before and afler 
the one studied will be recorded. I 
When a new rate has been established because of an ooer- 
ational or engineering change, such new rate will be cbm- 
municated in writing to the Department Supervisor, Group 
Leader andlor Steward. The form will require their respective 
signatures. l ime study will forward a copy of the rate change 
form to Union l ime  Study. 
When the Company has an established rate on a machine or 
set of machines in a department and other machines are 
moved into the department that perform the same work as the 
older machines, but are faster and the Time Study I 
Department has to put out Downtime Routings to cover the I 
difference in rates such routings would be expressed in 
standard hours per hundred instead of hours per hours. 
Union time study will have the opportunity to observe and 
document the time study but at no time will the company 
delay timing of a job or department due to union time study 
not being available. 
76. OPERATION AND ENGINEERING CHANGES 
When permanent piece work standards are set, thev shall not I 
be altered exceptas a result of an engineering oroperation 
change or changes in feeds or speeds. When such a change 
is made and standard elemental times are not available, the 
Company will retime or re-study the operation and revise only 
that pal l  of the standard affected by such change with the 
exception of those old time studies where no elemental 
breakdown is available and on which it is impossible to 
separate the elements. 
When an operat ona or englneerlng cnange 1s made on a ,oo 
wnere stanaara elemenla, ttmes are ava..ab.e. the cnange .n 
standards shall be made through the use of standard 
elemental limes without further time studies. 
The Company may, for the purposes of determining the 
elements of an operation conduct additional time studies. 
These studies will not affect the procedure outlined above 
and wit\ not be made for the purpose of changing production 
standards on current models or parts. 
77. TEMPORARY PIECE WORK RATES 
Temporary piecework rates may be established during the 
start of operations on new parts ar an old parts thal are being 
After a temporary rate has been established on an operation. 
the Com~anv will, within sixty (60) days or 80 hours of 
. . . . .  
operating eiperlence, wnlchsver IS greater. from thal aate 
esta011sh a permanent rale. 
78. PROCEDURE FOR QUESTIONING STANDARDS 
A production standard may be disputed by an operator per- 
forming it within the following time periods. Which ever is 
greater, thirty calendar days or (80) eighty hours of operating 
experience per working shin a1 the established standard for 
the operation. The calculation is from the elfective date 
shown on the production standard. 
The Union Time Study Representative in turn will notify the 
Company Time Study Supervisor in writing that the standard 
has been questioned. 
In the case where an element is removed from a rate or a 
clerical error is found in a rate and has been in the rate since 
it was nrst put out, this rate may be disputed by the same 
procedure above from the date the element was removed 
from the rate or the clerical error was found. 
The Union l ime Study Representatlwe will have sixty (60) 
calendar days or forty (40) hours of operating experience 
whichever is greater from that time in which to check the 
standards. This mav be done bv a review of the data orevi- 
~ ~ ~~ ~-~ ~,
ousiy accumulated by the l ime Study Department or by the 
Union Time Studv Reoresentative actually timino the job. 
After making the.foregoing review, the &ion Time study 
Representative and the Time Study Department may make a 
joint study to attempt to agree on a fair and equitable 
standard. This study will be made with conditions approxi- 
mating as closely as possible those under which the original 
study was made. 
In checking or timing of a disputed standard, the Union l ime 
Study Representative shall be limited by the same conditions, 
whi& limit the Time Study ~epaitmeni 
After the investigation by the Union Time Study 
Representative, one of the following will occur: 
(a) The Union Time Study Representative will agree that 
the existing standard is fair and equitable and will inform the 
operator. 
(b) The Company Time Study Supe~isor will agree that the 
standard should be revised. 
(c) No agreement will be reached. 
If the Union Time Studv Representatives decide to grieve the 
standard this must-be presented by the ~ a r ~ a i n i n g  
Committee to the Company at the next regular grievance 
meetina. The dis~uted Time Studv will be settled in accor- 
dance With the procedure as stated in the contract. 
Any standard not questioned within these limitations shall be 
considered at an end, and the standard shall remain in effect. 
If the final production standard that is determined is higher 
than the standard originally determined by the Company, the 
new standard shall be made retroactive to the date the $ 
original standard was determined and the amount of retroac- 
tivity Shall be given to the affected employees on the active 
payroll the date of the credit. During the week in which the 
new standard is determined. 
Retroactive payment for clerical errors will be made for either 
the last twenty six (26) calendar weeks or from the time the 
rate was out into effect. whichever is less. A clerical error is 
understodd to be: 
(a) Misfigured numbers or copying or typing errors. 
(b) Unintentional errors in figuring the numbers. 
(c) Any omitted figuration. 
79. TRAINING PROGRAM - UNION TIME STUDY 
REPRESENTATIVES 
The ComDanv aarees to institute a trainino Droaram for two " .  - (2) ~nion'Time Study Representatives from the Union. Two 
Union Time Study Representatives will be allowed eight (8) 
hours Der dav. This wiil be in effect until the number of 
incentie woriers is reduced below 600. At this time, one of 
the eight (8) hour Union Time Study Representatives will be 
reduced to four (4) hours 
An alternate Time Study Representative will be recognized 
when either of the regular Time Study Representatives are 
absent a full work week. 
These Time Study Representatives may be used when an 
employee challenges a standard. This training program will 
be conducted under the supervision of the Time Study 
Supervisor. The Union will be responsible for determining 
who their Time Study Representatives shall be and the 
Comuany agrees they will not aive these Time Studv 
~epresental!;es emp oiment 021s de of the Barga nlng ~n;t 
dn ess mutLally agreed to by tne Unton. 
80. TEMPORARY DUTY ASSIGNMENTS 
An emDlovee of the Baraainina Unit who aorees to acceot 
temporary assignment aiother-~ana facilities, customer, br 
vendor locations will remain in the Bargaining Unit and will 
retain and accumulate senioritv dunna the-oeriod of his 
aosence f a per 00 of detached serv ce exceios tnirty (30) 
days t may oe extended oy agreemenl beween Ine Lnlon 
and the Company, 
The Company will inform the Union in advance when a 
memker of the Bargaining Unit is going on a Temporary Duty 
Assignment. 
The ComDanv and the Union will aoree in advance when a 
member bf ?he Bargaining Unit i;to go on a ~empora& 
Assignment to a non-union, Dana facility. 
Upon return to his home plant, the employee will be entitled 
to assume the iob he vacated if he has more senioritv than 
the employee who then holds the job. Otherwise i e  wiil 
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exercise his seniority as if he were returning by recall from 
the recall list. 
8q. ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBERS 
Each employee shall be responsible for maintaining his 
correct address and a phone number on file in the Human 
Resources Office. The employee shall receive a duplicate 
of such change signed by a representative of the Human 
Resources Department. A copy will also be given to the 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Union. The Company shall not be 
held responsible for contacting an employee who has not 
given a phone number where he can be reached, thus nulli- 
fying any claim for wages, which may arise therefrom. 
82. BULLETIN BOARD 
It is agreed that there shall be bulletin boards for the sole use ( 
of the Union upon which they may post any literature or 
notices not inconsistent with the terms of this agreement. 1 
Bulletin boards for other purposes will be maintained 
throughout the plant by the Human Resources Department 
and nothing will be posted on these boards without the 
consent of this department. 
83. RULES 
All rules of the Company now in force or hereafter adopted 
shall be observed by all employees. Any employees guilty of 
violating any such rules shall be subjected to discipline, sus- ( 
pension, or discharge as the Company may determine. 
subject however to the grievance procedure. 
84. SEPARABILITY CLAUSE 
Any provision of this agreement held invalid due to e&ting 
or future Federal or State Legislation or Presidential 
Executive Order shall not affect the remainder of this 
agreement. 
85. TRANSFER OF AGREEMENT 
This AGREEMENT shall be binding upon the Company 
andlor the Union successors, assigns or transferees. I 
1 86. TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT 
This AGREEMENT, between the undersigned representa- 
twes of the Company and the undersigned officers and 
I members of the Union Bargaining Committee on behalf of P.A.C.E. International 6-903 shall become effective on this. January 28,2002, and continue until 12:01 A.M., January 31, 2005 and from year to year thereafler unless notice to 
amend, modify or terminate is given by one of the parties 
sixty (60) days before an expiration date or changed by the 
consent of both parties at any time. 
This Agreement replaces all previous agreements and sup- 
plemental agreements unless such agreements are renewed 
at the signing of this Agreement. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties whose names are 
t signed below have caused Ulis Agreement to be signed by 
their duly authorized representatives. 
I DANA CORPORATION 
SPICER MANUFACTURING. INC. 
FORT WAYNE PLANT 
WARREN COLE CASEYSHEPHERD 
HAROLD NEVILLS JOHN CLARK 
CHUCK TAYLOR KEVIN PARLETTE 
MIKE ESSELBURN KARLA FlFFlCK 
For Traction Technology Group: 
CHRIS BUETER 
TIM SCHlRA 
P.A.C.E. UNION AFL-CIO. CLC LOCAL NO. 6-903 
MARK LINDER KEN SAYLOR 
ED STAHL HAROLD KRIDER 
JIM BOJRAB RAUL MARTINEZ 
JESSE HAND MARK IMM 
DENNIS LEAZIER 
DANNY L. WIRGES 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR of Region 9 
Date Effective: Date Signed 
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT 
It .s nereby mutually agreed oy DANA CORPORATION. 
SPtCER MANUFACTURING. INC . FORT WAYNE PLANT 
and LOCAL UNION NO. 6-903 P.A.C.E. International AFL- - ~ 
CIO, CLC, that the seniority and pay provisions below apply 
only to old parts which have been or are in production, the 
pa; provisions apply only to non-retimed departments: 
1. When additional machinery is added in a department 
and does not require establishing a new classification 
but does require developing the oldest seniority 
operator holding such classification shall have the 
privilege of working the new machine. If the employee(s) 
holding such classification do not desire to work the 
added machine, the surrervisor will open the iob in 
accordance with the ~ransfer ~roceduri. In eithe; case 
the supervisor wouid fill the job with the understanding 
of the emotovee that he wouid be held on the group at 
120% foronk month and during this month would par- 
ticipate in group earnings. 
2. When a new classification (which requires developing) 
is added in a department, the supervisor wilt open the 
lob in accordance with the Transfer Procedure. If 
Transfer Cards are received, the supervisor would fill 
the job with the understanding of the employee that he 
would be held on the QrouD at 120% for one month and 
during this month would pirticipate in group earnings. 
3. If the devetooment is not comoteted within this one ( 1 )  
month period, the Company will pay into the group ih$ 
cost of the difference between the employees earnings 
at base rate (100%) and group earnings until a time 
study rate has been established. 
Before group earnings are computed, the employees 
hours and earnings at base rate will be removed from 
the group hours and the group figured separately. The 
employee s hours will then be paid at the same earnings 
as the group and these hours and earnings will then be 
included in the final group earnings. 
After a time study rate has been established and further 
development is required, the rate shall no longer apply, 
t and the operation will be paid at !arou~ earninPs. until 
- .  
me aevelopment (for example, cycle, toolfng an: fixture 
cnanges) is completed and tne time study rare upualed 
and reapplied 
I 4. If the supervisor receives no Transfer Cards for the new classification. per ltem No. 2 above. the vounaest I . - employee in the g r w p  would be placed on the job and 
will work as stated above. An employee added to the 
group from the Human Resources Department (white 
card or green Transfer Card) shall be placed on the job. 
The employee from Human Resources would under 
stand he would be paid according to ltem No. 2 above. 
b 
1 5. An employee placed on the job in either Item No. 1 or 
Item No. 2 above would remain on the machine until it 
s placeo on Incenlve, nowever, ne w o ~ l d  be permlned 
to Jse tne "pgraoe ano Transfer Proceoure He would 
be permitted to continue to work the iob as Ions as his 
I plant-wide seniority allows him to remain in th;? plant. 
I 6. Afler the job is placed on incentive the operator would remain on the job until his seniority removed him from 
the supervisors jurisdiction according to the layoff 
procedure. 
DANA CORPORATION, 
SPICER MANUFACTURING. INC. 
FORT WAYNE PLANT 
LOCAL 6-903. 
P.A.C.E. International UNION. AFL-CIO. CLC 
Date Enecl ve Apn 25. 1960 
Date Slgned: Apr 26. 1960 
Reviseo. 1129r99 
Revised: 1/28/02 
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT 
A produawe employee who is temporarily removed from his 
group to clean, sweep or pull chips or for machine washdown 
within his own group will be paid as follows: 
1. If there is work in his Home Dept. he wiil be paid the 
earnings of his department; for the hours he is assigned 
to the non-productive job. The supervisor will charge the 
time to Account No. 918 and will provide the employee 
with a White Dailv Labor Ticket and  ink colored 
Allowance Ticket An allowance based on prevlous 
weeks earnlnus wtll be pald ~nto the department for such 
time the employee is so temporarily assigned 
2. If there is no work in his home department if he has not 
yet accumulated seniority; he will be paid base rate for 
the hours he is assigned to the non-productive job. The 
supervisor will charge the time to Account No. 918 and 
will provide the employee with a White Daily Labor 
Ticket for such time he is so temporarily assigned. 
3. If the arouo chooses to do so and it is their Dreroaative. 
- .  . - 
the time that they are temporarily assigned to the non- 
production job can be paid to the group as base rate and 
thev wiil remain on the u row  for the hours involved. The 
- .  
time will be charged to Account No. 918. 
If there is no work in his home department the supervisor will 
place the employees within the jurisdiction based upon pro- 
duction and manpower requirements per Supplemental 
Lener #117. 
If there is no work in his home jurisdiction, the supervisor will 
contact the Plant Su~erintendentls) and place the emdovee 
per Article 57. 
An employee electing to go home due to the fact that there 
is No Work available in their jurisdiction will not be denied a 
No Work Personal Pass. An employee electing to go home 
will be required to sign a Waiver of Report-In-Pay. 
1 FACTORY RULES AND REGULATIONS 
USE OF COMPANY NAME 
The name Dana Corporation . Traction Technologies 
Group. or Spicer Manufacturing, Inc. shall not be associat- 
ed with any entertainment, stag meeting, organization, club, 
publiciw nor shall it be printed on any tickets or posters 
without written sanction granted by the Manager, Human 
Resources or their designated representative. 
PARKING ACCOMMODATIONS 
I Employees using these lots are expected to adhere to 
1 parking regulations. The Company assumes no responsibil- 
ity for vehicles parked or damaged in the parking lot, or for 
I personal effects laken from vehicles. 
PHONE CALLS 
Phone calls to employees at work will not be connected with I the employees department. 
If the Union and Company determine an individuals personal 
phone calls to be excessive, and the situation is not 
remedied, personal phone calls for this employee will be dis- 
continued. 
Emergency phone calls will be connected to Guard 
Headquarters for all three (3) shifts. Amember of the security 
force will immediately take action to get notification of the 
emergency to the employee concerned. 
EMPLOYEE INDEBTEDNESS 
Employees are expected to dfscharge theor Cnanclal obliga- 
tlons promptly. The company w~ll not tolerate the garnishment 
of wages beyond the requirement of law 
PAY DAYS AND FINAL PAY 
I. Employees will be paid weekly on regular days until 
such a time as notices are posted otherwise. 
2. Employees leaving the service of the company for any 
reason will receive their pay on the next regular pay day. 
3. Employees drawing their final pay for any reasons will 
first be required to turn in all Company property and be 
cleared by the Human Resources Departmenl. 
4. Final pay checks for employees leaving the service of 
the Company will be mailed to them upon wrilien 
request to the Human Resources Department, provided 
they lum in all Company property. 
5. Claims for shortages must be made as soon as possible 
after the employ& receives his wages, on regular claim 
blanks, approved by the supervisor. If the claim is found 
to be correct, it will be paid. If not correct, the claim will 
be retumed with the reason for the disallowance 
6. Payroll checks issued to employees and lost should be 
reported immediately fa the Human Resources OfflCe so 
as 10 enable the Accounting Department to stop 1 
payment on it. 1 
7. Normally, wages will be paid only to the employee to 
whom thev are due. However, where it is impossible for 
the emploiee to receive his check in person, the Human 
Resources Office will issue it to a properly identified 
party presenting a written order of the employee. 
together with Me employees Dana identification card. 
8. Employees absent from work on the regular pay day 
should report to the Payroll department between the 
hours of 11:OO A.M. to 4:00 P.M. to receive their check. 
9. Every employee leaving the service of the Company for 
any reason whatsoever will necessarily report to the 
Himan Resources Office for final clearance and 
interview. 
TOOLS 
1. Small Tools are kept in the tool and supply stores cribs. 
These tools must in all cases be retumed promptly to 
the crib from which they were drawn as soon as the 
work for which they are taken is completed. 
2. When an emolovee leaves the service of the Comoanv. 
the loois and'artlcles which he has withdrawn trorn'cribs 
must be returned to the tool crib from which drawn. The 
employee will be charged at cost for all tools not 
returned to the crib. 
3. No tool, equipment, part or material of any kind is to be 
removed from the Plant without a proper authorization. 
PERSONAL TOOLS 8 PROPERTY 
1. The Company assumes no responsibility for loss or 
damage to the personal property of employees. 
2. New employees will be required to furnish at time of 
employment cetlain tools as the supervisor may specify. 
3. Any articiesiost or found by employees on the Company 
premises shall be reported to the Human Resources 
Department immediately. 
GENERAL RULES FOR S A F E N  
The following safety rules have been established for the pro- 
tection of all employees. Violations of the safety rules are 
handled under Category II, item No. Five (5). 
1. Fa Jre lo wear safety glasses in the plant except in oes- 
lgnated ais e ways and in oesignaleo oread areas ddr ng 
break times. 
2. All acts of horseplay 
3. Failure to wear prescribed safety equipment, 
4. All iniuries reaardless of the seriousness must be 
reporied to thebispensary or designated qualified First 
Aid personnel immediately. Treatment should be 
continued as the medical staff directs 
5. Unauthorized personnel driving power-driven 
equipment. andlor permitting passengers on powar- 
driven equipment (driver and rider share equal respon- 
sibiliw.) 
6. Smoking within NO SMOKING areas 
7. Removing, disengaging, or the failure to use any desig- 
nated safety devices. 
8. Using substitutes for ladders. 
9. ImDroPer pilinq: mishandling of trucks, skids of other 
. .  . - 
moveable equipment in a manner to endanger people or 
cause damage to material or equipment. 
Blocking fire doors or fire-fighting equipment and desig- 
nated aisles. 
Running in the plant or offices. 
Contributing to anylor causing an unsanitary condition, 
including littering in the parking lot (Housekeeping). 
Removal of safety guards by the operator other than 
when a machine is being set up or when the operator is 
making a minor repair. 
Failure of an operator to shut machine off when making 
a set up unless it is necessary to have the machine 
running in order to make the set up. 
It is the responsibility of a maintenance repairman to 
lock out and tag a machine prior to working on the 
machinery. 
Failure of a maintenance repairman to place guards 
back on a machine prior to releasing the machine back 
to production. 
It is necessary to wear hard soled shoes or OSHA 
approved shoes in the plant. Sandals and open toed 
shoes are not permitted. 
The operation of motorized vehicles is prohibited in the 
plant five (5) minutes orior to and after the normal 
quitting time: The authbrized Operators of motorized 
vehicles are required to obey all posted safety and trafic 
signs 
Wearing of shorts in the plant is prohibited 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 
(SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINE) 
An employee in vioiation of the rules in Categoly No. 1 will 
be subject to discharge. 
An employee found in vioiation of the following rules will be 
sent immediately to the Human Resources Office or if the 
violation occurs at a time when the Human Resources Office 
is closed (Night Shifts), the empioyee will be sent home and 
directed to report to the Human Resources OLce at a 
specified time on the next regular work day. 
A permanent record of the discipline will be placed in the 
employees personnel folder: 
CATEGORY I: 
' 1. Assaulting or fighting with an individual on Company 
Properly. 
2. Possession of firearms or weapons on Company 
property. 
3. Intentional destruction of Company or employee 
Property 
4. Stealing Company or empioyee properly. 
5. Being under the influence of intoxicants or illegal 
narcotics or having them in the employees possession 
in the plant. An employee who is drinking or using illegal 
drugs on Company property, including the parking lots. 
6.  Immoral conduct (sexually explicit behavior) 
7. Selling numbers, booking bets (professional gambling.) 
8. Leaving the plant without a proper pass or failing to sign 
out of the facility at the security center. 
9. Horseplay which may result in loss of life or limb. 
10. He is absent three (3) consecutive working days without 
reponing the reason for his absence to the Company by 
I 
the end of his regular shift on the third day. I 
11. Using the plant or plant property as a restroom, other 
than the toilet facilities that are provided in the 
restrwms. 
12. Spining in the machines or coolant tanks 
13. Defrauding the Company Records, with the intent to 
collect pay for work not performed. 
14. Presenting a fraudulent doctors statement or slip or 
altering any statement or slip issued by a doctors ofice I 
or hospital. i 
15. He fails to return to work at the termination of a leave of ( 
absence. 
CATEGORY If: I 
Below are the disciplinary steps for violation of a Category II 
Rule. In the case of a violation of Rule One (1) (Running 
outside print tolerance) and Rule 15 (aualitv checks) the first I 
and second disciplinary steps will 'be bipassed and  the I 
employee will be disciplined beginning with Step (3) Written 
Warning 
1. The supervisor will talk with the employees at least once 
or as many times as he deems necessary. 
2. Documented verbal warning, 
3. Written Warning (by supervisor) 
4. Written Warning (by General supervisor or shin 
Superintendent). 
5. Written warning (Yellow Card) andlor disciplinary layoff 
(By Human Resources Department). 
6. Discharge 
The employee an0 Un,on Steward Shall oe present when d s- 
ctollne s s s ~ e a  ,n Steos 2 and 3. above The Cntef Steward 4 
andlor  omm mine em en will be present in the absence of the 1 
Union Steward in Steps 2 and 3. The employee. Steward. 
and Commitleeman(s) shall be present when discipline is 
issued in Steps 4.5, and 6. above. 
The employee an0 Stewaro shall recefre a copy of the dtsa- 
plane assueo m Steps 3 and 4, sogned By Ihe Cornpan) rep- 
resentative issuina the discloline. The Baraainina Committee 
shall receive a cow of the hiscipline issued in siep 5. 
The signature of the employee, Steward andlor 
Committeeman(s) on the original copy of the discipline is 
required, but does not indicate agreement with the discipline. 
but acknowledges their presence at the time the disdpline is 
issued, and receipt of their copy. 
Wnnen warnmgs must oe Issued within lofly elght (48) hobrs 
oltne first knowleoge of the offense (excluding holldays and 
weekends) and disciolinaw action will be considered null and 
void and not be useifor the purpose of progressive discipline 
1 after one (1) year, excluding leaves of absence or layoff. provided the emplayee has not been disciplined for the same 
rule at the next progressive step within the one (1) year 
period. 
CATEGORY NO. I! PLANT RULES ARE LISTED BELOW: 
l.A Production: Pat?$ run out of tolerance that result in 
scrap, rework or breakage. 
1.6 Non-Incentive: Negligence on the part of the employee 
that results in substandard work. 
2. Posting unauthorized notices. 
3. Creating or contributing to unsanitary conditions 
4. Sleeping on the job. 
5. Violation of a safety rule or safety practice. 
6. Loafing on the job. 
7. Gambling on Company property 
'C 8. Threatening orintimidating another employeeor supervisor. 
9. Use of abusive language. 
I 10. Accepting overtime and not reporting to work. I 11. Violation of traffic and parking rules on Company P~OpertY. I 12. Not maintaining Group Incentive average (not cooper, ating with the Group.) 
13. Leaving department prior to quitting time andlor not 
returning to the department prior to or after the five (5) 
minute wash-up period before the lunch period and 
quitting time. 
1 
14. An employee who leaves the plant through other than 
designated entrances with a proper pass. 
1 15. Failure to perform assigned quality checks, or quality checks included in the job@) back up sheets. 1 
The procedure above will be, from date of implementation, for 
a ( I )  oneyear period excluding leaves of absence or layoff. 
After (I) one year the written record of such anion will not be 
used for the purpose of progressive discipline. 
ATTENDANCE WLlCY 
The Company and Union agree on the following attendance 
policy. The policy is based on hours and will be administered 
on a rolling calendar year. 
25 hours in 90-days or absenteeism in excess of 16 hours in 
a one-rnonth period will result in Slep 1 -Talk to employee. 
25 houn in W a y s .  Step 2 -Documented Verbal Warning 
17 hours in 90-days. Step 3 -Written Warning Supewisor 
9 hours in 90-days, Step 4 - SuperintendentiLead 
SupervisorlArea Manager 
9 houn in SDdays, Step 5 -Yellow Card Human Resources 
'I 
9 hours In 90 days, Step 6 - Discharge 
Once discipline has been administered for a steD the nerson 
betng discipltned wdl start wltn a zero balance toward accu- 
mulatlng hours for Ine next srep of the asc,plinaly process 
Hours to be counted for absenteeism are as follows: 
Reporting off of work due to sick unexcused. no report. 
personal time, tardy andlor leaving without a pass (through a 
desiqnated exit) will count towards hours for absenteeism. 
~ x c i s e d  absence will not be counted toward absenteeism. 
Em~lovees will be excused from work when a snow or ice 
emirgincy exists in Allen County or the county in which the 
employee resides. In order for the snow or emeraencv to 
excbse the employee from worx. the declaration of the co"nty 
emergency must prohtblt the employee from lraveltng on the 
roads. 
Tardies will count for one (1) hour for any tardy less than one 
(1) hour and the full time t i t he  nearesthour for tardies over 
one (1) hour. Six (6) tardies in e 90 day period will result in 
Step 2 -Documented Verbal Warnino lanv oortion of an hour 
- .  . 
wiilcount as one ( I )  hour). 
Leaving without a pass (through a designated exit) will be 
wunted as one (I) hour and the full time to the nearest hour 
for leaving without a pass over one (1) hour (any portion of 
an hour will count as 1 full hour). 
Tardies and leaving with a pass on overtime will be counted 
toward absenteeism under the attendance policy. Accepting 
overtime and not reporting for work will be administered 
under Categoly It. rule 10. 
In recordina the first steo in the disciolinarv orocess. a 
supervisor kill enter the designated code for tracing the dis- 
cipline in the Tally system. 
The Human Resource Department will track the attendance 
policy and notifv the Supervisor of record of the need to 
administer the discipline. 
Written warninss must be issued within fottv eiaht (48) hours 
of !he return oithe employee 10 work (exclualng holtaays and 
weekends) and d~sc~pf~nary cllon wll be wnslderea null and 
void afler one (1) year, excluding leaves of absence or layoff, 
provided the employee has not been disciplined for the same 
rule at the next progressive step within the one (1)  year 
period. 
Employees must submit doctors slip prior to the start of their 
shin to the dispensary or supervisor. An employee has until 
the end of hislher shin the 'next day to get adoctor s slip 
corrected if not accepted by the Medical Department or 
supervisor. 
'NOTE (a) 
An employee who submits a statement from a physician or 
Nurse Practitioner (practicing under the direction of a 
licensed physician operating within their practice) to certify 
the absence is due to iilness, must have that physicians 
and/or Nurse Practitioners statement indude the following: 
a. Date first unable to work. 
b. Date of first illness. 
c. Date able to return to work. 
d. Nature of illness or diagnostic code 
'NOTE (b) 
Volunteer Firelighters or other emergency personnel, who 
are late or absent due to being called out, will be excused 
with proper documentation from their base. 
When absences for which a physicians statement are 
submitted are continued over an extended period of time, 
such absences will not be considered excused unless the 
company physician confirms each day of absence; due to 
illness, is justified or FMLA has been certified through the 
Human Resources department. The Human Resources 
Manager or his designee will inform an employee subject to 
this orovision prior to implementation and in the presence of 
a union ~eprisentative.. 
The costs for such Comoanv Phvsician under these orovi- 
. .  . 
s,ons wul be cons,Uereu under the hlalor Medlcnl prov;s<ons 
ofthe Grobp Insurance Plan tn tne same manner as any other 
doctors office visit charge is handled. 
The procedure above will be, from date of implemenlation, for 
(1) one year period excluding leaves of absence or layoff. 
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Aner (11 one year tne wrtden record of sucn act~on w#ll not be 
used for the purpose of progressive dlxlpl.ne. 
WAGE ADJUSTMENT 
During the negotiations that led to the 2002-2005 Spicer 
Manufxtuting lnc. - P.A.C.E. Fort Wayne labor agreement, 
fhe parties agreed to reduce the base wage rates throughout 
the plant by sixty cents ($.60) per hour. For incentive 
employees, the sixty Cents ($.60) shall be factored out of the 
incentive base rateof each D rate at the plant wide incentive 
average as of week ending December 30, 2001. For non- 
incentive and skilled employees, the sixty Cents (5.60) shall 
be reduced from their straight time hourly rate in effect imme- 
diately prior to the termination of the 1999-2002 labor 
agreement. 
During the negotiations that led to the 2002-2005 Spicer 
Manufacturing, Inc. P.A.C.E. Fort Wayne labor agreement, 
the oarties aareed to factor into the base rates of the retimed < 
product!on departments, RHy-etght cents ($ 58) of lne one 
dollar n~nety-MO cent ($1  92) COL rnon~es payable as of 
Fenrdary 3. 2002 for the rettmed produci~on oepartmenis at 
the then current planl wtde average for retuned deoanmenls 
The rema.naer of me COL mon.es oayanle lo production 
non-production and skilled employees amounting to one 
dollar and thirty-four cents ($1.34) shall be suspended and 
not paid during the term of the 2002-2005 Spicer 
Manufacturing, Inc. P.A.C.E. For! Wayne labor agreement. 
COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE 
Tne Company an0 the Unton agree that employees snatl oe 
coverea by me prov.slons 01 a Cost.of-L,v,ng Al~ovrance as 
follows: 
A. The amount of the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be 
determined and redetermined as provided below on the 
bas@ of the Consumer's Price Index, United States 
Average for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers. 
(revised CPI-W) published by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, United States Department of Labor (1967 = 
100) herein referred to as the BLS Consumer's Price 
Index. 
8. Effective upon ratification of this Agreement and there- 
after during the period of this Agreement, each 
employee covered by this Agreement shall receive a 
Cost-of-Living Allowance as set forih in this Agreement. 
However, during the term of the 2002-2005 Labor 
Agreement, all Cost-of-Living Allowance generated shall 
be diverted to the Voluntary Employee Benefit 
Association (the "VEBA") on behalf of the hourly 
employees of the Ft. Wayne facility 
C. Thereafter during the period of this Agreement, adjust- 
ments in the Cost-of-Living Allowance shall be made at 
the following times: 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF ADJUSTMENT: 
First pay period beginning on or after February 4, 2002 and 
at first pay periods beginning aner three-calendar month 
intervals there after to November 1, 2004 
BASED LIPON THREE.MONTH AVERAGE OF ThE BLS 
CONSbMER PRICE INDEXES FOR. 
September, October, and November 2001 and at three- 
calendar month intervals thereafter to June, July and August 
in determining the three-month average of the Indexes for the 
specified period, the computed average shall be rounded to 
the nearest 0.1 lndex Point. 
In no event will a decline in the three-month average BLS 
Consumer Pice Index below 518.5 provide the basis for a 
reduhn  to the cents per hour contributed to the VEBA or in 
the rate for any Classification. 
Pay adiustments made in any period aoolicabk to any 
. ~ 
previous period will include the Cost-of-&ing ~liowance 
applicable during the period to which the adjustments relate. 
D. The oarties to this Aoreement aaree that the continu- 
" - 
ante of the Cost-of-hv~ng Allowance 1s dependent upon 
the avallabll~tv of the monthly BLS Consumer Prtce 
lndex in its form and-calculated on the same 
basis as the lndex for November 2001 unless otherwise 
agreed upon by the parties. 
E. The Cost-of-Living Allowances shaii not be added to the 
base rate or day rates for any classification. but shall be 
computed on ihe basis of.the hours paid times the 
amount allowable by index and shall be taken into 
account in computing overtime, holiday pay, jury duty, 
bereavement and short-term military duty. 
F Amount of Allowance 
Elfeclive February 4,2002 and for any period therealfer, 
as provided in Section C above, the Cost-of-Living 
Allowance shaii be in accordance with the fallowing 
table: 
3 month average BLS 
Consumer Price Index 
518.5 or less 
518.6 - 518.7 
Cost-of-Living 
Allowance 
oe 
1e 
2@ 
30 
4e 
50 
60 
70 
8Q 
90 
I oe 
522.5 - 522.6 160 
522.7 - 522.9 17U 
523.0 - 523.1 189 
523.2 - 523.4 198 
523.5 - 523.7 200 
523.8 - 523.9 21Q 
524.0 - 524.2 22e 
524.3 - 524.4 23e 
524.5 - 524.7 240 
524.8 - 525.0 25Q 
and so forth with one cent ($.01) adjustments for each 0.28 
change in the Average index for the appropriate three months 
8s indicated in Section C. 
- 
The Company will divert the entire amount of the increases 
generated by the COL formula for all twelve (12) quarterly 
periods beginning February 4, 2002, through and including 
November 1, 2004 to the Voluntary Employee Benefit 
Association on behalf of the hourly employees of the Ft. 
~ 
Wayne facilify. The COL table shall be adjusted immediately 
I after each of the above stated adjustment dates in order to 
I reflecf the diversion noted therein. 
G. ADJUSTMENT PERIOD 
In the event the Bureau of Labor Statistics shali not issue the 
appropriate Indexes on or before the beginning of one of the 
pay periods referred to in Section C, any adjustment in the 
Allowance required by such lndex shali be etfective at the 
beginning of the first pay period after receipt of such Index. 
NO retroactive adjustment shall be made in the amount of the 
Cost-of-Livina Allowance due to anv revision, which later may 
oe made ~n the pdbllsned f ~ g ~ r e s  for tne Index lot any monlh 
on the bass tor wnich the Allowance snaw have been oeter. 
mined 
Effective December 2000, the parties will use the most recent 
revised CPI-W, in calculatina the adjustments to the Cost-of- 
Living Allowance specified in this supplement. 
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